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INTRODUCTION
This handbook is a preliminary endeavor to pull together,
in a single document, the mere salient points of fire detection
research, published guides, and insrructions for lookout operations.
Little, if any, of the contents of this handbook can be
classed as "original" or "rev". Practically the entire contents
can be found printed, in one form or another, in the libraries
and files of various fire control agencies, experiment stations,
State fire control agencies, and forestry colleges. Under the
circumstances, it is not practical to give appropriate credit
to each individual original researcher or author. However,
so far as practicable, general credit to texts, articles, and
authors is recorded in this handbook.
It is recognized that probably no single lookout station
has problems applicable to entire contents of this handbook.
However, "a little knowledge never hurt anyone." Accordingly,
if supervisors and lookout observers will read and study the
entire contents of this handbook, a better working team will
be developed and both will be better prepared to handle any
emergency that arises.
Recognizing, too, that each protection organization and
each protection area has its own particular problems and reporting procedure, it is imperative that this basic handbook be
supplemented by a chapter applicable to a given lookout and the
protection organization it serves. Therefore, included in
this handbook is an annex outlining subjects and points to
consider in preparing a supplementary section to this handbook
to meet local needs.
The assembly of the material contained in this handbook
and incorporating the comments of the many reviewers has been
a monumental task. Thanks for a job well done are due to
Stanley Spurgeon, Supervisory Ranger (Fire Control) of
Glacier National Park.
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THE LOOKOUT OBSERVER

An Important Job
You, as the lookout observer, hold one of the most important
positions in the fire control organization. Upon your shoulders
rests the responsibility for the discovery of fires. Early fire
discovery means early fire control. Early control in turn
means small fires and consequently, little damage, which is the
aim of every forest fire control organization. Past fire history
indicates that many of the large and costly forest fires resulted directly from slow detection.
Airplanes are being used more and more for fire detection.
However, it is well established that planes will not replace the
lookout entirely, at least not for many years. Lookouts can still
accomplish essential jobs that planes cannot do. It is economically impossible to keep planes in the air at all times when
fire danger is high. Lookouts are needed to watch over high risk
areas where 2k-hour coverage is necessary. This is particularly
true in areas'where risk is largely from man caused fires.
Mountain top weather stations are often necessary for high
altitude fire danger measurement as well as for the iruTormation
required by the weather forecasters. Lightning storms cannot be
adequately observed from airplanes. Lookouts are necessary to
observe such storms, to record lightning strikes, and, to map the
areas covered by storms. Airplanes can watch for fires after
the storm occurs, but they are ineffective without the lookouts
to tell them where to look.
Considerable research and study have been made on the use
of airplanes versus lookouts. The agencies that have made these
studies generally agree that the most economical detection
system is a combination of the two. As a general guide they
recommend one lookout per 100,000 acres, with air detection
supplementing the lookout during periods of bad burning conditions or after lightning storms. One lookout will have direct
visibility on only a small fraction of 100,000 acres, but he
can plot the lightning storm paths so the airplane can effectively watch for subsequent fires.
This type of detection system is effective, and has come
to be known as an "Air-Ground" system.
Man-Wife Lookouts
Married couples employed on lookouts as observers have certain advantages over the use. of the single person. These are:
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Man-Wife Lookouts
1.
Two pairs of eyes are better than one, especially during
thunderstorms. Observation is more constant.
2.
The wife can take over the lookout duties and free the
husband to chase smoke or fight fire when necessary.
3The watch is not interrupted when water or supplies
are needed since one person can always be on duty.
k.
The bO-hour work week problem is solved.
over on the husband's days off.

The wife takes

5.
The distraction of living alone is eliminated. Many
young people find that living alone for several weeks or months is
almost unbearable.
Disadvantages are also to be considered, such as the supply
problem. Housing, pre- and postseason, is also a problem in some
areas. Two people instead of one must be trained for each lookout.
The lookout holds a very responsible position, the importance
of which should never be overlooked.
Qualifications of a lookout
Certain definite quad ifications are necessary for the individual who will be a good lookout observer. First, and probably
the most important, is eyesight. As the eyes of the fire protection organization, he must have good eyesight free from abnormal color deficiencies, capable of distinguishing thin blue smoke
against a blue-green color background. He must have at least
normal depth perception. Eyesight tests will be given to all
lookouts. Several methods of testing the eyesight of lookout
observers have been used. In the Northern Rocky Mountain area the
standard method is to use a white background on which is a small
black dot and determine the distance that the observer can distinguish the black dot. A qualified man may also check the vision
by having the observer distinguish distant objects from his
lookout. Poor eyesight will automatically disqualify applicants
for lookout observer positions. (See Annex 3-)
A lookout observer may be called upon to go to and suppress
small fires in the vicinity of his lookout. Therefore, for most
lookout assignments, he must have the physical stamina to accomplish
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Qualifications of a Lookout
guch arduous jobs. He must be able to take care of hiroself in
the voods under difficult circumstances end be able to travel long
distances by foot on trail or cross country.
He must be mature enough to be able to adjust himself to a
life of isolation. Many lookout stations are isolated and visited
very infrequently by people. The people who occupy these stations
as observers must be able to adapt themselves to such a life.
Lonesomeness or homesickness often tend to distract an observer
to the extent that the primary responsibility of the Job is neglected. He must possess an aptitude for learning and remembering the many details that are necessary to the accomplishment
of his. job. Frequently lockouts have left their post of duty
without express permission. The lookout observer who walks off
from his lookout station without permission jeopardizes his
whole future career with this or any other organization.
He should be alert, dependable, self-reliant, and possess
the faculty for cool, clear thinking under stress. He must be
capable of quickly
making clear, accurate observations, calculations, and reports.
A lookout observer must be able to establish a routine
organization to his every day living. A good observer must
follow a definite pattern in his observations to cover his country
effectively. The pattern or routine of the details of living on
a lookout must fit into the pattern of observation without detracting from it in any way.
There are no hard and fast rules for education and experience requirements for the lookout job. .Generally speaking, a
high school education or experience in forest protection work of
one or mere seasons will be required. People who plan a career
with the National Park Service or ir. ether conservation work are
given preference, whenever possible, for lockout positions.
Lookout Training Requirements
The training program for lockout observers should be divided into four definite phases. Each phase should be handled
separately in the following manner:
1.
Formal Training. This pha.se consists of classroom
and field work conducted hy competent personnel before the
observer is placed on his lockout. At least two days of
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individual instruction or three days of group training is necessary. Following is a brief outline of the subjects to be covered
in this training course:
a.

General orientation on service and unit organization, policies and, procedures, rules and
regulations, and a general outline of the fire
problem in the area concerned. (Classroom)

b.

Map reading. (Classroom and field)

c.

Compass and pacing. (Classroom and field)

d.

The fire-finder. (Classroom and field)

e.

Reports and reporting procedure, the daily log.
(Classroom)

f.

Safety and first aid. (Classroom)

g.

Fire weather station operation and general
weather observation.' (Classroom and field)

h.

Maintenance, sanitation, and housekeeping.
(Classroom)

i.

Methods of observation. (Classroom and field)

j.

Measurement of fire area from lookout.
(Classroom and field)

k.

Lightning storm observation, day and night.
(Classroom)

1.

Fire suppression. (Classroom and field)

m.

Smokechasing. (Classroom and field)

2.
Installation of the Lookout. This phase of the training
program is necessary to get the lookout started off right.' New
men will often be disappointed and lose interest in their work if
they are left to set up housekeeping and get organized by themselves. At the time the lookout observer is moved to his post,
he should be accompanied by a competent man who is experienced in
the area and the work of the lookout to assist him in getting
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started. Before the installing ranger leaves the point, he
must assure himself that the lookout observer is well organized
ar\A acquainted with the responsibilities of the position. The
lookout observer should be checked out thoroughly on the firefinder and map of the area. He should be encouraged to get
started on his self-training program by pointing out some of
the information to be gleaned and improvements that can be made
by the man' himself. At the time of the installation inspection,
the installing officer should leave a lookout handbook .and, a
completed inspection form with the lookout for his guidance.
3.
Follow-up Training and Inspection. Within two weeks
after the lookout has been installed, he should be inspected by
a ranger who is well acquainted with lookout procedures. At
this inspection, the progress that has been made since installation will be noted and corrections made. Following this
inspection, periodic inspections should be made at, and not to
exceed, 1-month intervals during the remainder of the season.
(See inspection form and guide in Annex 1.)
k.
Self Inspection and Training. The success of any
lookout observer will depend, to a large extent, upon how well
he applies himself to his self-training program. If he will
methodically learn his country by methods outlined in subsequent pages of this handbook; practice systematic observation,
living, and working habits; complete a detailed log of false
and legitimate smokes; practice locating and completing reports on imaginary fires; and periodically inspect himself by
using the inspection form and guide in this handbook, he will
undoubtedly be a successful lookout.
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MAP READING

One of the first things that you must become familiar with
is the map of the area in which you are to work. A map is a
graphic representation of the actual topographic features of
the area which it covers and is drawn to scale. It is made up
of signs, symbols, lines, names, and numbers, each meaning something or describing something about the area. Usually a
system of showing differences in elevation is used. This can
be done either by a shading effect or more commonly by the use
of contour lines which will be described later. A coordinate
system is employed to enable the accurate description by
reference to two intersecting lines of any given point on the
map. The system that is most commonly used throughout the
Western United State3, and will be described here, is not a true
coordinate system in that it describes an area instead of a
given point as does the worldwide coordinate system of longitude and latitude. This system, which ties in with the public
land survey, has proved very adaptable to requirements of fire
control.
Public Land Surveys
Lands in most of the states west of the Mississippi River
and north of the Ohio River have been surveyed by the General
Land Office.' The system used by this Office is to select
initial points from which to run their surveys. Through these
points true north and south lines are surveyed which are called
Principal Meridians. These meridians are usually named after
some geographic location such as Mount Diablo, Boise, Wilamette,
or Humbolt. At approximately six-mile intervals on either
side, secondary north and south lines are surveyed parallel to
the principal meridian. These lines are called Range Lines.
The six-mile wide areas between range lines are known as
ranges and are designated 1, 2, 3> etc., east or west of the
principal meridian.
A true east and west line is surveyed through each
initial point, and this is called a Base Line. At approximately six-mile intervals on either side of the base line, secondary east and west lines are surveyed paxallel to the base line.
These lines are called Township Lines. The six-mile wide areas
between the township lines are numbered 1, 2, 3> etc., north
and south of the base line, and designate rows of townships.
The north and south range lines and the east and west township
lines fcrm rectangles which are six miles square. (See figure 1.)
The areas within each of these six-mile squares is also known as
a township. Township and range lines on the usual map are
comparatively heavy and easy to identify.
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Figure 1

1.
Township Subdivision. A full township is subdivided
into 36 sections, each of which is approximately one mile on a
side, and the method of numbering is shown in figure 2. Section
numbers do not appear on the usual forest map, but section lines
appear in one of two ways (see figure 2): (l) In country which
has been surveyed as a thin solid line; and (2) in country which
has not been surveyed as a thin broken line. A broken line is
also used to distinguish between surveyed and unsurveyed township
and range lines. In addition to the above, there are lines of
latitude and lines of longitude which appear on the usual forest
base map. They are continuous thin solid lines running entirely
across the map east and west and north and south, respectively.
Latitude lines designate the degrees and minutes north of the
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Equator. Longitude lines designate the position vest of
Greenwich, England. They are very similar in size to the
section lines and often extreme care is necessary to distinguish them from section lines (see figure 2). They can
be distinguished best by observing whether or not they continue as straight lines completely across the map, coupled
vith the fact that sections are usually square, which fact
usually identifies the section line.

NOTE- THE TOWNSHIP IS SIX (6) MILES SQUARE.
THE BROKEN LINES INDICATE UNSURVEYED LINES.
DISTINGUISH BETWEEN LATITUDE OR LONGITUDE
LINES AND SECTION LINES.
Figure 2
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2.
Fractional Townships. Fractional townships, or those
having less than 3o square miles of area as described above,
frequently occur. These may be due to error in early-day
surveys, to large bodies of water, to joining of two surveys
for which separate sets of base lines and meridian lines were
used, or other causes. They may be from one to five sections
wide, either north and south or east and west. The numbering
of the sections in such townships is governed by the control
lines for the survey; for example, if the east and south
lines were the control, their numbering would start with
section 36 in the southeast corner and proceed north and west
using the usual numbers and placing the discrepancies in the
north and west tiers of sections. However, numbering of
sections might start in any corner of the township so there
is no fixed rule for determining the correct numbering other
than to check the official General Land Office township paats.
To avoid errors in reading, all fractional townships should
be correctly numbered on the fire-finder map.
Due to correction made for convergence of meridian lines
or on account of errors in surveying, some townships have
more than 36 square miles of area. This may result in one or
two of the outside tiers of sections being greater than one
mile in length. These usually occur in the north and west
tiers of sections.
3Section Subdivision. Each section is subdivided as
illustrated in figures 3 £•£& '-v. Each uO-acre tract may be
accurately described with reference to the General Land Office
survey by giving the township, ran^e, section, subdivision of
the section and control meridian. For convenience, standard
abbreviations are used as follows: Township - T (or Twp);
Range - R; Section - Sec. (or S ) , North - N; Ease - E;
South - S; West - W: Principal Meridian - P.M.; and Quarter - \ .
Subdivisions of a section are descr-bed according to their
position in the section with reference to the cardinal directions, i.e., Iffig is the 160 acres occupying the rutrtheast
quarter of the section. Likewise, NEj-SWij is that specific
kO-acre tract occupying the northeast quarter of the southwest quarter of the section, etc. (See fig-ires 3 and K.)
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Figure U - Subdivision of Quarter Sections
Suggestion: a.

b.

Trace township and range lines in maps with a
different color ink or make heavier so they can
be readily distinguished from other lines on the
map. This procedure may prevent errors in reading the wrong township, range, or section.
As a further aid in reading the proper section
and subdivision, lay out a sample township on a
map in which the correct section numbering of a
standard township is shown with one section
properly subdivided into forties.
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Conventional Signs
Each symbol on a map has a definite meaning. Special signs
are sometimes used for features not included in the following
list. The lookout should learn the conventional sign used on
his fire finder map. nhen in question be sure and ask your
ranger. The most common signs axe described as follows:
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AREAS ADMINISTERED
Existing Boundary
Proposed Boundary

BY NPS

POLITICAL
BOUNDARIES
National
:
State, Territory, etc
County, Parish, etc
RESERVATIONS 8 INHOLDINGS
Areas Administered'by NPS
Military Reservation
Indian Reservation
National Forest
Wildlife Refuge
,
State Land
County Land
Private Land
SURVEY DATA
Boundary Monument
Bench Mark (Temporary & Permanent).
Instrument Points "
. "
Triangulation Station

FIRE LOOKOUT
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Township & Range
Section 8 1/4
Latitude 8

Section.

Longitude

ROAD STRUCTURES
Tunnel
Parking Area and Overlook
Grade Separation
Cloverleaf
Traffic Circle
Culvert

„

_

Cattleguard
RAILROADS
Crossing: I-Track, On Grade
Crossing: 2-Track, RR Above
_
Crossing: Narrow Gage RR Below. _
Tunnel and Station
Electric RR
Abandoned Grade
AREAS
City, Town, Village
In Ran
Generalized

_
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BUILDINGS
General
Large Scale
Small Scale
Special
Purpose
Park
Headquarters _
Museum
Information Station _
Entrance
Station__.
Fire

Lookout

Fire

Cache

__

Ranger Station
Patrol Cabin
School
Church
Hospital
BARRIERS
Firebreak
Corral
Electric Fence
Smooth Wire Fence _
Barbed Wire Fence.
Worm Fence (Rail)
Post and Rail Fence_
Drift Fence
Stone Wall

AIRSTRIP
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WATER

STRUCTURES

Canal (With Lock)
Road Bridge
Railroad Bridge
.
Trail
Bridge
Road
Ford
Trail
Ferry
Dam
Dam

Ford
(Large
(Small

Scale)
Scale)

Dock and Warehouse
Boathouse
Lighthouse
RADIO
Radio Station (FM)
Receiver Only (AM)
Pump Control
Remote Control
Radio

Telephone

FUEL
L-P Gas Storage
Bulk
Bottled (On Building)

TELEPHONE

and

TELEGRAPH

Telegraph
Station
Telephone Station
Switchboard
Transmission Line
Metallic
Aerial
Grounded Aerial

:__
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ROUTE
DESIGNATION
Park Roads
Primary
(Visitor Use)
Secondary (Service Use)_
Park Trails
Roads Other Than NPS
U.S. Highway
State Highway
ROAD

STATUS

General
Type or Stage of Constr.
Primitive
Graded
Base Surf, or Gravel
Surface Treated
Paved

TRAILS
Horse
Stock
Foot

j

Drive

Manway
WATER
Spring

,_

Well
Pump
Windmill
Storage

Tank

CAMPING
Campground
Organized Camp
Campsite
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Maintenance Camp
Sawmill (Stationary)
Sawmill (Portable)
Weather Station (U.S.)
Weather Station (Cooperative).
Mine or Quarry
Cemetery
Levee, Dike, Road Fill

Non-Federal Recreation Areas
and Parks (Identify)
Non-Federal Historical or
Scientific Areas (Identify)
Winter Sports

Areas

National Wildlife

Refuge

Scale
The scale of a map is the relative proporti6n nhich a given
horizontal distance on the map bears to that same distance on
the ground. Thus, a scale of $ inch to the mile means that
^ inch in horizontal distance on the map equals 1 mile in horizontal distance on the ground. Scales are represented graphically
(like a ruler, see figure 4a) or by a representative fraction.
In figure 4a the numeral 1 over the line represents one inch on
the map and the 126,720 represents 126,720 inches on the ground.
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Scale- both examples represent a scale of one half
inch equals one mile.
Figure Aa

One of the most common maps in use by lookouts has a $* to the
mile scale. All distances are measured horizontally (see figure 5).

Figure 5
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Contour Lines
Contour lines on a map denote elevation. Each individual
line meanders at a predetermined elevation in relation to mean
sea level and stays at that elevation throughout its course on
the map. It may run off of the map or it may in many cases
eventually come back to the point of beginning.
The easiest way to explain contour lines is to imagine
that you are near the top of a hill and you travel in a
perfectly level course around the hill. If you plotted
your course on a map, it would be a contour line. Go down
the hill far enough to have dropped 100 feet vertically and
repeat the process. Draw in this new course and it would be
the next lower contour line. It is readily seen that tops of
hills will show up as small circles. See figure 6.
Most contour maps are drawn with contour lines either 50,
100 or 200 feet apart vertically. Usually even 1,000-foot
lines will be marked with the elevation in feet from mean sea
level at intervals along it and will usually be slightly heavier
than the intermediate lines for easy identification.
After you become familiar with contour maps, you will find
that you will be able to get a good picture of the actual terrain
from looking at a map with contours.
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Showing how hills and a stream (top) appear on a contour map (bottoi;
Figure

6
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LEAPJJTNG THE COuTJTRY

One of the first things you should learn is the correct
names and location of all topographic features and landmarks
that are visible from your station. This means learning the
names and location of all streams, ridges, buttes, lakes, meadows,
roads, trails, old burns, clearings, or any other landmarks
which may be of assistance later in determining the location of
fires. Each should be definitely located on the map. ' If important landmarks are not shown on the map, obtain their correct
location and plat them for future use. You may learn your
territory by the following methods:
Methods of Learning the Country
1.
Study the country and map together, using the firefinder to correlate between the two.
2.

Construct a seen-area profile map of the area.

3Obtain information from the ranger or any other
person who knows the area.
k.
Study panoramic photographs and identify the topographic features named thereon. Check by telephone with the
district ranger or dispatcher for those not named.
5.
Use every opportunity to travel the territory and
learn its features.
You should acquire the basic knowledge of your territory
as quickly as possible so that you will be able to give an
accurate location on the first fire that occurs within your area.
Time is not available after the fire occurs to puzzle out the
location.
Seen-Area Profiles
Seen-area profiles, which you should make from the lookout,
have proved to be a valuable aid in forest fire location.
Construction of the profile is also an important training
device in that drainages, ridges, and other important topographical features are studied, drawn, and named.
You may use carefully made seen-area profiles to locate
fires accurately when conditions of visibility or darkness
would otherwise make the determination of distance extremely
difficult.
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FIRS LOOKOUT
Learning The Country
Seen-Area Profiles

The degree of interest developed by individuals in the construction of these profile drawings varies greatly in many cases.
The lookouts have added to the basic requirements and have constructed seen-area profiles of amazing accuracy and detail.
Others have taken the more interesting topography in their area
and, using the mechanics of profile construction, have made
black-and-white color scenes of professional quality. The mechanics are simple and little drawing or drafting ability is required.
Figure 7 illustrates the basic requirements of topography
and nomenclature. Profiles may be made on straight-line graph
paper or curved-line paper (circles). Straight-line graph paper
is preferred since the result is similar to panoramic photographs
and is more easily used and understood. Straight-line graphs
also lend themselves more easily to the use of transparent scales
for preparation of drawings without reference lines, only the
level line being required with the azimuth scale arranged at the
top or bottom of the sheet.

Verticle Angle Scale
Figure

a.

7

Materials required are pencils and graph paper. The
graph paper should be arranged to provide lines for
vertical-angle scale and horizontal or azimuth scale.
The profile will be improved and accuracy of future
use increased if the vertical-angle scale is exaggerated
t'.ree to five times. Profile Plate A A x 20 provides
suitable paper for profile drawings.
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Seen-Area Profiles
b.

Equipment required is the Osborne fire-finder with
vertical-angle alidade sights and provision for
accurately leveling the alidade or beard. Bosworth
or Koch boards may also be used but require a
separate means to determine vertical angle. The
process is similar but will require more time.

Preparation of Profile Map
1.
Select a level line, leaving enough space above and
below to accommodate the area to be drawn.
2.
Number the vertical-angle scale on the left of the
paper. (Each degree of plus or minus angle should be three to
five times the distance representing a degree of azimuth.)
3Number the azimuth or horizontal scale starting at
360 . At 90 J leave space for numbering vertical angle again
to reduce the chance of error in following vertical-angle lines.
This is repeated at 180 and 270 .
h.
Level the fire finder accurately and be especially
careful to have level accurate in the direction vertical-angle
readings will be made. The accuracy of the profile depends
upon careful leveling and sighting.
5.
Beginning with the skyline of the topography surrounding the lookout, take vertical-angle readings as often as necessary to plot the ridges on the graph paper. This may require a
reading on each degree of azimuth in extremely broken topography
or if the ridge is comparatively smooth, readings may be as much
as 5 or 10 ° of azimuth apart. The ridge line is sketched in
between the two points located on the profile.
6.
Proceed with other ridges and topographical features,
taking in turn the major features and developing the picture by
adding detail as desired. Take advantage of best directions
for visibility.
7Name topography and drainages. Use arrow straight
down from the name of major or minor drainages. Use no arrow
for names of ridges, and use a slanting arrow for other topographic features.
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Preparation of Profile Map
8.
Don't overlook the placement of ranches, highways, etc.,
in flat country or wide valleys. It is here that the profile
will assist greatly in getting accurate fire locations. Reference
points in a wide valley are vitally needed to determine distance.
Under these conditions, vertical-angle interpretation is often a
necessary aid.
9. For those who desire to make profiles without lines, it
is necessary that a scale be used to locate reference points
accurately for drawing topography or details. Once the mechanics
are firmly in mind and with a little practice, you will have no
trouble in finding ways to make better profiles. Little drawing
or drafting ability is required.
A Method of Learning the Country
The following is another suggested method for systematically
learning the country seen from a lookout station:
1.
Pick out the outstanding landmarks in the area, such as
the most prominent mountains or peaks, major streams, highways,
and roads. Learn their names and their location on the map,
correlating with the fire finder where necessary. In complicated
terrain, you can do this by taking the nearest of these features
first and gradually working out. These will then serve as known
landmarks from which to tie in the less prominent points. To
identify a landmark by use of the fire-finder, set sights on the
landmark and study the actual topography along the line of sight.
The tape cuts the same objects on the map as appear along the line
of sight. Working from known points, determine the relationship
of the landmark in question as well as its location on the map,
even if the name is not given.
2.
Working systematically through a stream drainage, a
main ridge, or sector, pick out, identify, and locate the secondary streams, peaks and roads, using the fire-finder and prominent
landmarks previously learned as aids to determine the location of
each on the map. Use every means available, such as use of
binoculars, observing car dusts along roads, and evening shadows
in depressions, to learn the topography and landmarks.
3.
Keep repeating the procedure, adding refinements and
detail to the knowledge of the territory. The point is never
reached where additional knowledge cannot be acquired, but by diligent and continued application, you can obtain comparatively complete knowledge.
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FIRE LOOKOUT
OPFJPATION OF THB FIPE-FDiDER
In determining the location of fires, the fire-finder
is your principal piece of equipment. The accuracy of the
readings you are able to obtain with it depends largely on
the degree of accuracy with which you set it up and keep it
in adjustment.

The large Osborne fire-finder, which is now standard, is
comparable in accuracy to a transit for measuring both horizontal and vertical angles. The azimuth circle is engraved by the
same method used for graduating transits, but the 2k-inch
diameter, which is four or five times that of the average
transit, results in an open, graduation which can be read
accurately by eye to within 1 or 2 minur.es. The tangent scale
used for measuring vertical angles is "cased on a radius of
22 inches, or 11 times the radius of the vertical arc, on
most transits and is capable of similar accuracy.
It is very important to keep the fire-finder accurately
oriented and adjusted at all times, as a relatively small
error in reading may result in a long and costly delay in
finding difficult fires. For example, an error of 1 in readings from two lookouts on a fire 10 miles away would give an
error in location of f; mile on a 50 intersection and an error
of It; miles on a 15 ° intersection. An error of only 5 mile
means that one would have to search over 160 acres, and since
one may easily pass within 300 or kOO feet of a difficult fire
without seeing it, such an error may result in several hours'
delay in finding it. This might easily mean the difference
between a small fire and a large, costly one.
The four consecutive steps to follow in orienting a
fire-finder are:
1.
2.
3.
k.

Level the firefinder;
Plumb the front and rear sights;
Orient the map to the fire-fin"er;
Orient the fire-finder to true north.

Level Fire-finder
To level a fire-finder, the base of which is approximately
level and firmly fastened to a rigid stand, proceed as follows:
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Level Fire-finder
1.
Loosen all lock nuts on leveling screws and run the™
well upj
2.
Adjust all four leveling screws so that their lower
ends protrude about l/8"j
3.
Set small spirit level on the graduated rim (this is
the extreme outer edge of the top plate situated outside the
sight ring, parallel to diagonally opposite leveling screws.
(See figure 9) Turn both the diagonally opposite screws at the
same time, one up and one down, accomplished by moving both thumbs
in same direction — to inside or outside, until bubble rests in
center. Then shift spirit level to a like position parallel to
the other two diagonally opposite screws and level. Move back to
first position and correct for any disturbance caused by second
adjustment. Repeat until instrument is level in both directions
and all four screws rest firmly on the track rails. Then tighten
lock nuts, being careful not to disturb setting of leveling screws.
(Caution: Never raise the bottom edge of the rail fitting grooves
above the center of the rail, as reduced width would result in
side play and affect the accuracy of orientation.)

Leveling the Fire-Finder
Figure 9

THE OSBORNE FIRE-FINDER
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Level the Fire-Finder Base

After the fire-finder has been carefully leveled as described
above for one location, check i t s level for a l l positions on
both tracks. Occasionally the track r a i l s sag or become bent,
making i t impossible to adjust the instrument to give the same
reading in a l l positions. If the fire-finder i s found to be
out of level for positions other than the original, check the
atraightness of each track r a i l . You can do this by making a
bow from any suitable springy wood, using a fish line or good
grade string for bow string in such manner that string will
pass over end of wood. (See figure 10.) The string i s a true
straight edge which can be used to check the straightness of
each track in both horizontal planes. Bow should be just
s l i g h t l y shorter than track r a i l , about 20" long.

Figure 10

A sagged track r a i l can be raised to a straight position
by a small wooden wedge placed between the r a i l and the wooden
base.
If a l l track r a i l s are straight and the fire-finder i s s t i l l
found to be in adjustment for one location but out for others,
the trouble may be t h a t the fire-finder base i s not true. In
t h i s case, you should c a l l the dispatcher or ranger to obtain
proper instructions. The correction of this fault by wedging
requires extreme care to eliminate danger of twisting the base.
The screw holes in the track spacers that are used for fastening the tracks to the wood base are slotted to allow for
shrinking and swelling of the wood base.
Check Plumb of Sights
To check plumb of sights, proceed as follows:
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Check Plumb of Sights
1. Be sure that instrument is level.
2.
Suspend a weighted thread or fish line from some
convenient point near inside wall. It should hang clear of
all obstructions and not be swayed by wind if it is to serve
as a true plumb line.
3. Check plumbness of front sight vertical hair by sighting through bottom of rear sight at plum line. If vertical
hair does not coincide throughout its length with the plumb
linej it is not plumb. On some instruments, this can be corrected
by shifting sliding bar at top of sight, but for instruments not
so equipped, it can best be done by shimming up the low side of
the sight standard.
k.
With front sight plumbed, check the rear sight slot
by sighting on small point or dot and raising the eye slowly
from bottom to top of slot. If the dot appears to move away
from the front hair, the slot is not plumb. It can best be
corrected by shimming up the low side. To prevent disturbance
of the sights, never use the sight standards to revolve the
sight ring. Always use the lug on the sight ring which is
provided for that purpose.
Replace Cross Hairs
Occasionally, one of the hairs in the front sight may
became broken. Replace broken hairs by obtaining a black
horse hair and adjusting in the grooves to snug tautness.
Horse hair is used for the front sight because it can be kept
straight, does not fuzz or rust, and is plainly visible in
taking sights. Use thread or wire only in emergency. (Keep
a supply of horse hairs on hard and avoid the "emergency".)
Replace, Orient Map Disc (*?" Scale)
One-half inch scale base maps are usually mounted on firefinder discs. To replace the map disc, take out the screws
which hold the map in place and remove the old disc. Place the
new disc over the center pin and replace the screws.
To orient fire-finder map with the azimuth graduations:
1. Revolve the sight bearing ring until it reads
exactly 0° on the graduated circle.
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Replace, Orient Map Disc (-1" Scale)
2.
Loosen flat-headed screws around the outer edge of the
map disc.
3Rotate the map disc around the center pin until redinked meridian line of map lies directly under the steel tape
which extends across center of instrument, while the instrument
still reads 0fl. Be sure the north end of the red meridian line
lies adjacent to front sight. Look straight down on the tape to
check the alignment.
k.
Clamp the disc in place by gently tightening the flatheaded screws, being careful that the position of the disc is not
disturbed in the process.
Adjust the Distance Tape
The distance tape is suspended between the centers of front
and rear sights by adjusting screws. Adjust the tape by use of
the screws at either end so that "0" will be over the exact center
of the map disc and center pin. Too much tension on the distance
tape will spring the sight-bearing ring and cause it to turn hard.
Orient the Fire-Finder
The object is to set and lock the azimuth circle in such a
position that the line of sight will always be true north when
the indicator on vernier is set at 0 . With this done, the
reading on any object gives its angular distance from true north.
Each station will usually be furnished the correct azimuth to
at least one orienting point. With the correct azimuth to a
defined orienting target (as another lookout house) known (say,
127 25'), proceed as follows:
1.
Revolve sight bearing ring and set the vernier carefully on the correct azimuth (l27°25') (see figure 15)t
2.
Leaving the vernier on this setting and without touching
the sight bearing ring, loosen the clamp screw between upper and
lower plate and revolve the entire top plate of the instrument
until the line of sight cuts the designated target.
3Clamp top plate in this position by tightening the
clamp screw. Then c h m k both the sight alignment and the azimuth
reading; if both are correct, the instrument is accurately
oriented.
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Orient the Fire-Finder
4.
Repeat t h i s procedure by t a k i n g s i g h t i n g s on other
selected p o i n t s . You may need to make further small adjustments
t o get the l i n e of sight t o i n t e r s e c t a l l d e s i r e d points a s
c l o s e l y as possible. Seldom w i l l a f i r e - f i n d e r i n t e r s e c t a l l
desired points exactly even when oriented as c a r e f u l l y as possible,
This may be due to inaccuracies i n t h e printed map and/or s h r i n k age or s t r e t c h i n the paper of the map. I t i s therefore recommended t h a t each lookout have selected points on which to o r i e n t
t h e f i r e - f i n d e r . Select these point3 t o give t h e g r e a t e s t
accuracy t o t h e oriented map and t o avoid confusing the new
lookout observer i n attempting to o r i e n t h i s map.
5.
I f the stand i s r i g i d and reasonable care i s exercised,
t h e instrument should remain i n adjustment for days or weeks,
but t o make 3ure, check t h e o r i e n t a t i o n and l e v e l adjustment
a t l e a s t once each day.
Signal by Mirror Flash for Orienting
The most accurate method of o r i e n t i n g the f i r e - f i n d e r i s to
s i g h t on a mirror flash from another lookout. The mirror must be
a t the proper angle with the sun o r i t cannot be seen. Figures
11 and 12 i l l u s t r a t e two simple methods of d i r e c t i n g the s u n ' s
rays t o a desired point with a mirror.

Figure U
F i r s t , l i n e up the n a i l heads with t h e lookout to which i t
i s desired to flash, then f l a s h mirror rays across n a i l heads.
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Signal by Mirror Flash far Orienting

Figure 12
Place s i g h t on convenient support such as stump, rock,
c h a i r , guard r a i l , e t c . , and aim a t point to be flashed same as
aiming a gun -with pee? sight.
Hold inirror frcn 1? tc 1 feet behind sight so t h a t f l a s h
f a l l s on r e a r s i g h t and light passing through peephole shews as
a small round spot en t i p cf f r o n t s i g h t . Hold mirror in t h i s
p o s i t i o n and f l a s h Trill be directed to the point.
This device has the advantage t h a t i t can be used i n
crowded q u a r t e r s such as on a tower. I t i s quick and easy to
use, and a steady flash can be maintained.
"When accurate crientauion data i s not a v a i l a b l e , you can
conveniently obtain i t by determining the absolute o r i e n t a t i o n
of one instrument by -zse cf a U.S.G.S. azimuth or by observation
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Signal by Mirror Flash for Orienting
on the North Star (see any standard work on plane surveying).
you can then precisely orient all other instruments by the
usual method of foresighting and backsighting, except that a
Bmall correction on account of convergence of meridians must
be added or subtracted. This correction amounts to -9' for
every mile of departure between stations, i.e., the distance
measured due east or west from one station to a meridian passing
through the other.
A convenient rule for computing the corrected backsight is:
If foresight is less than l80°, add to it 1 8 0 ° / -9'
for every mile of east and west departure between stations.
o
o
If foresight i3 more than 180 , subtract from it ioO
/ .9' for every mile of departure between stations.
Example:
(See figure 13) Let A - oriented instrument;
B = instrument to be oriented. By measuring
on the map due west from the plotted position
of A to a point due south of the plotted
position of 3, you find the distance is 20 miles.
The lookout at A foresights on a mirror flashed
from B and finds azimuth to be 322I,00'. As this
is more than. 180 , the corrected backsight from
B to A - 322°00' - (180°/ .9 x 20 ) = 322*00' (180°/ 18') = 1L1°U2'. To orient instrument at
B, use 1^1 U2' as correct azimuth to A and proceed as described above. As an aid to furnishing a rough check on orientation of fire-finder
at night when regular orientation point cannot
be seen, it is good practice to have a welldefined plumb line location or other suitable
mark inside the lookout house to sight on. This
should be located truly parallel to the set of
tracks used in making check.
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Figure 13
Why 0° Is on South Side of the Fire-Finder
Azimuth readings on f i r e - f i n d e r s s t a r t a t 0° or north and
progress clockwise through the e a s t , south, west and back to
north. When s i g h t i n g due north with a f i r e - f i n d e r , you must
stand a t the south side of the instrument t o look through t h e
r e a r s i g h t . For convenience i n r e a d i n g , the graduated c i r c l e
has been r o t a t e d 180°, p l a c i n g 0° on the south side so t h a t you
can make readings without the n e c e s s i t y of walking around t h e
f i r e - f i n d e r to read them.
Care of t h e F i r e - F i n d e r
In addition t o always keeping t h e f i r e - f i n d e r l e v e l and i n
angular adjustment, see t h a t i t i s kept clean, e s p e c i a l l y the
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Care of the Fire-Finder
graduated circle and the vernier so that angles can be read
quickly and accurately. Keep either thin film of light oil
or graphite on the track and under the sight-bearing ring to
prevent wear and rust as well as to facilitate easy operation.
Graphite is preferred in some ..nstances since -t has less
tendency to collect dusx and helps to maintain a smooth working
surface. If working parts become sticky or rusty, clean with
kerosene, dry, and relubricate.
You should also see that the map is kept clean and in good
condition. If a new map is needed, ask the ranger for one.
If the fire-finder is in the open, keep it covered when
not in use. In absence of regular cover, heavy canvas will
serve.
Mounting the Fire-Finder Map
Several methods of map* mounting have been used over the
years. Shellac, varnish, and various other adhesive substances have been used. Results vary with the carefulness of the
workman and the type of weather exposure to which the map is
subjected.
The method described here, involving the use of "Nitrate
Airplane Dope" has proved very satisfactory in some of the
northern areas. You can obtain nitrate airplane dope at
reasonable prices from any air service where fabric covered
aircraft are repaired.
The steps in mounting the fire-finder map are:
1. Be sure that the lookout location is accurately
located on the map. Put a pinhole in the exact location.
2. Describe a circle on she map l/8' to l/l" smaller
than the metal disc on which the mar -o to be mounted, with
the lookout location as ics center.
3«
Ink-in the township and range lines with India
drawing ink heavy enough to make them definitely distinguishable
from latitude, longitude, and section lines.
k.
Ink-in the township and range numbers on the circumference of the map inside the described circle.
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Mounting the Fire-Finder Map
5.
Make any desired corrections in the nomenclature or
location of features with India drawing ink.
6.
Draw a straight red line through the exact location of
the lookout extending due north and south to the perimeter of the
map. Be sure this line is parallel to the nearest longitudinal
meridian. It must be on a true line with true north.
7. Draw a short red line due east and west through the
exact center of the lookout location.
8.

Cut map on described circle.

9.

Be sure that map disc is clean and sanded off smooth.

10. Apply a smooth, even coat of nitrate dope over the
surface of the map disc. Be sure dope is thin enough to spread
evenly. It may be thinned with lacquer thinner. Use a fine brush.
11. Have a pin sticking through the center hole of the
map disc.
12. Allow dope on map disc to dry until slightly tacky.
This will take only a few minutes.
13. Hold map in one hand by two edges loosely folded with
back of map outside. Place other hand inside of folded map over
the pinhole at the location of the lookout.
Ik.
Guide pin extending through center hole of map disc
through pinhole in map and allow bottom of fold to contact coated
surface of disc.
15. Carefully smooth both sides of map on coated disc
working with bare hands from center toward outside. If done
carefully, you can do this without air bubbles being left under
the map. Do not work the map too hard as distortion may result
from stretching. You may use a rubber roller after the map is in
place, rolling lightly from the center outwardj do not stretch
the map.
16. If bubbles do appear under the map, prick them with a
pin and roll down with roller.
17- Place the mounted map between two flat surfaces and
weight evenly over the entire surface. Allow to dry 2k hours. Be
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Mounting the Fire-Finder Map
sure that there is no tacky dope on surface of map.
18. -After the map has dried thoroughly, you may coat and
recoat the surface of the map with nitrate dope. Several coats
will protect the map and it will withstand the elements for a
long period of time.
Caution; Nitrate airplane dope dries very quickly. Experience will help in determining just how much time you have
to get the map in place, but be sure the map is in place
while the dope is still tacky or the map will not stick securely.
The surface of the coated map will dry very hard anri will
withstand ordinary wear. It may be written on and erased
without damage. It is well to recoat maps occasionally when
they have been written on and erased repeatedly or subjected
to weather or unusual abuse.
Some agencies prefer to cover the fire-finder maps with
glass or other transparent material on which writing can be
erased repeatedly without damage to the map.
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During possibly dangerous fire weather, you should have all
your seen-area under observation throughout the daylight hours.
The entire firefighting organization is depending upon you to
see and report all fires occurring within your area at the
earliest time they can be detected. This means reporting fires
when they are small and before they have the opportunity to gain
headway. Frequently, you will only be able to detect small
fires, and those cut off by intervening topography, by a puff of
smoke which rises above the trees or ridge tops at occasional
intervals. To detect these fires promptly, alert and systematic observation is necessary. Experience has shown that the
best results can be obtained from a combination of general
observation interspersed with short periods of intensive check
looks.
On clear days, observations, especially looking into the
sun, require excessive exposure of the eyes to bright light
which may result in permanent injury to the eyesight unless
protection is given. It is vitally important that you do not
neglect the segment of the seen area toward the sun because of
the discomfort of looking. To protect your eyes against both
injury and discomfort, colored grasses are furnished and you
should wear them at all times when they are needed.
On points with towers for observation but with living
quarters, you should follow the policy of taking a noon lunch
to the tower so that you can g_ve continuous detection during
this dangerous period. Provision for getting wood, water, or
for any other work which requires a break in detection coverage, will be governed by a schedule designed to synchronize
all stations so that no two lookouts, who see the same territory,
will be gone at the same time. No detection man should be
away, either from his observation point or from his telephone,
for even short periods without first clearing with the
district dispatcher.
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Systematic Method of Searching for Smoke
Figure 14.

The General Observation
Make general observations without strain, but at the same
time you should be sufficiently alert to detect the first signs
of a fire. Normally, it is a continuous systematic, slow scanning of the entire seen area, but with a greater portion of the
time spent on high-risk areas, such as logging operations,
camping areas, fishing streams, or well-traveled roads, where
man-caused fires are most likely to start. The eyes do not
actually focus on any particular point in this type of observation unless attracted .by the presence of something unusual.
Following lightning storms, add areas covered by them to other
high risk areas.
The Check Look

The check look i s an intensive part-by-part examination of
the entire seen area. Each d e t a i l of the terrain i s closely
scrutinized to make sure t h a t no f i r e e x i s t s . The eyes are
definitely focused in a searching survey, requiring full concentration on the part of the observer. Depending on the size and
character of the seen area involved, you can effectively make
the usual check look in 5 minutes.
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The Check Look
You should make check looks from all stations within the
first half-hour after sunrise and shortly before dusk to give
maximum insurance against fires reaching dangerous proportions during the night. Make check looks throughout the remainder of the day as warranted by the fire danger and risk.
It is essential to use a systematic method of making
check looks to insure that all areas are examined. You may do
this by breaking the seen area into natural topographic units,
such as stream drainages, ridges, or other units, and examining
each of these units individually. Each such unit should have
readily recognized topographic boundaries to insure against
"skips" or "blanks". Ordinarily, check looks should begin with
the same unit, say number 1, and progress consecutively in a
clockwise direction until all units have been examined. These
units should be arnnl 1 enough to allow easy examination without
too much shifting of the eye. If a natural unit, such as a
broad stream drainage, is too large to examine readily, divide
it into subunits. In making the examination of each unit, the
usual procedure is to examine the nearest territory first and
progress outwards by natural subunits.
You can divide the seen area for making check looks by
forming 2+5° or smaller sectors with the fire-finder. Each unit
will then take the form of a piece of pie or wedge-shaped.
This method may prove best for some types of country, especially
where no prominent topographic features exist.
The importance of check looks is illustrated by the fact
that after a fire has been discovered in a certain locality and
other lookouts notified of its existence, they are usually able
to see promptly, by close scrutiny, smoke which otherwise might
not have been discerned by general observation.
It is well known that under some conditions small fires can
be seen at greater distances than others. Smoke haze in the air
is probably the most common cause of reduced visibility. In
periods of extreme low visibility, you may use night observations
to make sure fires are not burning unobserved. You can often
detect a fire of any size by its glow caused from the reflection
of the flame on the smoke column. Careful study is required
for accuracy in locating fires this way.
It is generally conceded that visibility distance is
seriously reduced when looking into the sun. However> experiments from aircraft have proved that a smoke in direct sunlight
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The Check Look
can be seen farther when it is between the observer and the sun than
it can with the sun at the observer's back. This does not hold true
when the smoke is in a cloud or hill shadow however. When the
smoke is in the shade, it can be seen at a greater distance with
the sun at the observer's back. It has been found that when the
observer is in the shade, smokes that are shaded can be seen at
greater distances. You should take advantage of opportunities
when your lookout is in cloud shadows to give careful "check" looks
to areas shaded by clouds or mountains toward the sun.
It is human nature to "see how far you can see." Watch out
for fires at your feet. A number of lookout posts have burned
because the lookout failed to note smoke "right under his nose."
Most fires are likely to become established during the heat
of the day or within periods when fires will burn readily. Thi3
is also the period of the most rapid spread and requires accurate
and energetic work on your part to permit aggressive initial action
to be taken. Fires sighted in the early morning, in the evening,
or at night allow more effective work hours before the heat of the
day when fires are most difficult to control. Good binoculars often
prove invaluable in helping you identify difficult smokes when
they are small.
Legitimate and False Smokes
Since the interest is only in true forest fires which destroy
or threaten to destroy resources, you are responsible for distinguishing between these and all others. Frequently this is a
difficult task requiring accurate observation and appraisal to
reach a definite decision. Safe decisions will be the policy and,
for this reason, it is inevitable that occasionally you will report
"false alarms." Of this group, the campfire is probably the
most difficult to determine. Report all smokes that cannot be
definitely identified as false or legitimate. Although experience
is the real key to making accurate determinations in the case of
close decisions, there are several general guides which will
assist you in attaining this experience. You should use every
aid available to become proficient quickly.
1.
Legitimate Smokes. These include all smokes from sources
such as locomotives, sawmills, ranches, campfires, debris burning,
and industrial operations, which are authorized by law or permit
and are under control. Carefully plot on a map all such smokes
which have a fixed location. Record them on the "Legitimate and
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Legitimate anc False Smokes
False Smoke" form, jivin,_, azimuth, vertical angle, location, and
description. Post this record conveniently for ready use in
checking location on days of poor visibility. Inasmuch as
such smokes are likely to change from year to year, bring
these records up-to-date promptly at the beginning of each
season and currently thereafter. The fined smokes usually
have definite characteristics with which you should become
thoroughly familiar so that you can readily recognize them under
all conditions. Always check the azimuth and location with a
fire-finder whenever a question arises concerning a known
legitimate smoke. Legitimate smokes that are not fixed, such
as campfires, tend to occur in localities and at more or less
definite hours of the da.:/. You should learn these localities.
2.
False Smokes. A false smoke is any phenomenon
which is nor actually smoke but appears as such under certain
light or weather conditions and is likely to be reported as a
fire. Plot on the same map used for legitimate smokes anything
which is commonly mistaken for fire and which has a permanent
location, such ;;..r. rock slides, openings, smalu deadenings, and
some dusts. In addition, carefully record such false smokes
by azimuth, vertical ang_e; locat_on, and description on the
"Legitimate and False Smoke Record" form, which should be
posted conveniently for _ ezrnanen": and ready use. You may
easily icier.iify a rock slide or an opening as such on a _._ear
day, but when outlines are blurred 'oy shim; haze, identification may be extremely difficult. The new lookout should
study carefully the false smokes recorded for his station and
become thoroughly familiar with each one. Check the location
by horizontal and vertical angle when in doubt.
FkLse smokes which have a fixed location are the caz!«sv.
to distinguish as they have no movement or smoke column, except
dust, steam and thermal activities. Careful and accurate
observation will usually reveal this even tc the new man.
The more dust and fog puffs present, the more complicated is
the problem. They are nor usually Tired v,o allow predetermination of location, and often there is movement similar to that
observed in smoke. In spite of this similarity, theve ere
sufficient distinguishing cha;....aerist_c3 which can be
detected by the experienced observer. All of these characteristics cannot be clearly defined, but general hints for you
to look for can be given. Dusts characteristically have a
yellowish color while smoke characteris-lcaily has a bluish
color. Dusts usually have hoc' v.satal movement of the base.
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Legitimate and False Smokes
The tendency of dust to settle out of the air usually causes it to
thin out on the upper and outer edges, while smoke tends to hold
together and continue to climbj a smoke just observed will be
similar in its vertical pattern to existing known smokes. Usually
dusts attain considerable size almost instantaneously, much
faster than the normal fire, and those like sheep dusts have a
wide base out of all proportion to their height when they first
show. Trouble with sheep dusts and those along roads can be
eliminated if you will keep currently informed on the movement of
bands of sheep and knowing the location of roads.
Fog puffs, which frequently occur in timbered country following lightning storms, are sometimes mistaken for fire. They are
characteristically white and, unlike smoke, have no bluish shades
intermixed. They have a strong tendency to thin out on the edges,
and if watched while stringing out of some pocket, frequently
tend to "pull thin" and have more the appearance of "floating."
Lightning Storms
Every lightning bolt which strikes the ground is a potential
fire. For this reason, lightning storms are the most important
weather phenomenon which the lookout observes. You should observe
the approach of lightning storms and report them to the dispatcher
or district headquarters so that preparation can be made for
manning emergency points, assembling men, or having organized
crews stand by.
1.
Recording Strikes. You should observe every lightning
strike which goes to ground within the seen area day or night and
record' it by time, azimuth, location', and vertical angle, if
possible. If time permits, show the strike on the fire-finder map
with a red cross. A "Cellophane" pencil is ideal for writing on
map disc.
Frequently, strikes occur in such rapid succession that time
is not available to obtain and record complete information on each.
In such cases, make an attempt to observe all strikes and record
as much information as possible. When strikes are occurring at the
rate of several per minute, use a systematic method to obtain
even the minimum information. One good method is to place a paper
disc inside the edge of the sight ring. This will leave about \"
of exposed paper around the map inside the ring. As a strike
occurs, you can quickly spin the sight ring to the approximate
position and place a mark directly under the tape near the rear
sight on the exposed paper. If time permits, place a numeral
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Lightning Storms
near the line to represent distance. You can take the azimuth
later, and such other information as you can recall. Erase
the marks for those strikes that develop into fires and for
which complete reports have been made. The marks remaining
will serve as ready reminders of strikes which should be carefully scrutinized for at least 2 weeks after the forest litter
has dried out. Use this method to segregate and record strikes
from more than one storm by using different colored pencils.
Roughly calculate the distance from the lookout station to the
point of the strike by counting the number of seconds between
the flash and the report of thunder following. The distance
equals approximately 1,100 feet for each second elapsing,
or 1 mile for each 5 seconds.
2.
Sleeper Fires. Lightning fires frequently smoulder
for days or even weeks before they send up enough smoke to be
seen. These have been termed "sleeper" fires and are particularly dangerous because of their likelihood of spreading
rapidly as a result of the forest litter drying out. They
often show up during the worst burning conditions. For this
reason, it is extremely important to extinguish as many fires
as possible while favorable conditions prevail. The best time
for effective observation is usually early in the morning
following the storm. You should take full advantage of this
period and should watch carefully for several days the locations
of all observed strikes as well as the entire area over which the
storm passed. Frequently, a direct lightning hit results in a
puff of smoke, dust, or steam. This does not necessarily mean
that a fire has been established, but if it continues to show
for more than 2 minutes, you should assume it is a fire and
report it as such.
Visibility
Poor visibility conditions often seriously handicap a
lookout observer in his observations. Smoke and haze are the
most common causes, of poor visibility. In some areas, fog may
blanket a lookout and reduce his visibility distance to zero.
It is very important that you be aware of visibility conditions
and keep the dispatcher informed daily or oftener of conditions
in your area.
When visibility conditions are seriously reduced, it is
often necessary to supplement the detection system by manning
secondary lookouts or inaugurating patrols by foot, auto or
airplane.
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Visibility
When visibility is reduced during periods of dry weather,
you should devote more time to observations and exercise much
greater vigilance.
There are several different methods of measuring visibility.
Instruments known as haze meters are in use in some areas. The
most common method, however, is known as "small smoke visibility."
This method depends largely on your judgment. Distant objects
at varying distances from the lookout are previously recorded
according to their distance from the lookout. Grey or smokecolored objects are preferred. When visibility conditions are
perfect, you can observe the small standard object or smoke at "
approximately 15 miles. Haze or smoke will reduce this distance
depending upon its density. Record visibility as the farthest
distance such a small smoke or selected object can be seen. You
should determine visibility distance several times per day and in
at least four cardinal directions from the lookout.
Another method is known as "Dark Ridge Visibility." This
method is simply determining the distance to the farthese dark
ridge that can be seen against the horizon. In this method, you
then use conversion tables to convert the dark ridge visibility,
which can be as much as 100 miles or more on a clear day to small
smoke visibility, seldom more than 15 miles on the clearest day.
Your supervisor will give you special instructions on the
required visibility reports for your area.
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TThen you see what appears to be a smoke, you first decide
•whether it is a false or real smoke. Having concluded that it
is a real smoke, you next decide -whether it is caused by a legitimate or an illegitimate fire. when you make a decision that
the fire should be reported, enter the time this decision is
reached as the "time sighted." Obtain, record, and report to
the district headquarters or the dispatcher the remainder of the
information called for on the Lookout Fire Report Form. Your
decision whether or not to report a fire must take only a fewseconds
When any doubt exists, always report the fire. A
detailed explanation of each item called for on the suggested
form in this handbook, and most other types of fire report forms,
follows:
Locating Fire by Local Landmarks
"When you first sight what you believe to be a fire, you
should proceed immediately to locate it with reference to local
landmarks (the word "local", as used here, means landmarks local
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Locating F i r s by Local Landmarka

to the f i r e i n question) and record t h i 3 l o c a t i o n with th/ time
sighted on the Lookout F i r e Report Form. Select loo a l landmarks
which w i l l be of the g r e a t e s t a s s i s t a n c e to the saokechaser i n
finding the f i r e and to the dispatcher in r e a d i l y v i s u a l i z i n g
i t s l o c a t i o n . The most useful l o c a l larximarks are creek f o r k s ,
ridge t o p s , rock s l i d e s , open p l a c e s , clumps of timber, and s i m i l a r
n a t u r a l characters not shown on the map. Use cardinal d i r e c t i o n s
instead of r i g h t or l e f t . Do not r e f e r t o a road or t r a i l unless
you can see i t . Keep the d e s c r i p t i o n c l e a r and concise.
Intimate knowledge of the country w i l l be invaluable to you
i n r e a d i l y s e l e c t i n g t h e l o c a l landmarks to u s e , speeding up t h i s
part of your r e p o r t , and l o c a t i n g t h e f i r e on the map. Give l o c a t i o n by landmarks f i r s t i n your r e p o r t t o permit the d i s p a t c h e r
t o v i s u a l i z e a t once the general l o c a t i o n of the f i r e . Often t h i s
phase of the r e p o r t w i l l have t o be q u i t e general u n t i l you d e f i n i t e l y locate the f i r e on the map. However, i f you are thoroughly
familiar with your a r e a , i t w i l l be q u i t e accurate and consume
l i t t l e time.
r^termining Azimuth
Determine the azimuth, or h o r i z o n t a l angle from t r u e north
to the f i r e , as f o l l o w s ;
With the f i r e - f i n d e r in proper adjustment, revolve the s i g h t
r i n g u n t i l , by looking through the r e a r s i g h t s l o t , the v e r t i c a l
h a i r o f ' t h e front 3ight cuts the center of the f i r e base. When
t h e f i r e base i s not seen and smoke i s d r i f t i n g , s i g h t on t h e
edge of the smoke column from which the d r i f t i s coming. Read
the azimuth by use of the v e r n i e r located d i r e c t l y below the r e a r
s i g h t , and record a t once on the Lookout Fire Report Form. (See
figure 15.)

Vernier P l a t e on Osborne Fire-Finder
Figure 15
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Determining Azimuth
Rule. Use the arrow or zero line on vernier as indicator
and read the value of the last division to the right on the
azimuth circle (figure 15, 21 30'). Note the mark on vernier scale
which matches a graduation mark on azimuth circle and read the
value from zero point on vernier to the left. Each mark on
vernier equals 1' (figure 15, 15'). Add minutes read from
vernier to azimuth circle reading (figure 15, 21 30' / 15' - 21 k^\
On most fire-finders there is a shield which covers up the
numbers on the azimuth circle immediately to the left of the
zero point of the vernier to prevent misreading.
Always read azimuth angles accurately to the nearest minute.
They will be used for plotting and for computing tangent offsets.
Accuracy is important.
Hint. For difficult night shots, you may have to illuminate
the cross hairs in such a manner that you will not be blinded by
the direct light to your eyes. You can do this by fitting a
slotted cardboard hood over a flashlight lens so that only sufficient light is directed on the cross hairs to permit their being
seen. Likewise, you may find it advantageous to illuminate only
part of the cross hair and project this through the f:'re. Other
good methods may be used. (See Annex k.)
Determining Vertical Angle
You should measure the vertical angle for all fires. It is
essential in all cases where graduated panoramic pictures m ••.
used. In other cases, where good topographic maps are available,
you can obtain an accurate location on most fires from one lookout station only by plotting the intersection of this angle with
a profile of the topography 1 ving along the line of sight. In
still other cases, you can use the vertical angle in computing
the relative elevation of a fire in reference to ridge tops or
draws.
Most fire-finder sights are especially equipped for measuring
the vertical angle. The insxrument must be in proper adjustment
to give accurate readings. Use of the Osborne No. 4 is described
here. Ask the'ranger xo explain other types. The front sight is
equipped with two horizontal cross hairs -- the upper one for
measuring plus (/) angles or those of elevations above that of the
station, and the lower one for measuring minus (-) angles or those
of elevations below that of the station. As most fires will be
below the elevation of the staxion, usually you will use the lower
hair. The rear sight is equipped with a sliding peep sight operating on a vertical scale.
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Determining V e r t i c a l Angle

How to Head V e r t i c a l Angle
Figure 16
Adjust the r e a r peep s i g h t so t h a t , when 3i u ..tir»g through the
h o l e , the proper front cross h a i r a c c u r a t e l y cuts through the
center of the f i r e base. Read t h e v e r t i c a l s c a l e s e t t i n g
-aa
r e a r peep s i g h t to t h e smallest angle possible and r e c o i d w e reading a t once on t h e Lookout Fire Report Form.
Generally speaking, the g r e a t e r t i u v e r t i c a l a n g l e , the
greater the accuracy t h a t can b- expacte-"
I t s as a, e i t h e r for
s p o t t i n g f i r e on panoramic photographs : a topographic maps.
Usually, the nearer the f i r e i s to ,:»a - . - . . o u t , the g> w
i s the
v e r t i c a l angle. V e r t i c a l a n g l e - jxx'er a means of checking f i r s
l o c a t i o n s both to the lookout and to the d i s p a t c h e r .
The problem of determining v e r t i c a l angla readings a t night
when l i g h t conditions make i t impossible t o see the f i n e cross
h a i r s on the f i r e - f i n d e r has often caused considerable delay i n
g e t t i n g accurate l o c a t i o n s . A park ranger a t Mount Rainier
National Park invented the "Heckman Night Sight Attachment" for
the Osborne f i r e - f i n d e r which i s described in Annex A of t h i s
handbook.
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Using the l o c a l landmarks and t h e l i n e of s i g h t , spot the
f i r e a t t h e proper l o c a t i o n on the f i r e - f i n d e r nap. Read the
d i s t a n c e on the tape i n inches and f r a c t i o n s from the center
pin to the spotted l o c a t i o n . The tape i s graduated i n inches,
and you should a c c u r a t e l y s c a l e the d i s t a n c e to the smallest
d i v i s i o n p r a c t i c a b l e . Convert t h i s d i s t a n c e t o miles i h i c h can
be conveniently done f o r ^H scale map by multiplying the distance
i n inches and f r a c t i o n s by two.
Kxamplet

Scaled d i s t a n c e - 2 - 1/1° inchesj
2 - 1/16 x 2 - 4. _ i / 8 m i l e s .

Immediately record the d i s t a n c e i n miles on the Lookout F i r e
Report Form.
Locating F i r e on Fire-Finder ?fep by Legal Subdivision
You should i n d i c a t e the c o r r e c t l o c a t i o n of the f i r e by
l e g a l s u b d i v i s i o n , i . e . , by township, range, section, and subd i v i s i o n of t h e s e c t i o n . This s p e c i f i c l o c a t i o n can be r e a d i l y
spotted on any map of the area and serves as a refined check on
t h e general l o c a t i o n s by l o c a l landmarks. I t i s important t h a t
you be s k i l l e d i n reading your map so t h a t you can be both
a c c u r a t e and f a s t i n making t h i s determination. You can a t t a i n
p r o f i c i e n c y by p r a c t i c e . Immediately record the l o c a t i o n of the
f i r e by l e g a l • subdivision on the Lookout Fire Report Form. (See
Chapter 2 . )
How To Use V e r t i c a l Angle t o Determine F i r e Location

Figure 17
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Eow To Use Vertical tutzla TP Jr^arr:_-..» Fir; location
Problem:
,--d
Lookout sees fire at night en aoiautk lec . Distance unknown
but vertical angle is -5 from the lockout. Ho other lockouts can
see the fire.
Solution:
Dispatcher plcts information, using contoured map (any scale
5-inch per mile or longer) and standard graph paper.
1.
Scale elevation of lookout on left side of graph.
Exaggerated scale reduces error.
2.
Horizontal scale to match contoured map. If 1-inch-permile scale map is used, 1 inch on the graph represents 1 mile. If
5-inch scale map is used, the horizontal scale should be 5 inch
per mile.
3.
At 5 miles (horizontal scale), plot elevation of line-ofsight ( -5** x 92 feet x 5 miles « 2,380 feet less than the elevation of the lookout; 5,850 feet - 2,380 feet » 3,^10 f e e t •) •
k.
Draw line-of-sight line from lookout elevation (left
side of graph) through the elevation of line of sight (as determined
in step 3) across graph paper.
5.
Lay graph paper on azimuth line on map. 3y reference to
line of sight at each mile division, it will be easy to determine
maximum elevations which the line of sight will miss and thus
arrive at the approximate area where it will contact the ground.
If the lookout can assist by determining the proper ridge, the
following procedure will he simplified:
Plot only the tops of ridges until line of sight contacts
the ground elevation. Flat ground elevations by vertical
scale to determine exact elevation where line of sigrcontacts ground.
6.
After distance and alevarion arc known, locate fire by
section, township and ranee.
Note: If accurately dene, the cnekecdaeers will fond an
ahney level or surveyor's altimeter extremely valuable in find:u:;
very small fires. Thi3 is also an important use for vertical an tie.
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Retorting the Fire
The various areas will have different ideas on the
•sequence of action required in reporting forest fires.
Some areas may desire on the initial lookout telephone or
radio report complete information, called for on the Lookout
Fire Report Form. The accepted practice in many areas is
to have the lookout call the dispatcher immediately on confirmation that he has a fire to report and give the dispatcher
the best possible quick location by reference to local landmarks. He then completes the required information on the
lookout report forms, checks it and forwards it to the dispatcher, all as quickly as possible, consistent with accuracy.
This method forewarns the dispatcher and gives him additional
time to organize suppression action.
Likewise, many different forms are in use for lookout
fife reporting. Forms have been designed to meet the requirements of the area or region concerned. Individual areas will
include complete instructions on the forms used by them in
separate instructions to their lookouts. Lookout fire report
forms should be as simple as possible and still contain the
following basic information:
1.
Location by local lancmarks, for example: "Half
way up slope on south end of Brushy Ridge."
2.

Azimuth and vertical angle reading.

3.

Disxance to fire in miles from the lookout.

k.
Location by legal subdivision —
section subdivision, and section.

township, range,

5.
Size of fire and perimeter. It is very important
that the best possible estimate of the size of a fire be made
by the lookout since he is the only one who has seen it. His
estimate is better than a guess by anyone who hasn't seen it.
Likewise, the perimeter of the fire is one of the main factors
in calculating the size of the suppression job. Perimeter may
vary greatly with fires of equal size in area. It is very
important that you use every method available to you in developing efficiency in estimating the size and perimeter of fires.
Fires may be reported as spot, single snag, small or, for
larger fires, one acre or several acres.
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6.
Smoke color and volume. This is important to the
suppression crew as it gives them a good idea of the nature
of the fire, the amount of heat and the kind of fuel in which
it is burning. You may report the color as white, yellow,
gray, black, coppery, etc. Report the volume as small,
moderate, billowy, large rising, drifting, thin streamer,
occasional puffs, etc.
7.
Wind direction and velocity. What is wanted here
is the wind at the fire. Estimated velocity can be determined
by using the Northern Rocky Mountain Scale of Wind Velocity.
(See Annex 2.) Direction is the cardinal direction that the
wind is coming from.
8.
Probable cause. Often you will have an idea of the
cause. You will know whether or not there has been lightning
in the area. You may also know where berry pickers, fishermen,
campers, etc., are likely to cause fires.
9Last rain. It is important for the suppression
force to know when the last rain of any consequence was over
the area in which the fire is burning.
10..
answer.
11.

Can you see the base of smoke?

Aspect.

A simple yes or no

Slope faces to- east, northeast, southwest, etc.

12. Slope position. Position of fire on the slope, i.e.,
base of slope, middle, upper or top, etc.
13. Slope steepness. Level (1-10$), gentle (11-25$),
moderate (.26-50$), steep (51-75$), very steep (over 75$).
I1*. Type of cover. Here give the best idea you can of
the type of vegetation on the ground, brush, grass, mature timber,
old burn, etc.
15. There should be a space on the form for remarks where
you can supply any other pertinent information that may be helpful to the dispatcher or "the suppression crew in their work.
Unless otherwise directed, you should prepare the Lookout
Fire Report Form in its entirety for all fires except legitimate
smokes and forward reports quickly to the dispatcher or other
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responsible officer. Forms in the dispatcher's office should be
the same as yours so that information can be read off by numbered
headings instead of reading printed headings. The dispatcher
•will furnish the report time, the fire number, and the name to
you. This will insure that the same name and number will be
applied on all records pertaining to that fire.
Tou should train yourself to prepare and telephone to the
dispatcher, reports on fires accurately and quickly. After
sighting a fire, you should be able to make your preliminary
report, then complete the Lookout Report Form, check it, and
have it in the dispatcher's office in less than 5 minutes. The
dispatcher or ranger will check your ability to meet these
standards and practice.
Panoramic Photographs
The panoramic photograph is a valuable aid in locating and
describing the location of fires. Each photograph carries a
horizontal reference line corresponding to -the elevation of the
lookout station from which it was taken. On the upper margin
are the azimuth angles corresponding to the azimuth circle on
the fire-finder at that lookout. A vertical angle scale is
provided for defining the line of sight and reading the vertical
angle in reference to the horizontal line. The entire seen
area of each station is usually covered by three photographs.
Study the photographs taken from your lookout so you can identify
on it the principal topographic features, such as streams,
drainages, peaks.

Figure 18
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Panoramic Photographs
The panoramic photographs are of the greatest value to you
when making night shots or on days of restricted visibility when
the actual topography is badly blurred. With the photographs,
which usually reflect clear conditions, you will be able to obtain
more accurate locations and give clear descriptions. Under any
condition, the dispatcher and.smokechaser are greatly aided in
understanding your description and in better visualizing the actual
conditions in the fire area.
The procedure for use of the photographs is:
1.
Find fire-finder azimuth reading on the upper edge of
one of the three photographs.
2.
Line up edge of plastic vertical angle scale with this
azimuth reading on the top of the photo with the corresponding
mark on the lower edge of the photo- .
3«
The zero line on the scale is placed over the level line
on the photograph (see figure 18).
k.
Read down for a minus angle and up for a plus angle
along the edge of the scale until the vertical angle- is found.
5.
At that point is the location of the fire. Use a
small magnifying glass to bring out local details. (Tests indicate that with a good picture and a magnifying glass, one can
normally see details nearly as well as the lookout can see them
under clear conditions without glasses.)
There is also a vertical angle scale called Soward's. With
this type scale the vertical angle as read from the fire-finder
is placed on the level line of the photograph, and the zero point
on the scale gives the location of the fire. Other than this
difference, the mechanics for using the Soward Scale.are the same
as illustrated in figure 18.
Patrol Points
Many of our lookout stations require the use of supplemental
points to give detection coverage to areas which cannot be seen
from the principal detection point. Frequent coverage of such
areas is essential. Definite look schedules should be prepared
and conscientiously followed which will provide the best coverage
possible consistent with the hazards and risks involved. Seen-a^ea
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Patrol Points
maps and panoramic photographs should oe prepared for any
such points of reasonable importance. Usually, azimuths to
fires from these points will be taken with a compass. Care
should be exercised to obtain as accurate readings as possible
consistent with desirable speed. Otherwise, mailing the
report and reporting will be the same as for the regular point.
The foregoing applies principally to points comparatively near to a developed lookout station. In exceptional
cases, where lightning is the chief cause of fires in a
series of small areas in the back country for which satisfactory detection coverage from any one point is prevented
by the character of the topography, the use of a series of
points may be indicated. In such a case, it might be essential to keep someone in the area because of inaccessibility,
but the principal need for detection would be during and
following lightning storms. Headquarters could be placed at
the most convenient location and valuable work done between
periods of needed detection. During and following lightning
storms, the lookout could cover the various detection points
giving emphasis to those covering the areas most seriously
affected by the stone. He would report by radio or from the
nearest telephone, depending on circumstances.
Azimuth to fires could be determined with a compass
either from a location plotted on the map or by first obtaining azimuths to two known points (2-point intersection) and
all three, azimuth angles furnished the dispatcher for
accurate determination of the observer's position and
that of the fire at time of sighting. This procedure might
give the most practical coverage under some conditions.
Follow-up Action Requirements
You are usually the only member of the firefighting
organization who can observe currently all the changes and
progress of a going fire. Clear and accurate description
of the fire's condition is essential to permit the dispatcher
to make correct decisions, to take follow-up action, and to
give quickly such assistance to the men on the fire line
as will insure control of the fire in the shortest possible
time.
1.
Report Any Change in Fire. Keep the dispatcher
informed on the fire's progress. It is largely on the
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basis of information you furnish that the dispatcher determines the need for additional help.
You should carefully
observe the progress of the fire from the tine it is reported until it is "checked" out, and currently inform
the dispatcher with accurate and clearly worded descriptions of any significant changes in its condition.
Changes such as a rapid or even steady increase in
size, definite changes in velocity or direction of wind on
fire, spot fires, definite charges in color, volume, or
character of smoke, or development from a ground fire to
a crown fire when this can be clearly discerned, are examples
of. definite changes which you should report.
In the case
of fast spreading fires, it is good practice to furnish
frequent estimates on the size of the fire in acres. You
should also report the presence of cumulus clouds near the
fire as freak winds develop under these clouds.
2.
Keep a Chronological Record on Lookout Report
Form and Diary. Keep a chronological record of the fire's
progress, consisting of concise notations on the lookout
report form or diary.
Keep each entry by date and time
observed.
The record should show all significant changes
in the fire throughout its duration, including estimates of
size. This forms a valuable record and also allows the
observer to develop his efficiency in sizing up future fires.
Such records are also extremely valuable in conducting a
post-analysis or review of the fire.

Keep notes on lightning fires which do not become
established, showing how long the smoke was visible, how
long the region was watched, and the time it was considered
safe to assume the fire was out.

3.
Determine the Size of Fire by Estimate and Use
of Fire-Finder. The size of small fires can best be estimated by
comparing the v/idth of the smoke base and volume of smoke with
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that of other flrea for which you hare learned the true area.
You should check back with the dispatcher on small f i r e s obserred
u n t i l you can estimate their s i s e with reasonable accuracy. The
tendency has generally been that f i r e areas have been overestimated which i s better than underestimating.
You may estimate larger f i r e s by the use of the fire-finder
t o deterndne the dimension at right angles to your l i n e of sight
by the tangent o f f s e t method and estimating the other dimension.
To use the tangent o f f s e t method, proceed as followsj
a.

Take accurate aaimuth angles on both edges of the
f i r e and reduce the intervening angle t o minutes
(see figure 19). (60 minutes = 1 degree.)

b.

Multiply the number of minutes by l £ , and the
r e s u l t by the number of miles from the observation point to the f i r e . The f i n a l r e s u l t w i l l be
the distance in f e e t between the two edges of the
f i r e (Scale in miles the distance from the lookout station to the f i r e , )

Remembers

Tangent o f f s e t formulas
1° - 92* per mile
1' - ll« per mile

Figure 19
o.

To compute the s i z e of the f i r e when i t i s
possible by use of the above methods to determine
only one dimension, i t i s necessary to estimate
the second dimension. This requires extremely
good judgment on your part. If the f i r e i s running
up a slope at right angles to the lookout, i t w i l l
be apparent that the long way of the f i r e w i l l be
the dimension determined by the above-mentioned
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method and the second dimension may be much
smaller. If the fire is running toward or
directly away from the lookout, the above
determined dimension may be the smaller
measurement. It is therefore apparent that
you will have to be able to analyze carefully
the situation by using your knowledge of the
topography, fuels and wind direction at the
fire to come very close to the actual size of
the fire.
Remember that fire areas are usually figured in acres.
You should memorize the following conversion tables:
66 ft. = 1 chain
80 chains = 1 mile
10 square chains = 1 acre
1 square chain = 0.1 acre
E3j5cO sq. ft. • 1 acre
^35.6 sq. ft. = 0.1 acre
The easiest method of determining the estimated area of a
fire from the lookout is to figure it as a rectangle, triangle,
or circle, depending upon the apparent shape of the fire and
compute the area from the dimensions as estimated above. Remember that no fire will burn in a regular geometrical shape, so it
is always necessary to adjust your dimensions to allow for irregularity of shape.
h.
Assisting the Smokechaser• Besides following the
discovery and reporting of a fire, and keeping the dispatcher
informed of all aspects of its behavior and progress, there is
yet another important function that falls to the lookout on
many fires. Fires are often quite difficult to find by the suppression crew on the ground. This may be due to a very small
smoke or the fire may be situated in dense timber or extremely
rough terrain. You can often assist the smokechaser to the
extent that it may mean the difference between finding the fire
and not being able to find it.
Some of the ways you can assist the smokechaser are:
a.

Keep the light burning on the lookout whenever a
smokechaser is out after night looking for a
fire. He can use the light to get back-sight
readings on his compass.
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b..

Sometimes it is possible to arrange a signal
system with the smokechaser with mirror flashes
or flashlights at night whereby you can direct
the smokechaser to a hard-to-find smoke.

c.

With handy talkie radios available for smokechasers, you can direct the smokechaser by radio
if you can tell where the smokechaser is on the
ground. Oftentimes it may be necessary for the
smokechaser to build a small fire that you can
see. You locate the smokechaser's signal fire
on his map, plot the course for the smokechaser
to follow, and give him directions by radio on
distance and direction to proceed to find the
fire. Another and better scheme has proven to
be the use of smoke bombs. In communicating
with the lookout by radio, the smokechaser sets
off a smoke bomb. The lookout can then get the
location and direct him to the fire.

d.

It is sometimes possible for you to tell a
smokechaser,by radio, where to stop his car
and which direction and how far from it to
travel to get to smokes situated short distances
from roads.

Be alert to possible ways and means of assisting the
smokechaser. You are in the best position of anyone to lend a
hand in finding a hard-to-find smoke.
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Prompt, dependable communication is an important part
of effective fire control work. Some stations are furnished
with radio for communication, others with telephone. Some may
have both. Any failure of your radio or telephone requires
prompt investigation and repair by the responsible person.
Your job instructions will tell you what to check if communication failures are your responsibility, and how you can discover the reason for the failure.
Daily Check Calls
Daily check calls will be arranged with your headquarters
for specific times of the day. The tine for these cadis should
be stated in your job instructions. The purpose of the check
calls is to determine whether or not your telephone or radio is
working properly. If it is not, it can be repaired before it is
needed for an emergency call, such as reporting a fire.
Telephone
1.
Good Telephone Use Practices. (Applies primarily to
party lines equipped with hand generator -- "crank" phones.)
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.

h.
i.
j.
k.

Be courteous.
Listen before ringing. Ask if line is busy; if
not busy, then ring.
If others are using the line, hang up and wait
until they are through unless your message is of
an emergency nature.
If you have an emergency message, break in on
the conversation and ask to use the phone.
Answer your ring promptly. Don't listen in on
other rings.
Make your check calls promptly at assigned time.
If unable to ring headquarters, call the nearest
phone on the line and have them try to ring for
you.
Make your conversation no longer than necessary,
especially if someone else wants to use the line.
On a party line, when through talking, ring a
short ring to indicate conversation is finished.
Be sure to disconnect temporary phones after
completing calls.
Keep receiver on hook when not in use.
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2.
Telephone Installation. Dependable telephone service
demands proper installation and good maintenance. When checking
or installing a telephone, you should a.
b.

c.

d.

e.
f.
g.

h.
i.

j.

See that the telephone box is solidly fastened to
the nail -with screws.
Test the batteries. (See figure 20.) If they are
weak or old, replace them with new batteries and
destroy the old batteries.
Replaoe all batteries when needed, not just one.
Write the date and your initials on new batteries
when installed.
Be sure that battery connections are tight and
connected properly. Two or mare batteries are
connected in series — negative (-) of one battery
to positive (/) of other battery.
Be sure all telephone connections
are clean and tight.
See that all wiring
is properly insulated.
Insure that main line
and ground wire connections are soldered
or clamped.
Place lightning protectors so printing is
right end up.
Drive ground rod in
earth, full length,
if possible, directly
under protector.
Figure 20
Post up-to-date call
card at telephone.
3.

Testing Transmitter and
Batteries. When testing
do the following:
a.
b.

o.
Testing Transmitter and Batteries
Figure 21

IrLsconnect line
wires at LI and L2.
Connect a jumper
wire between these
two posts (or short
between LI and L2
with a screwdriver).
Hold receiver to ear
and blow lightly
into transmitter or
tap lightly.
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d.

e.

If nothing is heard; then batteries are
dead or transmitter is packed. (Carbon
particles compacted.)
Tap transmitter sharply with fingers to
loosen carbon particles. If noise still
isn't heard; batteries are dead. (See
figure 23.)

k.
Telephone Trouble Shooting. Telephone trouble
shooting may be a hazardous job; as explained below. You
will have two types of telephone lines to work on -"metallic circuits" end "grounded circuits". 3oth types
are used by the National Park Service.
a.

Metallic circuit refers to a phone circuit
using two wires between telephones. These
wires are generally firmly secured to the
insulator at each tree or pole so that the
wires are kept tight enough to prevent
them from contacting each other. (Contact
causes a short in the circuit.)

b.

Grounded circuit refers to a phone circuit
which has only one wire and uses the ground
for the return circuit. The circuit is
completed by a contact with the ground at
each instrument. The wire of a grounded
circuit generally has more slack than a
metallic circuit and slips freely through
the insulators on trees so that if a tree
falls across the line, the wire can reach
the ground without breaking.

c.

Here are some common telephone troubles and
the probable causes of the trouble:
(l) Telephone Generator Crank Turns Hard.
What to look for:
(a) Line wires crossed or contacting
each other (if a metallic circuit).
(b) Line wire grounded (metallic or
grounded circuit).
(c) Lightning protector block ground
(temporary remedy -- remove from
circuit).
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(d) Lightning protector shorted by lightning
(temporary remedy — remove protector
tube).
(2) Telephone Generator' Crank Turns Easier Than
Usual — What to look for:
(a) Break in the telephone line circuit".
(b) Broken or disconnected wire in instrument.
(3)

Telephone Bell Does Rot Ring Or Rings Faintly
When Others CaLj — What to look for:
(a) Defective ringer, circuit broken or
ringer out of adjustment.
(b) Broken wire or loose connection in telephone set.
(c) Short circuit in your telephone or some
other telephone on the line.
(d) Receiver off the hook at some other telephone on the line.
(e) Open or blown fuse at the lightning protector on the outside of the building.
(f) Broken line wire or service wire.
(g) Line wire grounded by touching trees,
brush or ground, if grounded circuit.
(h) Overloaded line, too many telephone
instruments on the line.

(It) Bell Rings Frequently Without Apparent Cause—
What to look for:
(a) Line crossed with other telephone line.
(5) You Cannot Ring Bells of Other Telephones—
What to look for;
(a) Defective generator (magneto).
(b) Broken wire or loose connection in telephone set.
(c) Open or blown fuse — replace or temporarily bridge across fuse connection with
a wire until the fuse can be replaced.
(d) Short-circuited line, if metallic circuit.
(e) Line wire grounded by touching trees,
brush or ground, if grounded circuit.
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(f)
(g)

(h)

(6)

Ton Cannot Ifeke Others Hear You Talk —
77hat t o look tar t
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(7)

Broken l i n e
or service
wire.
Inadequate
ground or
poor connection on wire
Testing ifegneto with Finger
t o ground
rod.
Figure 22
Overloaded
l i n e , too many telephone instrumentson the l i n e .

B a t t e r i e s weak or improperly connected.
Switch of receiver hook out of a d j u s t ment or c o n t a c t s poor.
Loose or d e f e c t i v e connections to
transmitter.
poor connections on r e c e i v e r c i r c u i t
of telephone being c a l l e d .
Transmitter i s packed (carbon p a r t i c l e s
i n t r a n s m i t t e r become compacted).
Remedy — t a p sharply with f i n g e r s on
side of t r a n s m i t t e r . (Figure 23)

You Cannot Hear Others Talk — What to look
for:
(a)

Receiver or r e c e i v e r cord i s broken.
Connect one end of r e c e i v e r cord t o
a b a t t e r y p o s t . If cord i s not
broken, a c l i c k w i l l be heard when
other end i s touched to opposite
b a t t e r y p o s t . I f no c l i c k , l i n e i s
probably broken.

Testing the Receiver Cord
Figure 24
(b)
(o)
(d)

Defective or d i r t y r e c e i v e r ; remove
cap, clean and t i g h t e n connections.
Loose or broken connections i n t e l e phone.
Switch of r e c e i v e r hook out of a d j u s t ment or contacts d i r t y .
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(8) Your Conversation 13 Interrupted So That
You Hear Only Parts Of Conversation — What
to look Tor:
(a) Loose connections somewhere on line.
(b) Poor ground, if grounded circuit.
(c) Line wires swinging together or
grounded intermittently.
(d) Line wire swinging against lightning
rod on poles, guy wire or other ground.
(e) Loose splice in line wire.
(f) Line crossed with other telephone line.
(g) Loose connections in battery circuit.
5-

Telephone Line Maintenance.

Temporary repair should be made,
if possible, when trouble is
discovered. Report temporary
repairs to your superior as soon
as possible. In this way, permanent repairs can be made by
a qualified telephone man. Temporary emergency splices can be
made as illustrated.

Emergency Mainline Splice
and
Std. Emergency Wire Splice
Figure 25

Radio
National Park Service radios are to be used only for official
business. Our radio use is being systematically monitored by the
Federal Communications Commission. Always remember that many
private citizens have radio receivers capable of receiving our
transmissions. Also, most of our cooperators monitor our frequencies for informational purposes. Because of this, you should
always be careful of the language used and refrain from making
statements which might be embarrassing to yourself and the
National Park Service.
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1.

Good Radio Use Practices •
a.
Always be courteous.
b.
Use proper language-. Swearing and obscene
language is prohibited.
c.
Answer your radio call promptly.
d.
Think- through your message before starting to
transmit.
e.
Be brief. Radio channels are crowded.
f.
If others are using the air, wait until they
are through unless your message is of an
emergency nature.
g.
If yours is an emergency message, break in
on the conversation end ask for the air.
h.
Pronounce your voids distinctly,
i.
Talk into the microphone,
j . Use normal tone of voice.

Every effort possible-should be made to use radios
correctly. Correct use permits proper understanding of your
message and results in prompt action. Delays mean loss of
minutes and minutes count in fire suppression work.
2.

Message Procedure.
a.

In transmitting messages, always give the call
number of the station you are calling first,
followed by your call number.

b.

All messages musu be brief and to the point.
Pronounce words distinctly and rather slowly.
Finish quickly -- the air time may be needed
for fire business. If possible, write your
message first, then read it rather slowly and
distinctly over the air. All lengthy messages
should be written. The normal dispatch rate
should be ko to 60 words per minute.

c.

Use the Radio Code "Ten Signals" whenever
possible to brief your messages.

d.

When you are through transmitting (message
given and reply received) you should terminate
the conversation by giving your call number.
This indicates the air is clear for communications by others.
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3.
Message Priorities. When radio traffic is exception
ally heavy, it is sometimes necessary to set priorities on the
various calls to be relayed- These priorities are:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Messages concerning medical aid.
Messages concerning fire suppression.
Messages concerning food, equipment, tool orders.
and other such items.
Administrative business.

k.
Radio Code or "Ten Signals". TEN SIGNALS are used to
abbreviate certain phrases commonly used in radio messages. They
are also more distinctly heard by the receiving station, for other
phrases are easily distorted or are net phonetically perfect on
the air. For example, the term "O.K." is not as readily understood over the air as "Ten Four" . Learn these signals and use
them whenever possible. They reduce transmission "time and leave
no doubt of your meaning. The TEN SIGNALS most commonly used in
National Park, Service work are:
Code Signal

Meaning

10-1

Receiving poorly.

10-2

Receiving well.

10-3

Stop transmitting.

10-L

O.K. or Received Message.

10-7

Out of service. (Radio turned "off".)

10-8

In service. (Radio turned "on".)

10-9

Repeat, receiving conditions bad.

10-19

Return to your station.

10-20

What is your location?

10-21

Call this station by telephone.

10-23

Standby.

10-26

Any message for me?
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Code Signal (cont'd)

5.

Meaning

10-50

Call my heme.

10-97

Arrived at scene.

10-99

Change your location.

Fxamplcs of regular usage of the TEN SIGNALS are:
a.

When a signal (message) is not clear or is
received faintly, say "your signal is TENONE (10-1)."

b.

When you understand the message or acknowledge
instruction, say "TEN-FOUR" (10-4) instead of
"O.K.", or "I understand."

c.

Before turning off 'your radio, say "Car Twentyfour sixty-nine (2L69) is TEN-SEVEN (10-7) at
headquarters." This tells the dispatcher that
you are off the radio at your headquarters.

d.

When you turn on your radio after a period of
non-use, say "Bear Flats is TETI-EIGST (10-8)."
This informs all stations on the air that you
can now be reached via radio.

e.

TEN signals should be spoken as "TEN-EIGHTEEN"
or "TEN-FWFJNTi-ONE", not "one-zero-one-eight" or
"one-zero-two-one".

6.
Radio Trouble Shooting. Radios are technical pieces
of equipment which may get out of adjustment easily. For this
reason, only qualified technicians are permitted to work on the
set. Each day you should make the assigned radio check calls to
determine if your set is in working order. If you find it is
not working properly, then check the following:
a.

Battery
XT) Check batteries for correct wiring according
to diagram furnished.
(2) See that battery connections are tight.

b.

Antenna
(1) See that antenna wire is connected and
antenna in place.
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(2) See that antenna does not touch trees,
bushes, or other objects.
c.

Receiver
(1~5 Inspect headphone cord to see that it hag not
been injured and is plugged in correctly.
(2) The dial adjustment is very sensitive on
tunable receivers. Tune slowly in order not
to slip past a station.

d.

Transmitter
(1) Inspect microphone cord to see if it is plugged
in properly or if it has been damaged.

e.

General Trouble
(1) Don't give up the first time. Try your call
again. The station you are calling may not be
on the air at the moment, or may be busy with
other conversation you cannot hear. Some
unusual atmospheric condition may be affecting
reception, or conditions may be poor in the
micelle of the day and improve towards evening.
(2) Try shifting position of antenna or your location (if radio is not stationary).
(3) XT you cannot get the station you want, try
contacting another station and have them
relay for you.

If the trouble is not corrected after these checks, notify
your superior by telephone or other means. A qualified technician
will be dispatched to work on the set.
7.

Care of Handle Talkie Set.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Keep the set in carrying case at all times.
Always keep handset in holder provided except when
in actual use.
Turn off switch when set is not in use.
Protect the set from moisture, excessive heat, dirt,
crushing, sharp jars, and excessive vibration.
The safety knob on the antenna is for your protection; notify your immediate superior at once
if it is damaged or missing.
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8.

Radio Safety Hints.
a.
Due to the high voltage in certain circuits,
only qualified technicians shall be allowed
to work on radio equipment.
b.
During lightning storms, do not use radios
when storm is within 1 mile.
c. A radio transmitter shall not be used within
300 feet of electric blasting.
d.
Do not carry electric blasting caps in
radio-equipped cars or trucks.
e.
When using car radio, driver shall slow down
or preferably stop except during emergencies.
f. All whip antennas shall be equipped with
safety knobs.

9.
Lightning Storms. The following instructions should
be posted near aJ ] radio equipment located in exposed structures:
a.

When a lightning storm is more than 1 mile
away, the radio receiver may be left operating,
but touching the controls of the equipment should
be avoided until the storm has passed.

b.

When the storm is less than 1 mile away, it is
desirable, although not essential, to shut off
the master switch on the equipment.

CAuTTOH: Since shutting off the equipment requires
touching the instrument panel, shut off the equipment
Immediately following a local flash and avoid the equipment
thereafter until the storm has passed.
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Public Relations - Fire Prevention
An employee of the Federal Government is an employee of the
People of The United States. You are working for them. They
are paying your salary.
The National Park Service, by the request of the people of
the Nation, is charged with the responsibility of protecting
areas of this country that are of national importance for their
scenic, scientific, or historic value. The National Park
Service is further charged with the responsibility of providing
for the enjoyment and welfare of the people who visit these
areas. You are employed as a lookout observer in one of these
favored areas to assist in the protection of the area from fire.
Your responsibilities do not soon there, however. You are also
responsible for any assistance you may be able to render in
providing for the enjoyment and welfare of the visitors. This
is an important part of the work of every employee of the
National Park Service whose job brings them in contact with the
visiting public.
The fire lookouts of the National Park Service are becoming
increasingly popular as visitor attractions. The visitors not
only enjoy the views of the broad expanse of beautiful landscape from these vantage points but there is also a certain
romance attached with the operation of a high mountain lookout
station. You, as a lookout observer, will be coming in contact
with many of these visitors. There are a few simple rules of
conduct which, if followed carefully, will increase your value
to the National Park Service far beyond that of accomplishing
your primary duties of detecting forest fires.
1.

Rules of conduct in meeting Park visitors:
a.

Be neat and clean in appearance at all times.

b.

Greet visitors in a courteous manner. Let
them know that they are welcome.

c.

Answer questions courteously and to the point.
If you don't know the answer, say so. Do not
guess or give false or vague answers.

d.

If you don't know the answer to a question,
tell the visitor where he can get the answer or
find che answer for him.
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e.

Be prepared to explain the organization of the
Service and your area.

f.

Take advantage of visitor contacts to get across to
them the fire prevention story. Know the fire history of the area. Impress upon them the importance
of being careful with fire.

g.

Explain the operation of your lookout and give
demonstrations, if the visitor desires.

h.

Avoid lecture type of conversations, be brief and
to the point.

i.

During periods of high fire danger, don't let
visitors interfere with your observation schedules but explain to them why you have to be on
schedule with your observations.

j.

If a visitor complains, which'they will sometimes
do, refer them to your Chief Ranger or Superintendent but, at all times, be courteous. Do not lose
your temper.

k.

Let them know that you are proud of your job with
the national Park Service, but do so without bragging.

1.

Remember at all times that you are in the employ of
the public and that they have the right to the
respect and courtesy that is due any employer.

m.

Do not discuss controversial park problems with
the visitors.

2.
Fire Prevention. In your contact with the public, you
are in a good position to materially assist in the Fire Prevention
Program. Fire prevention is one of the most important functions of
any fire control organization. You may assist in the Fire Prevention Program by observing the following suggestions:
a.

Know how burning index of fire danger is measured.
Be able to explain it.

b.

Know the fire history of the park and especially
the area covered by your lookout. Be able to explain it with special emphasis on man-caused fires.
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c.

Keep current on burning conditions in your
area that you may be able to give special
emphasis to learning visitors during periods
of high burning index.

d.

Know enough about the National Fire Prevention
Campaign (The Smokey Bear Story) to be able to
explain it intelligently.

e.

Know the history of man-caused fires in your
area. Give the visitors a "pat on the back"
if the man-caused record so justifies.

f.

Set good examples by observing the rules of
fire prevention.

3Visitor Register. It is important that every lookout station maintain a visitor register en which each guest
signs his name, address, date, and time of arrival. This
register serves a two-fold purpose. It gives the visitor the
feeling that he is expected and welcome. It also encourages
fire prevention and adherence to rules and regulations in that
the visitor knows that we have a record of who he is and where
he lives. If the visitor register is kept in a conspicuous
place, seldom will a visitor have to be encouraged to sign.
A simple sign reading, "Please Sign Cur Guest Register," or
similar sign, will usually accomplish this objective.
Safety - Accidents
Your personal welfare is of vital importance to the
management of your organization. Not only do accidents and
sickness cause inconvenience to you and the rest of the organization but, in your particular case, an accident or illness
on your part may be directly responsible for a large end
costly fire.
Safety is a difficult subject to teach. In your position,
removed from the remainder of the organization, it is up to you
personally to conduct a safety program for you and your organization's w-elfare. The best safety device known to man is his
ability to think. Learn to think safety in everything that you
do and you will be able to walk down safely from your station
at the end of the season instead of being carried down during
the height of the fire season.
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Following are same simple safety rules which, if followed
diligently, will assist you in coming through the season safely:
1.
Lightning storms are not dangerous if you observe the
following rules when in the lookout:
a.

Stay inside lookout building but keep away from
metal such as stove, beds, map board. Don't go
out for any reason when the storm is overhead.

b.

Never use phone or radio when lightning storm is
overhead. Disconnect incoming telephone lines by
pulling rope attached to the switch hand1e.

c.

Close and keep away from windows, doors, stoves,
etc. Lightning follows air currents.

d.

In case of severe storms approaching your lookout station, put fire out in your stove before
storm is directly overhead. Smoke contains
carbon which provides a better conductor for
electricity.

e.

Be sure your lightning protection installation
is complete, connections tight, metal objects
grounded to it. Check it periodically and especially after each lightning storm.

f.

St. Fdmo's fire is a phenomenon caused by static
charges of electricity and occurs occasionally on
lookouts when heavy lightning storms are in the
vicinity. A weird blue light may appear in
various forms. Telephone lines and metal objects
in or near the lookout may glow or balls of blue
light may play around the lookout. This phenomenon is harmless to the individual although an
uncomfortable prickly sensation may be felt, hair
may stand out, and, sparks may pass between the
body and grounded objects brought in close proximity. To relieve the uncomfortable feeling, you
may hold a small, metal object, pencil, knife or
coin in the hand and periodically but briefly
touch a grounded object with the held object.
The static charge will dissipate through the held
object without the discomfort of sparks passing
between the body and ground and the discomfort of
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the heavy static charge will be relieved.
Remember, St. Elmo's fire is harmless.
Although it may appear dangerous, don't let
it cause you alarm. (Remember that to our
knowledge there has never been a casualty
from lightning inside the lightning protection
cage of a lookout when these simple rules have
been followed.)
2.

Lightning storms when in the field:
a.

Seek shelter in dense woods, groves of trees—
and if possible, a stand of young growth — , a
cave, depression in the ground, deep valley, or
canyon or foot of steep cliff.

b.

Sit or lie down.

c.

Get under steel bridge, but never touch the
steel; avoid damp ground when possible.

d.

Get inside an automobile.

e.

Choose in this order if there is any choice of
shelter:
(1) Large metal or metal frame building.
(2) Building with lightning protection.
(3) Large unprotected building.

f.

Keep away from:
(1)

Tops of ridges, hilltops, wide open spaces,
ledges, rock outcrops, sheds or shelters in
exposed places.
(2) Wire fences, telephone lines, metal tools.
(3) Large or lone trees.
(k)
Horses and stock.
3-

General precautions around the lookout:
a.

Keep sharp tools stored so they won't cause injuries'

b.

Keep trap doors closed.

c.

Use handrails on stairways; keep them free of
splinters.
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1.

d.

Neat housekeeping helps the safety program; keep
stairways clear.

e.

Think safety even when cooking. Avoid burns and
knife cuts.

f.

Watch for spoiled food. Use of leftovers should
be kept to a minimum. Always cook thoroughly.

g.

Do not use old canned food if it shows signs of
bulges, especially meats and vegetables.

h.

Avoid exposure, especially sunburn exposure.
Keep head covered in hot sun. Wear clothes.

i.

Watch out for safety of visitors, do not let children play on catwalk.

J.

Stay away from horses and mules if you are not
familiar with them. Their kick is dangerous.

k.

Be sure that you have a complete first-aid kit
and a first-aid handbook. Study the book. Know
what to do in advance. Don't wait until you or a
visitor has an accident.

General safety in use of tools and fire fighting.
a.

Carry tools the safe way, axe in the hand held
near the bit, saw over the shoulder, teeth to the
outside; watch where you step.

b.

Always chop away from the feet and legs; never
toward them.

c.

3e sure there is no brush or obstructions in the
arc of the axe swing when chopping.

d.

Carry tools in sheath3 when going for any distance.

e.

Do not hold wood in hands when splitting, do it the
safe way.

f.

Do not try to fell large trees or snags until you
know the safety precautions.
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g.

Watch for rolling logs, rocks, on steep slopes.

h.

Always watch for falling snags on any fire line.

i.
j.

Avoid heat exhaustion. Use salt tablets.
Have good footwear and clean socks. Blisters
have put many men out of business.

k.

Keep covered, head and body. Avoid sunstroke
and sunburn.

1.

Think and look before you move. No job is so
important or needs to be done so hastily that
it cannot be done safely.

5. Accident reporting. As an employee of the United
States Government, you are covered by compensation laws which
entitle you to certain benefits if you are disabled in line of
duty. Oftentimes, minor injuries become aggravated and cause
serious disabilities. To protect yourself in such a case, you
must report any injury, no matter how trivial, to your immediate
supervisor within 18 hours after it occurs. The importance of
this cannot be overemphasized. Many legitimate claims have had
to be denied because of the failure of the employee to see that
this simple report was made. Your supervisor will supply you
with proper forms and procedure for leaking this report.
Maintenance - Sanitation - Housekeeping
The good lookout observer keeps busy. There are many tasks
that can be accomplished in and around a lookout during periods
when careful observation is not necessary. Make a list of the
things that you can see that need to be done, then set up a work
schedule that fits into your observation schedule.
Following is a list of suggestions for your help in setting
up a work program:
1.

Maintenance Items.
a.

Does any part of the building or outbuildings
need paint?

b.

Are railings, catwalk, stairways, solid and in
good repair?
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2.

c.
d.

Do shutters need repair, paint?
Is lightning protection standard, connections
tight, stove, bed and fire-finder grounded?

e.

Do trails in vicinity of lookout need brushing,
grading?'

f.

Are adequate signs provided in vicinity of lookout?

g.

Is parking space adequate; does it need improvement?

h.

Are hitching racks for pack stock properly placed;
maintained?

i.

Are fire tools properly maintained, stored, and
ready for action?

j.

Are administrative tools properly maintained,
safe?

k.

Are building roofs and roofing tight, no leaks?

1.

Are stoves properly maintained, grates good,
stovepipe properly secured, roof jack properly in
place, safe from fixe?'

Sanitation.
a.

Is garbage pit properly located, bear-proof,
fly-proof?

b.

Is latrine fly-proof, clean, lime used?

c.

Are yard and grounds policed, neat, and clean?

d.

Is garbage properly and regularly disposed of?

e.

Fly-proof cooler for storage perishable food?

f.

Water storage adequate, sanitary?

g.

Are personal hygiene rules observed?

h.

Is bedding clean, aired periodically?
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3.

Housekeeping.
a.

Are windows clean, free from any obstructions?

b.

Is fire-finder free, maintained ready for use?

c.

Are floors clean, free of accumulated litter?

d.
e.

Is food properly stored? Supply adequate?
Are dishes and cooking utensils clean, properly
stored?

f.

Is personal gear, clothing properly cared for?

g.

Is stove clean, maintained, ashes properly disposed of?

h.

Is wood supply adequate, properly stored?

i.

Remember to have a place for everything and
keep everything in its place.

Your inspecting ranger will assist you if necessary in
planning a work program. Refer regularly to Annex 1 (inspection
Guide) in this handbook. Keep busy, you will like your job
better and you will be better liked, but don't let your enthusiasm for the routine work jobs interfere with your observation schedules.
Opening and Closing the Lookout Station
There are several definite required steps in properly
opening up a lookout station and getting it into operation.
Likewise, in the autumn, before leaving the station, certain
precautions are necessary to insure protection to improvements and equipment during the long vunter.
Usually, lookouts are placed on their station because
fire danger conditions are such that they are needed there for
fire detection. The first order of business, then, is to get
ready to report any fire that may show up.
1.

Opening procedure:
a.

Be sure that you have all of the necessary suppli*1
and equipment. A standard list for your area will
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be available at the ranger station. Check every
item off before leaving the ranger station. Be
sure that you have a key to the building.

2.

h.

On arrival at the lookout, the first thing to do
is check your communications. Be sure that you
are in communication with your ranger or dispatcher.

c.

The next step is to raise or remove the window
shutters. Be sure that they are stored or fastened
securely. Strong wind may blow them away.

d.

Now set up the fire-finder. Orient and level it.
Be sure it is ready to operate.

e.

Know where your stationery and forms are. Get
them out, check them over. You are now ready
for operation, so take "five", and have a good
systematic look at your country. Begin now to
form good systematic observation habits.

f.

Inspect stove and stovepipe. Be sure that the cap
is off of the stovepipe before you build a fire.

g.

You may now proceed with the orderly storing of
your supplies and personal gear.

h.

Check fire-fighting equipment, smokechaser pack.
Be sure it is ready to go. Check other tools and
equipment. Make note of shortages.

i.

Set up weather station according to instructions.

j.

Check trail to water and water supply.

k.

Set up work program with important items in high
priority.

1.

Spend at least 2 hours daily lesurning your country.

m.

Don't forget your observation schedules.

Closing the Lookout:
a.

Remove the map board assembly from the tract on
the base board and store it carefully. It should
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be wrapped in canvas to protect the map. Sighta
and delineating tape should be removed to prevent
damage. Do not lose the screws. Leaving the
heavy map board assembly resting on the tracks
all winter will cause the tracks to warp, making
it difficult to level the fire-finder properly.
b.

Make a complete inventory of tools, bedding,
dishes, and other accountable property.

c.

List any additional tools and equipment, supplies
repair jobs, etc., needed for the next season.

d.

Clean up grounds and station, floors, windows,
cupboards, storage room, etc.

e.

Store all tools and equipment inside building
where they will not be exposed to dampness or
damage by rodents.

f.

At stations having weather recording instruments,
store carefully'inside the building.

g.

Be sure all dishes are clean and stored in cuphoards, upside down.

h.

Empty all waste food, garbage, tin cans, etc.,
into the garbage pit and close or cover the
garbage pit.

i.

Empty «1 ] water containers and any other liquids
that will freeze. Check to see that water
barrels are empty and closed tightly.

j.

Grease the stove and edged tools with mineral oil
prior to leaving to prevent rust. Do not use
lard, shortening, or other grease that may contain salt or water.

k.

Take down stovepipe that protrudes above the roof.
Place a can or pail over the roof jack. Be sure
it is securely fastened so snow cannot get in.

1.

Bring out all unused stationery, forms, log book,
pencils, compass, rations, sleeping bags, radio,
binoculars, fire tools, as required by your ranger.
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m.

Bring out any tools or equipment in need of reconditioning, repair, or replacement.

n.

Open telephone switch and remove batteries. Remove
radio batteries from radio or battery box if it is
to be left on the lookout.

o.

Put on shutters and fasten securely. Terrific winds
occur during the winter at high altitudes.

p.

Be sure all windows are securely fastened and be
sure to lock the door when you leave.

q.

Be sure that there is a 2-week's fuel supply before
you leave.

RcDorts and Records
1.
The Daily Log and. Diary. Every lookout will keep a concise and complete report of his daily activities from the time he
goes on duty in the morning until he returns or checks out at night.
These records are very important to'you as well as to the management
of your area. They provide protection to you in the event you are
adversely criticized in the performance of your Job. They provide
evidence that will stand up in court in case of infractions of
regulations. These records aid in future fire control planning.
Your supervisor will provide you with instructions and forms
for this purpose.
The daily log and diary should contain the following information:
a.

Date and time of every entry.

b.

Record every communication, from or to whom, and
nature of business.

c.

Arrival and departure of visitors, names and
addresses, license numbers, auto make, etc.

d.

Important events, such as unusual weather, lightning storms, all fires spotted.

e.

Detailed account of your daily activities, account
for time spent on work projects, observations,
absences from station.
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT O F T H E INTERIOR
Lookout's fire No. ...*Z

Date

N A T I O N A L PARK SERVICE

t^k^/kz^

Ranger's fire No. __*<R:

Fire chief's fire No. ...S.C?.-.

Name offirejSwrfife

*=D&*j$A*93e>

&X.

•rn-

Time sighted .A

LOOKOUT'S FIRE REPORT

Time reported _ Z . T ~ T L . ) ^

(National park or monument)

COMMUNICATE FOLLOWING INFORMATION TO DISPATCHER IMMEDIATELY
1. Lookout station ^/_2SZy:...jUZ.3-£.
Lookout observer
/
2. Azimuth __<Zte_.rr?P".'J
...^./
Vertical angle {-) .....—..TTT.
3. Location by local landmarks^.yTWZc.utfjt!^
4. Distance to fire from lookout
5. Typeof cover burning
6.(Direct~*r indirect visibility _
7. Other pertinent information

7^2^JLs?.u:cJ&.££<rj2L
Size
UQ£.
S. yl£—- T./Q./(Z_ R./oX<i7

miles. Estimated size of fire
s¥3SUr.C'.-^jas3£far?a*r&--ypxrtc--.

.as...

acrei

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
(Underlino or £11 in the appropriate terms below)

8. Topographic location: Level terrain. Center of valley. Foot of slope. cLOne-fourth way up siopeTj Onehalf way up slope. Three-fourths way up slope. Top of ridge. End of ridge. Center of ridge. Timber
line.
9. Wind direction: North. Northeast. East. CSoutheasy South. Southwest. West. Northwest.
10. Wind force^0-7"m. p. y 8-12 m. p. h. 13-1S m. p. h. 19-24 m. p. h. 25-38 m. p. h. 39-55 m. p. h.
11. Base of smoke icV-jee^D Not seernElstimated distance seen from base
=jr. :
feet.
12. Volume of smoke: Light. ^ledimrTT) Dense. Color of smoke
13. Smoke rising: G e n t l y ^ E a s t J ) SwifL__rtushing and swirling.
14. Type of vegetation: ppcjauous.CGCionifemusr) Mixed. Grassland. Brush. Woodland.
15. Condition of forest : ( M a t u r e ^ Middie-agei Reproduction. Old burn. Cutover. Bug- or disease-killed.
Single snag.
^^__^^
16. Which way does slope face: N o r t h . C E a a Q S o u t h . West.
Additional Data
17. Rain at seat of fire within

SlG.

day.
J^sujw--

How long.

hours.
minute*.-

18. Estimated number of men needed «<LSr_
19. Cause of
fire
tS^^./5Srita^.
:
.
Unknown
20. Fire-behavior notes and times: Run made at ...^.r^./^Sf
Died down /.P.^Jp.S?/!f. Crowned
Spot fire(s) noted at
rrrrT
Other similar information
I U K rryaraa lid* for additional information)

21. Time crew first noted working on fire if visible ...ZLhri

J*

22. Time smoke disappeared J K ± L

a. m.

La—m-.

1 p. m.
Final Check With Dispatcher

23. Reportability of fire: Inside park _ ± _ Outside park
24. Final size of fire /VtTT
acres.

25. Exact location ..AZU/^--^^^...^SQM..J^^CXl.Si/.

False alarm
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ADDITIONAL REPORTS
AZIMUTH READINGS
DATI

PROGRESS o r FIRE

ANGLE (ffcj
Lilt

mh...

VERTICAL

Tint
EUfht

FImd

?~Ay..) 1$°.,±'1 $?J?-

U°rf. .. -J.

z&ous^.tfr**,,

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
This report is to be prepared by the lookout observer for all fires or smokes detected within or threatening; the park or monument. Each park and monument shall determine which items on this form are applicable to local conditions and instructions
shall be issued by the lire chief to each lookout observer and dispatcher specifying which items (refer to the numbers on the left
side of the form) are to be considered.
This report also constitutes the dispatcher's record of each fire reported to him and all information predetermined as essential (see above on items to be used by each park and monument) -will be obtained by telephone or radio from the lookout by the
dispatcher and irnmediately recorded.
The lookout will t r a n s m i t his copy of the report to the-member of the park fire protection organization designated by the
lire chief. The lookout's and dispatcher's reports will be checked and any discrepancies noted and clarified before F o r m F-10—100,
Individual Fire Report, is prepared.
* LHiaawfaiMMemi

4—\oam
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f.

Keep log of airplanes seen, time., direction of
travel, t2rpe of aircraft. (Bote: Many lookout
stations have been designated as ground observer
posts in the interest of national defense. If
you are asked to cooperate in this program,
special instructions and necessary material will
be furnished you.)

2.
Miscellaneous Reports. There is such a vide variety of
informational reports and records that are required of lookouts
throughout the Service that it vould be impossible to include
forms and report procedures here that vould be useful to more
than a very fev areas. Each area should prepare a set of
forms covering the required reports and records for each individual lookout -with complete instructions for their use. This
information together with other instructions and information
as outlined in Supplement VI of this handbook can be included as
a supplemental section in this book.
Fire Weather
The one factor that has the greatest influence on fire
control operations is weather. We speak cf "fire weather" in
reference to weather as it affects fire behavior.
Some knowledge of weather as it affects fire control is
essential to every man on a fire control organization. The
lookout observer, as the eyes of the fire control organization,
must have special training so that he can recognize and report
conditions as they develop that may influence the operations of
the fire control organization. Also, many of the weather stations
are located on lookout stations where the lookout observer must
also perform the duties cf a weather observer.
There are two distinct services that are performed by the
fire weather stations on lookouts. The first of these services,
but not the least important, is measurement of "Fire Danger", or
mere commonly called "Burning Index". "Burning Index" is a
numerical description of the ease with which fire will start and
spread. Fuel moisture, relative humidity, wind, precipitation,
and lightning are recorded. These elements are then applied
to a slide rule type of instrument known as a burning index,
or fire danger meter, from which is obtained a numberical rating
for the severity of the burning conditions for the period of time
for which readings were taken.
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This service is provided primarily for the benefit of the
local fire control organization so that it may have information
on which to base the degree of preparedness of its organization.
It also provides valuable information for the suppression organization in planning the strength of attach; on going fires.
The second service performed by the weather stations is
providing weather data to the United States Weather Bureau to
assist the Weather Bureau in preparing fire weather forecasts
for the area concerned. This information, consisting of hygrothermograph records, maximum and minimum temperatures, cloud
types, and exact periods of precipitation and thunderstorm activity, is recorded and forwarded promptly by radio, telephone, or
telegraph to the United States Weather Bureau office concerned.
Most of the instruments and equipment used in this service are
provided by the United States Weather Bureau.
To differentiate between the. two types of services, weather
stations are called:
1.
Fire Danger Stations -- those measuring only the fire
danger or burning index, and:
2.
Fire Weather Stations -- those supplying data to the
Weather Bureau. Practically all of the fire weather stations are
also fire danger stations, but only a selected few stations are
designated as fire weather stations for providing data for the
United States Weather Bureau.
It is very important that the lookout observers selected to
serve on lookouts with weather stations be highly trained in
weather observation and reporting procedure. The accuracy of the
fire weather forecasts depends considerably upon the accuracy and
completeness of the information supplied by the fire weather
stations in the areas. The management of the fire control organization has come to rely upon the "Burning Index" measurements as
a guide in planning its day-to-day preparedness.
Due to the ever-increasing importance of weather information
as a management tool, several fire control organizations, at the
local level, have provided minimum weather recording facilities
on practically all of their lookouts. Such basic instruments as
the sling psychrometer, the precipitation gauge, and an inexpensive thermometer on every lookout station in an area will provide
that area with added information that will assist it in
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pinpointing its danger areas and give valuable ground assistance on going fires in the vicinity of that lookout. With
the addition of an anemometer, all of the basic fire weather
elements, except fuel moisture, can be measured and reported
daily.
You should provide all of the weather information that
you possibly can. Lightning pattern maps are of real value,
especially to those organizations who operate a combination
air-ground detection system. Rainfall pattern maps also give
information that assists in the over-all organization planning.
Those areas, especially in mountainous terrain that has a
variety of conditions existing Eimultaneously in different
sections, should consider adding weather instruments to their
organization and weather knowledge to their lookout observers.
U. S. Weather Bureau Fire Weather Service.
The Weather Bureau's Fire Weather Service was inaugurated
over 30 years ago to assist forest and range protection agencies
in their fire control activities. The service has gradually expanded with the result that fire control organizations throughout the Nation may now receive weather forecasting service to
aid them in reducing fire losses and costs of fire control.
The type and extent of service provided by Weather Bureau
offices varies to some extent, depending upon the requirements
of the protection organizations and upon the time available at
Weather Bureau offices to provide the necessary service. Forest
and range protection officials should contact the Weather Bureau
office concerned to make arrangement for any changes in fire
weather service.
Service is furnished impartially to all Federal, State,
and private protection organizations. It should be mentioned
that it may not always be possible to provide as extensive
service as desired because of staffing consideration at Weather
Bureau offices. However, Weather Bureau officials will make
every effort to meet service requirements.
There are no charges for fire weather service furnished by
the Weather Bureau. However, if fire weather forecasts must be
distributed by commercial means, such costs are borne by the
recipients.
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There is included in Annex 2 of this handbook a map that
shows the Weather Bureau offices which have fire weather forecasting responsibility. Some of these offices have provided
only a limited amount of service because protection officials
have not expressed a need for service. In some areas, present
staffing makes it impossible to provide as much service as
desired.
Fire weather forecasting service has become an indispensable
tool to the management and operation of fire control organizations.
A list of mailing addresses for the offices shown on the
map is also included in Annex 2.
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LOOKOUT INSPECTION AMD FORM

Lookout inspection is a regular and required function of
the management of any fire control organization. If any
lookout station is important enough to a fire control organization to expend funds to man it, it is important enough to
expend time and energy to insure that the lookout observer is
qualified for and doing the job adequately. Lookout failures,
due to lack of training and inspection, have resulted in many
large and costly fires.
There follows a suggested lookout inspection report form,
together vith a set of standards or guide, for inspecting
rangers. Each numbered item on the form is covered by a brief
statement in a correspondingly numbered item in the guide vith
brief instructions for grading.
This is included in the manual for lookouts to be used by
them in their self-training program and as a guide for self
inspection. You should study the guide carefully and periodically complete a form on yourself and your station. By
studying the performance standards as outlined in this guide,
you will be able to determine those items on which you need
further study and training.
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Lookout Inacection and Form

District
L. 0.
(Nana of Lc-okout)

Annas 1
Fags 2

INSPECTION REPORT
I/X)KODT-?IRElttN~QtJARD
Stations
Park
Date
(inspector)

rrsy

SAibaecuent Inacectiona
Date
Initials

frf5
CKSCT
T. FIRE EQUTFJ3NT
~~"
AM F i r e f i n d e r - Complete? S t d . ?
A2 S o l i d ? Properly Placed?
~~
A3 Lateat Hao? Condition?
AA Point Properly Located
A5 S , ; T , ; R , ; P l a i n l 7 Parked?
A6 Oiled, NorScLng Free?
A7 Extra cro33 Hairs
A3 Night Light 'Nor kin a*?
A9 Telephone-Radio I n s t a l l a t i o n
"*
50 B a t t e r i e s , Dated, I n i t i a l e d ?
~~]
51 F.C. Pack, Conoleta Std.
52 Tools Sham, Serviceable?
53 Handles Tight
5A Extra Pack
55 Extra Rations?
5o Other F i r e Tools
57 S. C. Pace; Ccaua33; Reports
58 Car, Horse, I d t o r c y c l e
CL AmmriSTPMTITE TOOL!?
59 S u f f i c i e n t
.
60 Condition
61 Trail Cared For
~~_
52 Er.cvrledge of \]sa
T.
HOUSE SCUTJVS??r
__ 63 Culinary, F i r s t Aid Ecuipcient
5A Reds, S t e v e , Table, Cupcoarda
65 Food S u p p l i e s , Adequate?
__
66 N e l l S t o r e d , Cared For
~
67 Clock, Thatch, Time Checks
"~1
68 Ughts-Fuctra Parts
~~\_
o9 Gas, o i l , Proper Storage?
~
I . BTOCATEVEilTS
70 Neat, Clean
;
„
[
71 L. P r o t e c t i o n S t d . Maintained?
72 Roof
~
73 Floor
71 TTindoTna, Clean? C'ostructiona7
75 P a i n t
"»-•
76 o t h e r B u i l d i n g , Neat, R e p a i r e d ? . ^
77 Yard Clean?
7S TTocd, l a t e r , Adequate-?
^.
79 T r a i l s y a irtair.ee:
__^
SO Road, T r a i l Siena in PLacg
„
81 Telephone Una Maintained?
.
82 C l e a r i n g Naeda
__^,
83 F i r s Proofing & Extinguisher
_—»
8A l a t r i n e , Std. Cle^n?
__^85 Uarcara Disposal
»
CKECi'r 3 , E x e e l l e n t j S, S a t i s f a c t o r y : 0, U n s a t i s f a c t o r y : 0. Other Reasons. I t e r s
l i s t e d 0 or 0 and needing c l a r i f i c a t i o n should be erplair.ed on tack of t h i s sheet.
(Sea d e t a i l e d i n s t r u c t i o n s contained in Lockout Handbook)

A. LOOKOUT QUALIFICATIONS
1 Previous HbtPerlance
2 Previous Training:
3 Physique, Hearing, Eyesight
A Personal Appearance, Clothsa
5 Education
6 Ambition
7 Personality
.
8 Attitude
9 Initiative
10 A b i l i t y
U I n s t r u c t i o n s , Complete?
Studied? Observed?
12 Self Training
3 . DETECTION
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Lookout Qualifications (instructions for Inspecting).

1. Previous Experience
(S) Six weeks or more experience on general Park or
Forest work, including trail and telephone maintenance, and 2 weeks
or more as lookout-fireman, during which an actual fire, or a
test fire, was correctly located and reported.
(0) Use for those employees who have not had this experience due to the short period employed, and cover by appropriate note.
(E) Proven experience in all work which might be
required in this position.
2.

Previous Training

(S) Three days or more of standard fire control aid
training including instruction on telephone and trail maintenance standards, or 2 days individual training in addition to
installation inspection.
(U) Installed without training or inspection report
within 1 week of installation date.
(0) Used by man making installation training with
appropriate note as to kind of training given.
(E) T W O or more standard group trainings with a
rating above average, and including advanced smokechasing,
protractor work, and work on two or more actual or training
fires. This should include a test on a well-directed training
smoke put out for action from the lookout, or proven ability in
smokechasing on actual fires.
3>

Physique, Rearing and Eyesight

(S) Eyes tested on smoke or some object resembling
smoke in comparison with inspector who has been tested or average
distance in standard sight test. Hearing such that ordinary
conversation gives no trouble. .Physique should be average. Able
to stand hard work on fires or In travel to fires; no heart
trouble or physical deformities.
(E) Eyes tested in field and given sight test with
above average results. Above average physique, ability to stand
long hard hours of strenuous work. Hearing is average.
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Lookout Qualifications

(U) Not up to average, or Lacking in one item to such
a degree that it vould impair the man's usefulness in his position.
Small 3tature does not necessarily mean the man is unsatisfactory.
k.

Personal Annearance , Clothes

(S) Lookout shaved, hair combed, clothes and person
clean. Uniform if required. Light shoes may be worn around
station but work shoes should be at hand for fires or improvement
work. Work shoes must not have smooth leather soles. Work
clothes and other clothing suitable for changeable mountain weather.
neatness.
weather.

(E) Uniform pants, shirt, and tie. Above average in
Some work and heavy clothes required, suitable for all
(U) Not up to standard in any one item.

5.

Education

(S) Two years' high school with general knowledge acquired in training schools and on improvement work. Grade school
supplemented with other experience - proven ability to handle job,
or a high school graduate without other experience, would also be
rated as "S".
(U) Less than two years' high school and very little
or no other experience, including employment with other fire control organizations or agencies.
(E) High school graduate, supplemented with other
education and considerable experience, or a college student.
6.

Ambition

(S) Man shows reasonable initiative to learn the job
thoroughly to do better work and improve his position. Takes on
work not scheduled to improve appearance of grounds and station.
Studies handbooks and manuals supplied to improve knowledge.
(U) No apparent desire to improve on or learn the job.
(E) Above average in outside study. Willing to take
on additional responsibility.
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Lookout Qualifications
Personality
(S)

Courteous, considerate, friendly.

(U) "Smart Aleck", blustering, noisy. Those qualities
which would create a wrong impression on visiters.
(E) Above average in qualities making up personality.
Friendly, courteous, considerate.
8.

Attitude

(S) Reasonably willing and ready to receive instruction and take constructive criticism. Accepts all kinds of
work without grumbling.
(U) The occasional nan who just wants to "get by."
Questions need for doing almost all jobs.
(S) Cooperative and willing above average. Cheerful
in the face of cough smokechasing assignments, and when sent on
false smokes.
9-

Initiative

(S) Initiative enough to go ahead wich ordinary jobs
without being told. Makes use of standard instructions. (Finds
jobs on his own hook that will improve scat ion, person, or living
conditions.)
(U) Does nothing except the work specifically assigned
to him.
(E) Above standard.
A good check for initiative is the progress made
betv/een inspections or with previous inspection reports, and
with other lookouts. Jobs not lined up mo do, or that may be
of value only to the lookouts who follow- him.
10.

Ability

(S) Has t r a i n i n g and knowledge t o do any required work
in the p o s i t i o n . A b i l i t y t o do average job of c l e a r i n g , p i l i n g
brush, digging and coverage p i t , cleaning up grounds, make traml,
l o c a t i n g and r e p o r t i n g f i r e s , e t c .
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Lookout Qualifications

11.

Instructions. Complete?
(S) Special instructions from ranger.
Fireman's Guide - Lookout's Guide.
Precautions against lightning strike.
Instructions as to horse feed, pasture, alternate
water, fuel, gasoline, etc., for men who are not acquainted with
the locality.
Telephone or radio call card and instructions for
using the telephone or radio.
Work program.
Other special instructions such as patrols, etc.
These instructions studied and observed? Check
observance of instructions and study of instructions by tests.
Follow up with telephone or radio training.
(S and U)
12.

When above or below standard.

Self Training

(S) Closely connected with ambition and incentive.
Includes study of handbooks, instructions, etc., to do better
work. May include study and training for another job.
(E and U)
Item B.
13.

When above or below standard.

Detection
Observation

(S) Systematic search by schedule as set up by district
ranger (schedules vary) for new men with the intention of developing into casual observation without schedule.
(E and U)
Ik.

When above or below standard.

False Smoke, How Determined

(S) Lookout can usually distinguish false from real
smoke. Understands action and color of real smoke. Has record of
false smokes around station. Understands that when false smokes
are discovered, he should turn them in stating that he is not
sure whether it is real or not. Got other lookouts looking in
that direction.
(S and U)

When above or below standard.

FIRS LOCKOUT
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Detection

15.

Size^ Distance, Judgment, Test
(S) Lockout understands how to determine size of
fire by instruments. He knows the formula: distance in Miles
x Degrees x 92 feet, or distance in Miles x Minutes x lpfeet,
to get the width of the fire. He knows how to use the known
width as a basis for estimating the length. He knows how to
estimate the perimeter (length / width x 32) • Ee can estimate
distance fairly well from study of his country and comparing
topography with the map. He has good judgment in these estimations. Test by problems and questions.
(E end U)
16.

When above or below standard.

Strike P.ecord

(S) He knoi7s the territory in which he is responsible
for recording lightning strikes. Understands the use of strike
sheets and records and how to take reelings on several strikes in
a short time, using the alidade. Knows how to determine distance
of strike by the elapsed time between strike and thunder.
Knows the difference between a fire and a hot strike. Reports
fires promptly. Understands safety measures to be taken during
a lightening storm and when they are necessary. Reports dangerous strikes to dispatcher as soon as storm is over.
(E and U)
17-

When above or below standard.

Fire Location, Number Made

(S) Knows how to locate fire properly. How to "tie in"
prominent points to make certain of his topography and location
on the map. Can locate areas on map when the country is "smoked
up." Understands vertical angle and vernier reading.
(E and U)
When above or below standard.
the number of fires located on inspection form.
18.

Record

Accuracy of Location

(S) Lookout has been tested on false smokes, rock
slides, etc., and can locate areas on the ground and on the
map. Understands vertical angle maps and use of panoramic
photos.
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(E) Can use vertical angle and graph paper to check
location of fires at night. Above standard in accuracy and speed
in fire locations; from practice or experience.
(U) Below standard.
19«

Patrols; scheduled, imade

(S) Patrols are assigned; scheduled and made regularly
or upon direction from dispatcher. Lookout understands the use
of patrols and knows when patrol may be necessary. Makes effort
to detect fires in blind spots from nearby points that may not be
listed as patrols. Understands method of taking readings from
patrol points. Takes fire pack on long patrols when directed to
do so.
(E and U)
Item C.
20.

When above or below standard.

Map Reading
Sections, townships, ranges

(S) Lookout or fire guard understands sections, townships, and ranges both East and West. Understands reason for
"jogs" in township and range lines. Knows how to determine unsurveyed sections. How sections are numbered. Knows location of
at least six sections in the township without reference to numbers.
(E and U)
21.

When above or below standard.

Drainage

(S) Main drainages and legend. Intermittent streams,
springs, swamps, lakes, direction of water flowage, etc. Can name
prominent creeks and drainages within a 12-mile radius of his
lookout.
(E and U)
22.

When above or below standard.

Contours, topography

(S) He can describe the topography of the country in
following a straight line drawn across his map. Tell when he is
going up or down hill, whether it is steep or gradual, how much
he climbs in elevation, when he is crossing ridges, draws, creeks,
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flats, dry streams, etc. He can point out places without the
•aid of alidade shown on the map and pick most suitable routes
across country.
(E and U)
23•

When above or below standard.

Legal Subdivisions

(S) He understands subdivisions of sections and can
interpret them quickly and accurately. Understands area of most
used subdivisions and their length and width in chains.
(E and U)

2k.

When above or below standard.

Legends
(S)

Knows main symbols and can recognize them on the

(E)

Know all symbols thoroughly.

(U)

Slow in recognizing meaning of main symbols.

map.

25.

Adaptability test

(S) Can point out aJJ. features of topography as shown
on ground on the map within a 12-mile radius. Can pick out
routes of travel over the easiest terrain as shown by the map.
Can point out terrain by following pencil line across the map
describing steepness of slope, when "sidehilling", going into
or across draws, down over bluffs, across ridges, over points,
etc.
(E and U)
26.

When above or below standard.

Orientation

(S) Lookout or fire guard can orient himself on the
ground, using compass and map and can do rough job of orientation
using only the map. He understands orientation of the lookout
board. Understands use of sun and time of day to check orientation.
(E)

Can very quickly orient self with high degree of

(U)

Does not know now.

accuracy.
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Item D.

Suppression

27.

Complete information on fire
(S) He understands the use of fire guard's and lookout's
fire reports. Is able to give complete information to the dispatcher on fire behavior, size, etc. He appreciates the urgent
necessity for prompt and accurate reports. He reports fires of
known location before filling cut the forms, and calls the station
as soon as the fire is discovered to let them know there is a
fire. Also notifies other lookouts. Does he know what information he will need when he starts out on a fire? Where does he
get definite landmarks near the fire? Has he more than one lookout reading if it is available?
(E and U)
28.

Above or below average.

Recorded properly

(S) All information recorded properly. Records maintained currently. He recognizes the necessity for accurate reports.
(E) Records unusually complete, neat and accurate.
(U)
29.

Below standard.

Selection of route to fire, test

(S) Lookout understands the difference between travel
time on and off trails and selects the shortest or best route of
travel. Considers such factors as speed and ease of travel,
fatigue, chances for orienting himself, observation points, etc.
Use examples and problems for test.
(E and U)
30.

When above or below standard.

Compass demonstrations, test

(E) He knows how to hold the compass, can take accurate
reading on other peaks, has practiced sighting on different objects,
knows which end of the needle is north, the line of sight, and
how to convert foresights to backsights. He knows how far to sight
ahead under different conditions, what to sight on. He knowB when
it would be advisable to set the compass down for a particularly
accurate shot, how to take a long shot, when to take a backsight.
How to check himself when he is in the vicinity of the fire. He
knows he must look for smoke in trees or the top of snags as well
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Suppression

as on the ground. Looks for lightning-struck trees, splinters,
nnri will look for smoke from a vantage point before using timeconsuming stripping methods. He understands the intersection
of compass lines and which way to offset to get on line. He
knows how xo comb an area systematically, uses compass, blazed
starting point, the limits of stripping, which side to offset
from the line of sight first, and how much to offset, limits
of error, etc. He smells for the smoke and useB the best
methods to find the fire in the shortest time. Ee knows how
long to hunt for the fire if it isn't found. (These do not
all pertain to the use of the compass, but are not covered
elsewhere. Knowledge of smokechasing and compass work should
be covered thoroughly.) The man who is rated "E" should have
proven his ability to put at least part of this knowledge into
practice on an actual smokechasing fire;
(S) The man who could answer most of the important
items above, but was not clear on some would probably be rated
satisfactory.
(u) Only a hazy knowledge of compass use and poor
showing in the test.
Suggested tesx is a trip around the tower, planned so
the last compass sight would end near the tower leg or some
point in the clearing. Compass and pacing would be used, and
shots taken on various objects.
31.

Self location- with compass, test

(S) Lookout or fireman can determine location on
the ground by use of compass End map. Test by problems of
location.
(E) Proven experience and use on actual fire.
(U) Fails test problems repeatedly.
32.

Suppression technique, Methods.

(E) Does he know where to hit the fire? why? Take
into account wind, slope, points of rapid spread? Changes in
wind as day progresses? Snags and dead trees (torch trees)
inside the line and outside? Limbing up trees, robbing fuels,
placement of fuels, scattering of fuels and burning out. Does
he distin.xuish between fine and heavy fuels? Eov much trench
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does he build - vhen and vhere? Does he know what types of trench
to build; how vide; new deep? Use of dirt, cover the fire, cover
duff. Cut fire from logs,, rub logs and sticks in the dirt? Does
he use his bands to see if spots are cool and to test fuels for hot
coals? Does ha direct his efforts to get the greatest results
without unnecessary work?
Test by questions and problems. Suggest a diagram of fire on
paper shoving fuels, wind, slope and other factors, then take specific problems such as a group of "torch trees" not yet on fire
near the head of the fire.
(3) One who shows by intelligent answers that he has
average knowledge of fire suppression and can reason out new problems because of this knowledge.
(U) The fireguard who has insufficient knowledge to
reason out specific fire problems.
In some cases, an actual fire may be built near the lookout
or guard station particularly for men without training on demonstration fires to show the effects of dirt, trenching, etc.
33*

Performance on Fires

Use (0) if not actual fire experience and explain by
appropriate note. Other ratings according to known performance
on actual fires.
3^. Number1 of fires worked on
Show number of fires and cover exceptional fires by notes.
35.

Review action "One Fire"

If possible, review action on an actual smokechasing
fire, preferably one that the fireman had been on.
Item S.
36.

Resorts
Completeness
(S) All reports completed.

Fire control aid understands

all items.
(3) Unusually complete, accurate and neat.
(U) Below standard.
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Reports

37-

Accuracy
Check reports for accuracy.

38.

Grade accordingly.

Neatness

39-

Diary, veil kept, specific
(S) Diary written in pencil - entries made as they
occur. All pertinent information kept. Neat, clear and to
the point. Eliminate unnecessary information.
(U and E)
40.

When above or below standard.

Test calls

Does fire control aid call station three times a day
to report? Does the station call the lookout at least once
each day, preferably in the morning to see if rings are going
through to the lookout? Does fire control aid follow standard
radio operating procedure?
No excellents.
Item F.

Fire Equipment

41.

Fire-finder complete, standard.

(S) Osbom fire-finders in good working order, and
with level for proper adjustment.

notes.

Any deviation from satisfactory should be explained in
New Osborn with pi] equipment could be rated (E).

42.

Solid?

Properly-placed.

(S) Board is solid in center of tower. Level.
Sliding adjustments are turned to enable reading to be taken
on any azimuth. Orientation checks. No excellent rating.
43.

edition.

Latest map condition
(S) Map is easy to read, clean and smooth.
Corrections made. No excellent rating.

Latest
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kk.
Point properly located on map. Checks by orientation.
No excellent rating.
1*5. S. T. R. plainly marked
(S) Placed on map for easy reference. Heavy ink. In
some cases, township lines should be marked.
k6.

Oiled, working free

kj.

Extra cross bar

(o) Nc excellent rating.

(S) No excellent rating.

1+8. Night light working.
(S) Batteries dated. OK to use old telephone batteries
if additional batteries are on hand for replacement. Extra globes
for light. No excellent rating.
1*9. a.

Telephone installation
(S) Complete with sawtooth and vacuum arresters.
Wiring proper size and type. Insulation OK. (Check
where wires go into fire-finder stand). Vacuum
arrester ground and telephone ground not hooked to
tower protection. Pole set for sawtooth arrester.
Sawtooth protected from weather. Vacuum arrester
located in dry, accessible place outside building.
Sawtooth arrester may he grounded to lightning
protection. Jack and cord on telephone in good
condition. Telephone rings clear and talks well.
(U) Any trouble with talking or ringing. Fine
emergency wire used in hookup. Telephone ground
connected to tower lightning protection. No pole
set for sawtooth arrester at proper distance from
tower or house.
(E) Telephone installation with new type arresters
and cable new standard - complete with pull ropes, etc.

b.

Radio
(S)

Keep radio boxes clear. Make sure vents are
not obstructed. Follow instructions for radio
set operation, as listed on set. Do not
experiment with radio installation without
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Fire Equipment
specific instructions. Receiver may be left
on during lightning storms but do not transmit when lightning storms are in the immediate
vicinity of your lookout. Avoid any unnecessary transmittals.
No excellent rating.

50.

Batteries, dated, initialed

(S) All batteries in use on lights or telephone dated.
New batteries not yet used should not be dated until installed.
Initialed by man who first made installation. Batteries connected properly for telephone or light. (Check for proper voltage and amps.)
No excellent rating.
51.

Fire Control pack complete, standard

(S) Shoulder straps-adjusted. Comfortable to carry.
Stored in dry, accessible place. Precautions taken to avoid
forgetting water sack and canteen. Latest information on care
of water bags is to soak_at the beginning of the season and
then allow to dry thoroughly. This prevents rotting of the
canvas. Experiments will be carried on at each ranger station
and results given to lookouts at a later date. For the present,
lookouts will keep water sack filled and ready to go.
Files wrapped, first-aid kit complete, batteries, flashlight
in working order and readily accessible, paper, pencils, reports.
Compass properly offset, needle working free, neither too wild
nor sluggish. Check compass line of sight with alidade. Pulaski
and shovel. Sheath for pulaski. Two rations.
(U)

If any items are missing.

No excellent rating.
52.

Tools sharp, serviceable

(S) Tools maintained in top usable shape. Pulaski
has good sheath. Shovel sharpened on side as well as point.
Proper sharpening on all bits.
No excellent rating.
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53*

Fire Equipment
Handles tight
(S)

Test for tight handles.

No excellent rating.
5U.

Extra pack
Marx "0" if not available., otherwise rate same as 51.

55-

Extra rations
(S) Two extra rations besides those in fireman packs.
Only rations dated the current and preceding 2 years should be
used in fireman's pack.
No excellent.
56.

Other fire tools
(S)

Has he D. 3. axe, shovel, grubhoe, cc saw w/handles?

(E)

Other fire tools that might be required, in good

shape.
57.

Smokechaser maps, compass, report
(S)

Complete, corrected, in good working order.

No excellent.
58.

Car, horse

(S) Is his car ready to go? Gas? Oil? Tires? Water? Do
the instruments work, speedometer, etc.? Has he a water sack on
the car, tools, firepack? Has he a contract?
(E) Kept absolutely in readiness —
Item G.
59-

condition above average.

Administrative Tools
Sufficient

(S) Hammer, pliers, wrench, nails, grubhoe or pick mattox,
wood axe with short handle. (Recommend that axes that are too blunt
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Item G. Administrative Tools
be sharpened and handle cut off for wood axes.)
(E) In addition to above tools a crosscut hand saw,
square, brace and three or four assorted bits end paint brush.
60.

Condition
(S) All kept in good usable condition.
(E) Use excellent when above average.

61.

Well cared for

(S) Tools stored in dry place. Replaced after use.
Protected from theft when lookout is away for any length of tine,
(E) Use this rating to compliment initiative in
preparation of above average storage place.
62.

Knowledge of Use

(S) Lookout can use administrative tools and do above
average job of maintenance.
(E) Outstanding in ability.
Item H. House Equipment
63.

Culinary, First-Aid Equipment

(S) Complete set of serviceable dishes neatly stored
and taken care of. Service for four. First-aid kit complete,
standard.
(E) N O excellent rating.
6k.

Beds, stove, table, cupboards

(S) Beds made, folded during daytime. Extra bed prepared for inspectors or smokechaser. Hooks fit properly and
work easily. Stove clean, polished, ashes removed currently,
damper in stove pipe, draft and oven damper working properly.
Grate for oven. Table kept clear of dirty dishes, covered with
oil cloth. Cupboard below windows, neat arrangement.
(E) When due to lookout's initiative, cupboards, beds
and stove are in better than average shape.
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Item H. House Squipment
65-

Food supplies adequate
(S) Well-balanced food supplies for ordinary season on
this point. Consider improvement work, spring and fall.
(U) Basic supplies ..inadequate.
No excellent rating.
66.

Well stored, cared for

(S) Perishables in cool, dry place. Other supplies
neatly stored and arranged.
67.

Clock, watch, tine checks

(S) Lookout has alarm clock and watch which does not
lose or gain over 5 minutes a day. Regular time checks are made
at least once each day with dispatcher or on radio.
No excellent rating.
68.

Fxtra pares for lights

(S) Gas lantern in
generator and wrench. Shield
rhree extra generators of the
tor of the self-cleaning type

good working order with extra mantles,
for protection from wind. (At least
regular type, or one extra generaand at least six extra mantles.)

No excellent rating.
69.

Gas, oil, proper storage

(S) Lamp gas in clean cans. Proper gas for lamps (white
high test - not leaded). Oil for wind gage and fire-finder and
vegetable oil for stove and dishes. Dry storage of gasoline at
least 100 feet from tower or building.
No excellent rating.
Item I.
70.

Improvements
Neat, clean

(S) Are all improvements properly cared for? Are the
railings tight? Painted? Stair steps tight? Stove properly
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installed? In good shape, adequate? Grates in good condition?
•Shutters and shutter rods in gocd condition? Hinges tight?
High enough to give good visibility? Shutter rods wood? Are
guys too tight or loose?
(E) When all items listed above show special care.
71.

Lightning protection standard maintained

(S) Is it connected to stove, beds, board, guy
wires? Connections tight? If metal shutter rods - all rods
connected to lightning protection. Ground wires buried?
No excellent rating.
72.

Roof

(S) Are the shingles in gocd condition? Does it
leak around the roof jack? Any accumulation of needles?
No excellent rating..
73-

Floor

(S) Clean and well cared for?
calked boots?

Not cut up from

No excellent rating.
7^.

Windows clean?

Obstructions?

(S) Are windows clean?
Free from obstructions?

Glass in gocd shape?

Putty?

No excellent rating.
75.

Paint

(S) Building painted inside and out? Are shutters
green underneath? Name of lookout painted on shutters?
No excellent rating.
76. Other building neat, repaired?
(S) Are other buildings kept repaired?
Protected from rats? Properly signed?

Swept out?
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Improvements
(E and U)

If above or below standard.

77.

Yard clean?
(S) Wood neatly piled?
other debris cleaned up?

Chips, bark, boxes, papers and

(E) When more and better work has been done than
required.
78.

Wood, water adequate?

(S) Has he a 2-week supply of split wood on hand?
Water enough for 3 days (about 10 gallons)?
79-

Trails maintained?

(S) Is the water trail maintained and in good shape?
Are all Service trails within a 5-mile radius of the lookout
maintained?
(E and U)
80.

When above or below standard.

Road, trail signs in place?

(S) Sign at the lookout showing route to water?
Water trail otherwise signed where necessary? Are all other
trails in vicinity of lookout posted with signs giving directions
and distances? Does he have a sheet giving information about
water, wood, horse feed, telephone connections, signs at lookout,
location of gasoline, etc.?
(E and U)
81.

When above or below standard.

Telephone line maintained?
(S)

Line to station maintained to standard?

No excellent rating.
82.

Clearing needs.

(S) Is clearing sufficient to obtain maximum amount of
seen area from this point? Note: You should not do any clearing
without first getting permission from your ranger.
No excellent rating.
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Item I.

Improvements

83.

Fire proofing
(S) Is fire break clearing adequate (200 feet radius)?
Is brush and second growth currently removed from this area?
Has all brush from clearing been burned? Spark arrester on
stovepipe? Stove Jack in good condition? Is lantern filled
outside of building? Gas stored safe distance from buildings
(100 feet)? Has lint collected around stovepipe? Has paper,
magazines, boxes, etc., collected in the attic? Is stovepipe
in good condition? Fire extinguisher OK, checked?
(E and U)
8k.

If above or below standard.

Latrine standard - clean?

(S) Is latrine painted, tight? Guyed to prevent
snow and wind from rocking it out of shape? Door protected by
tin from porcupines.
(E and U)
85.

When above or below standard.

Garbage disposal

(S) Garbage pit in good condition, adequate?
proof? Garbage can with tight cover?
(E and U)

When above or below standard.

Fly-
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WEATHER AND CLOUDS

Cloud O b s e r v a t i o n s
A sound knowledge of cloud t y p e s can h e l p a f i r e - c o n t r o l man
i n many ways. He T r i l l have a b e t t e r chance t o f o r e s e e such t h i n g s

as l i g h t n i n g , sudden gusts of wind, rainstorms, or possible s u s tained high winds.
From a fireman's standpoint, clouds are c l a s s i f i e d as low
( s t r a t u s ) , middle ( a l t o ) , high ( c i r r u s ) and v e r t i c a l development
(cumulus) clouds. low clouds are normally found from near sea
l e v e l to about 6,500 f e e t , middle clouds from approximately 6,500
t o 25,000 f e e t , and high clouds above 25,000 f e e t .
V e r t i c a l development or cumulus cloud bases may average
1,600 f e e t and t h e i r tops extend to 20,000 f e e t or higher. They
may range anywhere from small fluffy f a i r weather cumulus to a
sky enveloping heavy black-based thunder and l i g h t n i n g storm.
Low clouds range from low, lumpy clouds i n rows or patches
( s t r a t o cumulus, Figure 26) to low continuous r a i n y cloud layer
(nimbo s t r a t u s , Figure 27) or a greyish l a y e r with a s t r u c t u r e
s i m i l a r to fog 'and sometimes accompanied by d r i z z l e ( s t r a t u s ,
Figure 2 9 ) . From high elevations low clouds may appear as a
blanketing fog. Sky i s p a r t i a l l y to completely overcast, humidi t y i s u s u a l l y high — often with l i g h t d r i z z l e to heavy r a i n s .

Figure 26.

S t r a t o cumulus clouds.
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Cloud Observations

Figure 27.

Klmbo stratus

?/±ddle clouds are frequently seen as parallel waves popularly known as sheep back (alto cumulus, Figure 28), packed so close
together that they form almost solid lumpy sheets, or as a thin
continuous layer of middle clouds (alto stratus, Figure 29), often
associated with rain, snow or drizzle. One type of alto cumulus,
a middle elevation cumulus type cloud called Altocumulus Castellatus,
is useful in indicating unstable conditions and the possibility
of thunderstorm development.

Figure 28.
Alto cumulus
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Cloud Observations

Figure 29.

Alto s t r a t u s above and' s t r a t u s below.

High clouds — white d e l i c a t e detached plumes or mares' t a i l s
( c i r r u s , Figure 3 0 ) , f l a k e - l i k e or small round masses frequently
known as mackerel sky ( c i r r o cumulus, Figure 3 1 ) , and t h i n 7rhite
v e i l - l i k e clouds ( c i r r o s t r a t u s ) g e n e r a l l y i n d i c a t e wind speed aloft
with trend toward t h i c k e n i n g cloud formations. Cirro s t r a t u s are
associated with hales of sun and moon and are often found i n front cf,
or t o the east of, a storm area and u s u a l l y denote an approaching
storm.

Figure 30.
Cirrus.
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Figure 31
Cirro cumulus

Vertical Development Clouds —

Cumulus

The development of a cumulus cloud can be segregated into
the following six stages:
1.
Fair weather cumulus (Figure 32). Flattened, little
vertical development, horizontal bases, rounded upper surfaces;
usually small and scattered.

Figure 32.

Fair Weather Chmiulus
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2.
Towering cumulus (Figures 33
and 34). Dark, horizontal bases, great
vertical development, often in form of
towers cr complex heaps with "cauliflower" formation; upper surfaces look
hard and are clear cut.
3.
Ice-top cumulus (Figure 35).
Great vertical development, tops composed, in part at least, of ice crystals
as denoted by a lack of definiteness
that the towering cumulus showed. Some
may have a clearly fibrous, often anvilshaped top, but the name is applied to
any cumulus type which definitely has
ice at the top, even if it does not have
the anvil top.
U- Virga (Figure 36). Precipitation falling from a cumulus cloud,
but not reaching the ground.

Figure 33 (right).
Towering cumulus

Figure 34.

Towering cumulus penetrating alto cumulus.
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Vertical Development Clouds —

Figure 35.

Cumilus

Ice-topped cumulus —

with rain.

5.
Rain (Figure 36). Precipitation falling from a cumulus
cloud and reaching the ground in liquid form.
6.
Thunderstorm (Figures 35 and 36). .An ice-top cumulus
cloud that is producing lightning and thunder.

Figure 36.

Towering cumulus, developing ice top.
Snow (virga) top right.
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Upper Level Wind Speeds
The appearance and speed of movement of clouds i n t h e upper
middle and high e l e v a t i o n s (20,000 t o 30,000 feet a l t i t u d e s ) a r e
i n d i c a t o r s of wind speed a t those a l t i t u d e s . The j e t stream, a
t u b u l a r ribbon of high speed winds g e n e r a l l y from t h e west, may
occur some 20,000 to 10,000 f e e t up. The j e t stream i s t y p i c a l l y
50 t o 300 miles wide, and 1 miles t h i c k . I t means a strong wind
and a strong wind means a strong v e r t i c a l wind shear. The shear
tends to draw c i r r u s wisps out i n t o long l i n e s , puts r i p p l e s and
wavelets on other clouds, and c r e a t e s wave clouds such as a l t o cumulus l e n t i c u l a r s . Thus the j e t stream should make i t s presence
known by i t s e f f e c t en middle and high cloud s t r u c t u r e .
Upper l e v e l wind speeds may be indicated by cloud appearance;
t h a t i s , whether t h e cloud "looks f a s t " or "looks slow". High
and middle l e v e l clouds "look f a s t " i f they a r e firm, long and
drawn out, or have prominent r o l l s , r i d g e s , or waves i n them. In
the case of altocumulus l e n t i c u l a r clouds, which often a r e fixed
with respect to the ground and take t h e i r o v e r - a l l shapes from
the ground topography, and which r a r e l y contain a s u b s t r u c t u r e

Figure 37
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Upper Level Wind Speeds
of wavelets, "fast" means a hard appearance, with firm edges,
indicative of a strong wind blowing through them. Altocumulus
puffs or patches look "slow" (any rectangular orientation of
cloudlets tends to correlate with slowness). When the wind is
strong the altocumulus puffs will tend to line up in billows,
perpendicular to the wind.
The middle clouds are primarily water clouds, but in some
cases thin virga (snow trails) will fall out of them or snow will
stream back from an altocumulus lenticular. Cirrus clouds are
ice; cirro cumulus originate as water and may become ice quickly.
Thunderstorms and Virga
You should take an interest in and learn all you can about
clouds and their meaning. Forestry schools are beginning to
recognize the value of meteorology in fire control work to the
extent that several schools have established meteorology as a
required part of their courses in fire control.
Watch for and report thunderstorms. A thunderstorm may have
a very decided effect on a fire that is burning in its vicinity.
Thunderstorms are always accompanied by very turbulent wind
conditions.
Likewise, watch for virga. Virga is precipitation falling
from a cloud that does not reach the ground, but evaporates into
the air beneath the cloud from which it falls. This condition,
too, can cause sudden wind conditions that may have a vital effect
on the control of a fire. Watch the clouds, observe, and learn
to know these important phenomena.
Thunderstorms and virga cause sudden unpredictable winds
because they cause air to drop on the ground. This falling air
will act exactly as a bucket of water would when dropped; it
splashes and goes in all directions. If it comes down on a
sidehill, it will run down the hill. This is particularly important since such conditions could cause a fire to be suddenly changed
in direction and take off downhill. This condition has caused the
death of many firefighters. Likewise, a large cloud over the
head of a steep valley may suddenly qergin to precipitate. The
mass of cool air beneath the cloud, caused by the rapid evaporation
of the precipitation from the cloud, will drop into the head of
the valley and roll downhill with alarming speed. Unless fire
fighters are warned in advance of the possibility of the development
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Thunderstorms and Virga
'of such conditionsj they may he caught and hurned to death.
It has happenedi
It is impossible to give eill of the many phenomena that
you, as a lookout, should he watchful for, hut ve hope to
arouse your interest to the extent that you will endeavor to
study and become familiar with some of the more important
details of weather observations. Record cloud formations as
they develop. Cloud formations tend to develop certain local
patterns. 3y recording cloud data and observing subsequent
cloud behavior, an inexperienced observer can soon learn to
predict local weather conditions quite accurately.
Subsiding Air Conditions
Subsidence is a meteorological term given to a weather
condition that has a vital effect on burning conditions.
Subsidence conditions are said to exist when the atmospheric
pressure system is such that it allows large masses of high
cold air to subside, or descend toward the surface of the
earth. When it reaches the earth's surface, this subsiding
air can be extremely dry and warm, causing very low humidity
readings and resulting in extremely bad burning conditions.
This air is extremely dry because it has recently been
extremely cold. Cold air (well below zero) can hold only a
very small fraction (as little as l/o00) as much moisture as
warm air (100° above zero). As the air subsides toward the
earth's surface, compression from the increased weight of
the earth's atmosphere upon it heats it until it will be
warmer than the air on the surface of the earth. When extreme
subsidence conditions exist to the extent that the air mass
reaches the earth's surface, the resulting extreme dryness
and developed heat are two factors which are of definite
influence in fire control.
If you are well versed in weather observing, you will be
able to tell when subsiding air has reached the top of your
mountain. Hie humidity reading will suddenly take a drop. This
air mass iisually descends quite slowly, just a few thousand
feet a day. 'When the mountain top humidity is decidedly lover
than valley bottom humidity, it is a good sign that subsidence
conditions exist and have reached the mountain tops. Also,
the bottom of the subsiding air mass will be much warmer than
the air below it. There will be a noticeable rise in temperature
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Subsiding Air Conditions
when the subsiding a i r reaches the mountain t o p . Subsidence cond i t i o n s a r e accompanied by extremely c l e a r weather. There w i l l
be no clouds v i s i b l e in the sky.
F i r e weather meteorologists are able t o d e t e c t subsidence
conditions u s u a l l y s e v e r a l days before they reach the e a r t h ' s
surface. Such conditions may e x i s t over a l a r g e area, s e v e r a l
hundred or even more than a thousand miles a c r o s s . When subsidence
conditions are l i k e l y t o occur, t h e weather f o r e c a s t s t h a t are
e s p e c i a l l y prepared far f i r e c o n t r o l organizations w i l l i n d i c a t e
t h i s condition.
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EYESIGHT TEST FOR LOOKOUT OBSERVERS

The efficiency of a forest-fire lookout man depends
mainly on four qualifications: (l) experience; (2) knowledge
of his territory. (3) alertness; and (k) quality of his
eyesight. A man's rating on the first three factors can be
judged with reasonable accuracy; but some sort of measurement
is necessary to determine his rating on the fourth.
The importance of eyesight can be shown by considering
possible advantages to be obtained by manning a lookout
network with individuals having keen eyesight. These advantages are: (l) an increase in the visual range of small smokes,
and (2) shorter discovery times for smokes within the visual
range. A lookout station network with men of keen eyesight,
compared to a network with men of normal eyesight, other
Qualifications being equal, might be regarded as giving more
protection for the same amount of money or, by.using fewer
men, the same protection for less money.
An eyesight test for forest lookout men, developed at the
Appalachian Forest Experiment Station, meets the following
essential requirements: (l) gives ratings proportional to the
distance at which lookout men can see small smokes, (2) gives
ratings the values of which are independent of light intensities, and (3) is sufficiently simple for field use.
The new test consists of measuring the distance at which
an individual can see a black circular spot l/l6 of an inch
in diameter on a white background about 7 inches square. The
eye-test pattern (figure 39) is printed en glossy white
photographic paper by means of a master negative and is
cemented to stiff, inflexible backing. (Complete specifications for the lookout eye-test target are given on page 5.)
The l/l6-inch black dot is located on a diagonal of the eyetest board or target half-way between a l/U-inch central black
circle and the end of a black bar at the corner of the diagonal.
The corner bars and large center circle serve only as markers
which enable the observer to know where to look for the small
black circle.
The test can be given most satisfactorily on a day when the
sky is overcast, but equally good results can be obtained on a
sunny day if the target is shaded from the direct rays of the
sun. In any event, the xarget should not be in deep shade
such as occurs directly under a tree, but should be exposed to
the full light of the open sky.
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In taking the test, the observer walks away from the eye-test
board until the l/l6-inch black spot becomes rather faint. This
usually happens at about 35 or kO feet. The eye-test board is
then whirled so that the small black spot is in a new position,
which may be up, down, right, or left. The observer then indicates the position of the spot, and if correct, he steps back a
few feet and the procedure is repeated until he indicates a
false position of the spot. His rating is then recorded as the
distance in feet to the last point at which he indicated correctly the position of the black spot. (Detailed instructions appear
on page k.)
The small black spot becomes more indistinct as the observer moves farther away, but he should continue to guess its
position even though he lacks confidence in his ability to do so
correctly. Some individuals wish to rest their eyes between
observations, although prolonged locking does not seem to change
a man's rating.
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Figure 39 - Lookout Eye-Test P a t t e r n ( Approximately \ s i z e )
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Instructions For Use of Eye-Test For Fire Lookout Observers
The eye-test is a device designed to measure the relative
ability of lookout observers to see small smokes.' The eye-test
apparatus consists of a square white board with a large black
spot in the center, black bars on the diagonals, and a small
black spot midway between the center and one diagonal bar. The
maximum distance that a man can see this small spot is a measure
of his power t.o see small columns of smoke at long distances.
The eye-test is given as follows:
Insert the round peg In the block on the back of the board
to form a handle. Select a suitable place out-of-doors. Either
a sunny or cloudy day will do. A dark foreground, such as green
grass or earth, is necessary.. Avoid bright foregrounds, such as
dusty or graveled roads.
Hold the eye-test board in full light of open sky but shaded
from direct rays of sun. Avoid getting under eaves of buildings
or tree crowns.
Hold the eye-test board vertically so that one diagonal black
bar is vertical, the other horizontal (that is, the small spot
will be up, down, to right, or to left) with white side of eyetest board facing toward person being tested.
Have the man being tested back away from eye-test board
until small black spot almost disappears (usually 35 or ^+0 feet).
He should not face sun.
Whirl the eye-test board several times so the small black
spot may aa3uiae :-. new position, either up, down, right, or left.
Have observer signal or state new position of the small spot. If
correct, have him step back 2 or 3 feet. Repeat procedure until
the observer indicates position of small black spot incorrectly.
Have him guess when he is no longer certain. He may rest his
eyes if he wishes.
Record the observer's rating as the distance in feet from eyetest board to the last point from which he can indicate position
of the small black spot correctly. The distance at which this
small' sped," can be seen is definitely related to the distance at
which small smoke columns can :e easily detected. The following
tabulation indicates quality c: eyesight for smoke detection
purposes:
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Instructions For Use of Eye-Test For Fire lookout Observers
Maximum distance, in feet, at which
smaj 3 "black spot can "be seen

:
:

Quality of
eyesight

6k or more
58-63
50-57
kk-k9
h3 or less

:
:
:
:
:

Exceptional
Good
Average
Fair
Poor

Specifications For Eye-Test Target For Fire Lookout Observers
The following specifications, if closely adhered to, constitute a tested method for constructing eye-test targets:
Eyesight-test target to consist of a "black and white pattern
mounted on a 7•0-inch square "back, in the center of which is
mounted a handle for rotating the target.
The eye-test pattern to he printed from a brass master negative on double-weight, contrasty (ilo. k or 5); smooth, glossy,
photographic paper. The brass negative must be placed with the
upper or beveled surface away from the paper when prints are
made.
The eye-nest backing material to be hard fiber board (Masonitetempered Presdwocxi or equal, not plywood) of about l/8-inch thickness, varnished lightly on both sides.
After varnish is thoroughly dry, pattern to be cemented with
thin shellac to smooth side of fiber board back. Shellac has a
tendency to soak into the print; therefore, the back of the print
should first be sized with a dilute glue or casein solution.
Both print and fiber board back should be at least 8 inches
square to insure good contact around the edges of the pattern
and to allow space for trimming. Eye-test board should be
trimmed on black-white border to leave smooth edge. Corners
should be trimmed.
A square or circular block, about 1-1/2 inches in diameter
and 3/8-inch thick, and drilled through the center to receive
a 5/16-inch dowel handle 3 inches long in a tight fit, is to be
glued to center of eye-test back. The handle is not to be glued
in the block.
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Specifications For gye-Taat Target ?or Firs Lookout Observers
A small black spot is to be painted on back of eye-test
target directly behind the l/lo-inch spot.
Instructions for use of eye-test.are to be printed or
pasted on front of an envelope 7-1/2 by 10-1/2inches,, in vhich
eye test is kept when not in use.
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HECKJMAN NIGHT S I G H T ATTACHMENT

The "Heckman Night Sight Attachment" for the Osborne
Fire-Finder is a simple device consisting of three small
pieces that mount on the sights of the fire-finder. This
device vas invented by Ranger William Heckman of Mount
Rainier National Park who is now retired. Bill's invention
enables a lookout to read vertical angles at night when
the glow of the fire can be seen and the cross hairs on
the fire-finder sights cannot be readily distinguished. It
works on the principle of shutters cutting the light from
the fire. (See figure 39a and note that the attachments
have been labeled Shutters A, B and C.) Two shutters are
attached firmly to the front sight of the fire-finder. The
upper, Shutter B, has been attached with the lower edge in
line with the upper cross hair, and the lower, Shutter C,
is fastened with its upper edge in line with the lower
horizontal cross hair. The third attachment, Shutter A, is
attached to the rear sight of the fire-finder either in lieu
of or directly to the existing movable sight.
The "Heckman Night Sights" are used in the dark, but
lights may be used to obtain the vertical angle after the
shutter on the rear sight has been set.
When Fire is Below Lookout
If the fire is burning at an elevation lower than the
lookout, Shutter C on the front sight is used in combination
with the movable Shutter A on the rear sight. The observer
sights over the top edge of Shutter C, and moves Shutter A
from the top of the rear sight down until the lower edge cuts
the light beam from the fire. The minus vertical angle is
then read direct from the regular embossed scale on the rear
sight at the point where the lower edge of the shutter crosses
the scale.
When Fire is Above Lookout
If the fire is burning at an elevation higher than the
lookout, Shutter B on the front sight is used. The plus vertical
angle is obtained in this situation by using the lower edge of
Shutter B in combination vith the upper edge of Shutter A on the
rear sight. The movable rear sight is moved upward from the
bottom until the light beam from the fire is cut by the upper
edge of the shutter. The plus vertical angle is read on the
scale -at the point vhere the upper edge of the shutter crosses
the scale.
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AERIAL OPERATIONS

Material for aerial operations will be reproduced at a
later date.
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SMOKECHASI.NG

Introduction
In many areas, lookouts are often required to go to and
auporess forest fires. This is particularly true where married
couples are employed on lookouts. The lady of the family takes
over the duties of the lookout while the gentleman is detailed
to go to and suppress the fire that occurs in the vicinity of
hie- lookout.
The following pages will give you the answers to some of
the questions that may arise when you are called on to chase
smoke. Fire-fighting technique and methods will not be covered
here. If you are required to act as smoke chaser, you should
study this section carefully and be able to apply the information
herein contained. Practical experience is the best teacher.
Take advantage of every opportunity, make every fire a lesson.
1.
Prompt Action is Essential. Eire must he found
quickly to attain suppression objectives. Immediate action
Jtuat be taken on every discovered fire. Minutes count.
The smokechaser will usually receive instructions from
the dispatcher or ranger, but may receive reports from lookouts or others. If the smokechaser cannot communicate with
the dispatcher or ranger within a reasonable time, he should
act on his own judgment.
Many fires are difficult to find, particularly lightning
fires vhich often occur in the most inaccessible country. It
Is essential that the smokechaser not only make use of his
Boodsmanship, but of the compass, map and protractor, field
Barkings, pacing, and information given him by the dispatcher,
Plus all of his ingenuity and resourcefulness. His is a fight
against time, since time is aiding the fire to get a good start.
Headwork frequently saves footwork and time.
2Compass. The compass is an invaluable aid to the
•Bokechaser. It provides one of the most accurate methods of
lna
ihg fires, especially those fires vhich are smoldering but
° sending up enough smoke to be readily seen (sleeper fires).
Pn» compass enables the smokechaser to:
a.
Remain oriented in the woods;
b.
Run straight lines through rough country;
C. . Locate fires;
<i«
Orient his maD.
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Smokeohaal££
Introduction
It may be usedi
a.
b.
c.

As a protractor to plat fire location in the field.
To follow or retrace land survey lines.
To run closed traverses from which areas can be
calculated.

The Azimuth Compass (Standard Box Pocket Type)
The azimuth compass is standard and each smokechaser should
be equipped with one. Figure £0 shows the azimuth box compass.
Note the circle is
marked from 0° to 360°.
Because it is marked
this Tray is why this
type of compass is
called the AZIMUTH
comrass.
1. Nagnetic Declination.
The ends of the needle
are attracted by forces acting
at nearly two diametrically
opposite points of the earth,
called the magnetic poles.
The one near the north pole
is called the north
magnetic pole, and
lies adjacent to the
true or geographical
north pole. The north
magnetic pole attracts
the end of the needle
marked with an arrow.
On the West coast, the
magnetic pole lies to
the east of true north,
while on the East coast
it is west of true north.
There is a meandering
line through Lake Superior
and extending south easterly
Figure 40
which is in line with the
magnetic and true north poles. On this line, the compass needle
points to both the magnetic and true north poles. West of this
line, the needle points to the east of true north and east of
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The Azimuth Compass
the line, it points to the nest of true North
The angle of
differences between true North and magnetic north is known
as magnetic -declination.
The compass should be adjusted so the line of sight will
point toward true North when the north end of the needle points
at zero on the azimuth circle. To adjust the box pocket compass
so this will be so is called setting off the declination. The
azimuth scale is loosened and turned either to the right or
left, depending on the magnetic declination of the location in
which the compass is to be used. If the declination is east
the zero on the azimuth circle will be to the right of a line
extended from the pivot of the needle to the line of sight. If
the declination is west the zero will be to the left of this
line. The distance the zero is to the right or left of this
line is the amount of magnetic declination for that particular
geographic location. This could be 20°East in the State of
•Washington or 20° West in the State of Maine. You must be
sure that the declination for jour area is set off on your
compass. If in doubt, ask your ranger.
2.
North End of Needle; The compass needle is magnetized
and the marked end always points to magnetic north. Usually
this end of the needle is marked with an arrow. Sometimes the
north end of the needle is painted black and the south end is
white. There may not be any markings. However, the south end
of the needle always can be told by the weight which is a few
wraps of fine wire. Thus, the north end is always the end
without the weight. (See figure AC )
3.

Azimuth Circle;

There are 360° in the azimuth
circle. Either 0° or 360° is
true North. There are 60 minutes
(written 60') in each degree,
30' to each half degree, thus,
10 = 60', J° a 30'. The azimuth
compass can be read accurately
only to degrees and half degrees.
Since you will use degrees and
minutes in your readings, it is
necessary that the smokechaser
be able to comfort minutes to
degrees and half degrees for use
with his compass. Convert
minutes to the next nearest
whole or half degree.

Figure Al
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The Azimuth Comnass
4.
Why B (90°) and W (270°) Are Reversed. The needle stands
still, pointing to north, while the dial and line offlightrevolves
around it. Thus, as the sight and dial awing east, or right, the
needle indicates a reading to the left of
zero. For convenience in reading and in
order that the north end of the needle may
be read direct, the "E" and " W markings
on the dial are reversed and the figures
progress to the left. This is illustrated
in figures 42 and 43- In figure 42, the
ooiapass is sighted to true north. The
declination is set off at 22°E, the needle
points to magnetic north and the line of
sight is true north. The reading, from
north end of needle, is 0°. As the compass
is turned to the east, the needle remains
stationary. When the line of sight points
due east, the comtsass would appear as
shown in figure 43. Note that the needle
is still in the same position as in
figure A2j the line of sight is due east,
and the compass reading is 90°«
Use of Compass

Figure 42

Iron or steel near the compass deflects
the needle. Care should be taken to keep
axe, shovel, pocket knife, or similar objects at a sufficient distance from the
compass to prevent their deflecting the
needle. It may be necessary to stay at
least 50 feet from an automobile or wire
fence.

Figure 43
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Use of Commas

1.
Reading Comcass. 7/hen the compass is sighted and needle
settles, read the graduation to which
the marked end of the needle points.
The reading shown in figure 44 is
azimuth 77°. If read carelessly, or
not according to proper progression
of figures, it might be recorded
erroneously as 33°. Always progress
from smaller to larger figures.
2.
Ruruiing Comna.33 Course. The
method used to run a compas3 will depend
on the length of shots which can be made.
a.

Short Shots. To run a
compass course through
Figure 44
timber, where each shot
will average 200 yards or less, the compass
should be held in the cupped palms of the hand3,
elbows pressed against body, compass 12" to IS"
below level of eyes, heels together, and body
swinging on heels to alinin sight without change
of posture. Care should "be taken to hold the
compass level and to have the needle swinging
freely on the pivot.
When north end of needle points to azimuth
of course to be run, look ahead along the white
line on inside of compass lid and pick out tree,
rock, snag, or other object in line of sight.
Now glance quickly at the compass to make sure
reading is correct. Again glance ahead to the
object sighted to make sure it is on the line of
sight. Repeat process until line of sight and
object are definitely established. Keeping your
eyes fixed on the object selected, close the
compass, pace forward to object, and take next
sight.

b.

Long Shots. For shots over 200 yards, place the
compass on a Jacob staff (cut a small pole,
stick it in the ground, and attach compass to
pole). Do not set on bare rock, for if mineralized, it may deflect the needle. Set compass
above the ground whenever possible. Level the
compass, allorring needle to float freely on the
pivot.
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Use of Commas s
Vfhen the needle s e t t l e s , revolve compass
slowly u n t i l oorrect reading i s obtained. Again
allow needle t o s e t t l e , making sure t h a t compass
i s l e v e l . When c o r r e c t azimuth i s obtained,
place eye a t small p o i n t e r , which also serves as
lock for compass l i d , and look along white l i n e
of s i g h t . Pick out object as previously d e s cribed and pace to i t . Repeat t h e process f o r
next shot.
3.
r^terminlng Azimuth to Object. To determine the
azimuth t o an object such as a t r e e , rook, lookout s t a t i o n , or
mountain peak, l i n e the object with the compass s i g h t s . After
alinetaent i s made and needle s e t t l e s , read the compass. If the
object i s near by, hold the compass as described under "Short
Shots". I f the object i s d i s t a n t , use t h e compass as described
under "Long Shots".
A.
Turning 90° Angles. In running a compass course, the
smokechaser frequently has occasion t o make 90° turns t o the

right or l e f t .
To turn a 90° angle to the right fro* a given reading, add
90° to the reading; to the l e f t , subtract 90° from the reading.

Figure 15
Situation}

Procedure}

Given a reading of 90°;
turn a 90° angle to the
right.
90° / 90° = 180°. See
figures 15 and A6. Reading of 90° in figure 15.
Compass turned 90° to the
right to position shown in

figure 15.
Figure l5
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Use of Comcass
Situation:

Smokechaser is running compass course on azimuth lS7°from B. (See figure A6a) He encountera unforeeen obstacle, which in this
case is a brush field. However it could have
been a steep rock slide or precipitous wall.
Unable to go through, he must go around.

Figure 46a . Avoiding Obstacle By Offsetting
Procedure: Travel to his right looks easiest. He turns
a 90° angle to the right and paces on course
277° (187° / 90°) until it is possible to get
by obstacle. He then paces on course 137°
(which is 90° angle to the left and parallel
to his original course) until he is past the
obstacle. He then turns a 90° angle to the
left and paces on course 97° (187° - 90o)
the 3ame distance he paced on course 277°. This
places him on his original course and he is
ready to proceed on azimuth 187° until he
reaches the fire.
If it is necessary to turn a 90° angle through 0°, the
following method can be used:
To turn a 90° angle through 0° to the right.
Subtract 270° from the reading.
(Example; Given an azimuth of 297°. To turn an
angle of 90° to the right, subtract 270° from
297°, which gives 27°, the correct azimuth.)
To turn an angle of 90°left thrjugh 0°, add
270°to the reading.
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Use of Comcass
(Examplei Given an azimuth of 5 3 ° , to t u r n a
90° a n g l e t o t h e l e f t , add 270° t o t h e r e a d i n g
•which -will g i v e 3 2 3 ° , t h e c o r r e c t a z i m u t h . )
"With a l i t t l e p r a c t i c e , you can read t h e 90° a n g l e ,
e i t h e r t o t h e r i g h t o r l e f t , d i r e c t l y from t h e compass.
Smokechasera s h o u l d p r a c t i c e t u r n i n g 90° a n g l e s u n t i l t h e y
can do so q u i c k l y and a c c u r a t e l y d i r e c t from the compass
•without i n v o l v i n g c o m p u t a t i o n s .
5F o r e s i g h t s and B a c k s i g h t s . A f o r e s i g h t i s a s i g h t
ahead t a k e n i n t h e normal p r a c t i c e of r u n n i n g a compass c o u r s e .
The back s i g h t o r back a z i m u t h i s a s i g h t taken i n e x a c t l y t h e
opposite d i r e c t i o n to the foresight.
The Bmokachaser s h o u l d
know how t o c o n v e r t a f o r e s i g h t t o
a backsight, or vice versa.
In
s e a r c h i n g f o r a f i r e which a l o o k o u t has d i s c o v e r e d , t h e smokechaser
o f t e n h a s t o p l a c e h i m s e l f on t h e
l o o k o u t ' s l i n e of s i g h t by b a c k s i g h t ing to t h e lookout.

Figure 47

To convert a foresight to a backsight: If the foresight
is less than 180°, add 180° to it; if foresight is more than
180°, subtract ISO 0 from it.
Situation:

Smokechaser has azimuth 45° as lookout's
line of sight to a fire. He wants to
know what his compass reading to lookout
will be when he gets on lookout's line of
sight.

Procedure:

45° / 180° = 225° , his reading to lookout.

Figure 48
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Use of Comcass
In t h e above s i t u a t i o n , i f t h e l o o k o u t ' s l i n e of s i g h t
was azimuth 200° , t h e s m o k e c h a a e r ' s comcass should r e a d
200° - 180° =• 2 0 ° .

6.
Using Compass as a p r o t r a c t o r .
•wish t o draw on his map an azimuth l i n e .

The smokechaser may
This i s done as follows:

(a) Orient map.
(b) Place one edge of the compass on point on map
from -which it is desired to draw the azimuth
line.
(c) Revolve compass until the needle points to the
desired azimuth.
(d) Draw azimuth line from point on map using the
edge of the compass as a straight edge.
7.
Local Attraction. The compass needle is sometimes
deflected by the attracting force of metal deposits in the
ground. It oan be recognized by checking each foresight with
a backsight.

Figure 49
Smokechaser takes a foresight from "A" to "B w , azimuth 85°
(see figure 49). He paces to "B" and takes a backsight of 265°
(85° / 180°). He finds he sights at "C" instead of "A". This
indicates local attraction. It may be caused by a metal object
near the compass. Check for this first.
Compass courses run through a country of local attraction
are inaccurate. The following method should be used to remedy
this situation: Find a point on the course where backsight shows
no local attraction. Select two or more objects (snags, trees,
or peaks) ahead in alinement with course to be run. Follow this
alinement, by frequent sights on the objects, through the area
of local attraction.
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The Silva Ccnoass
Many fire protection agencies have adopted the Silva Compass
as equipment for their smokechasers. This compass can be obtained
in several models, ranging from the simple "Voyager" model to the
elaborate "Ranger" model with a sighting cover and mirror. The
"Voyager" is preferred and used by most agencies.

Figure 50 a
"Voyager"

The Silva Compass has certain
advantages over the conventional
box pocket compass. Among these
Figure 50 b
are lightness, more shock resistance
"Ranger"
and a more stable needle. It is simple
to use if you are familiar with the standard box pocket compass.
Certain differences in the operation of the two must be pointed
out.
On this compass, east and west are not reversed as they are
on the box pocket compass. This can be best explained by taking
an easterly sighting and then a westerly sighting with the compass. It will become apparent that since the azimuth circle is
movable and moves with the needle, although it moves only by hand,
in relation to the line of sight, that east and west are not reversed. On the box pocket compass the azimuth circle is always
in the same relative position to the line of sight, hence they
must be reversed.
First, before the Silva Compass is used for running lines,
the magnetic declination for the geographic location should be
detexwtined and marked on the plastic base of the compass.
To do this:
1.
Set the 360° (or 0°) azimuth on the direction of travel
arrow (line A on figure 51) on the "Voyager" model, or the index
pointer on the "Ranger" model.
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2.
Opposite
the correct declination scratch a line
(B on figure 51 or
A on 50 a) into the
plastic base. This
is called the declination offset mark or
the azimuth line.
East declination is
set to the right of
the direction of
travel line and treat
declination to the
left.
3.
Ink the
scratched line with
red or black India
ink to make it stand
out.
To run a compass
course with the
"Voyager" medal after
the declination has
Figure 51
been indicated as
previously described,
the following steps are folio-wed J
1.
Set the desired azimuth at the scratched declination
line (B on fig-ore 51) by revolving the dial (c on figure 51).
2.
Hold the compass in front of your body with the
direction of travel arrow pointing directly ahead of you.
3.
Turn your body (and compass) until magnetic needle
is centered in the "etched needle box" on the bottom of the
compass housing.
U'
Follow the direction of travel
This is your desired course or azimuth.

(A on figure 51).

The "Ranger" compass is used somewhat differently than
the simple "Voyager" model. The following describes its use:
1.
Set the desired azimuth (on aluminum dial) on the
"azimuth lino" A.
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Figure 52 a

(left)

Sighting with the
"Rtr.ger" Compass.

Figure 52 b

(right)

Aligning sighting line
with center point of
"Ranger" Compass.

2.
Hold the compass horizontally on a level with your
sighting eye and adjust the cover so the reflected image of
the comoass housing fills the mirror. (See figures 52 a and
52 b)
3.
Move your sighting eye sideways in relation to the
compass until the sighting line intersects the reflected image
of the center point. (See figure 52 b)
A.
Without changing the relationship between compass and
eye, turn your body until the north (red) end of the compass
needle points to the azimuth line (declination line) on the
compass base, and the needle is centered in the etched needle
box inside the compass housing.
5.
Your direction of travel (or objective in the field)
will now lie straight beyond the sight on the upper edge of
the cover. When sighting uphill or downhill you must lower or
raise the sighting eye in relation to the compass. The transparent plate must always be kept horizontal so that the
compass needle can turn freely.
The Silva Compass may be used as a protractor.

To do soi

1.
Lay the long edge of the compass base along the line
whose azimuth is desired. Be sure the line of sight arrow
(A in figure 51) and the end of the compass housing marked
north is to the north side of the nap.
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2.
On the revolving housing t h e r e are s e v e r a l p a r a l l e l
l i n e s •which are called meridian l i n e s . (D on f i g u r e 51)
Revolve the housing u n t i l t h e s e meridian l i n e s a r e exactly
p a r a l l e l frith t h e meridian l i n e s on t h e map.
3.
Now read the desired azimuth a t the d e c l i n a t i o n offs e t mark (B on figure 52).
The P r o t r a c t o r
The Smokechaser'3 p r o t r a c t o r i s made of t r a n s p a r e n t material
and has the azimuth c i r c l e , graduated in degrees and half degrees,
printed on i t . A black s t r i n g i s suspended from a small hole i n
the c e n t e r of the c i r c l e , E and W and progression of figures are
not rsversed as on the smokechaser's compass.
Use of P r o t r a c t o r .
The smokechaser can determine or draw
azimuths from a p o i n t , or between any two p o i n t s , on h i s map with
his p r o t r a c t c r ,
S i t u a t i o n j Lookout "A"
gives reading
on a f i r s of
75°. Smokechaser wishes
t o chraw t h i s
l i n e of s i g h t
on h i s map.

Proceduret

(1) Place map
on f l a t
surface.
(2) Center protractor
over "A".
(3) Turn p r o Figure 52 c Smokechaser's P r o t r a c t o r
tractor
until N
s i d e points to top of map and 0°and 180° graduations coincide
with, or p a r a l l e l , a meridian or township l i n e .
(4.) Hold prot r a c t o r t i g h t and draw s t r i n g taught to i n t e r s e c t azimuth 75°.
(5) Extended
s t r i n g r e p r e s e n t s l i n e of s i g h t . I t can be drawn using side of
p r o t r a c t o r aa s t r a i g h t e d g e .
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The Protractor
Situation: Smokechaser wishes to determine azimuth
•from "A" to "B" on his map.
Procedure: First three steps as in above procedure.
(k)

Hold protractor tight and draw string
taught over "B".
(5) Read azimuth where string intersects
graduated circle.
There are various applications of the two situations described above. The smokechaser should practice with the protractor
until he becomes proficient in its use. He will find it a great
aid in solving smokechasing problems.
Checking Vertical Angle. Many times the smokechaser has had
a backsight to the lookout but has been unable to Judge whether
he was too high or too low on the mountain, particularly when there
were no outstanding landmarks by which to place himself.
The celluloid protractor will give the angle of elevation by
sighting along one edge and letting the string, with a weight
attached to it, act as the plumb line. You can hold this weighted
string in place by a finger after the line has steadied itself
and will give the angle reading directly if the smaller azimuth
numbers are turned toward the observer on plus readings and away
from the observer on minus readings.
The Smokechaser's Ma?.
One of the most important tools that the smokechaser has to
aid him in finding fires is his map. This is usually the same
type of map that the lookout has on his fire-finder but will be
arranged for folding so that it can be conveniently carried in a
map case. The map and the compass used together provide very
effective tools for finding one's way across rough country to a
small fire. It is possible to find very small fires that are no
longer burning when good readings were obtained by the lookout and
the smokechaser is well versed in the use of the map and compass.
Fire locations are given to the smokechaser by the legal
subdivision, i.e., section, township and range as outlined in
Chapter 2. There follows some additional information on reading
maps that are particularly applicable to the smokechaser but also
of value to any lookout.
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The Smokechaser's Map
The smokechaser should study his map and visualize it as a
graphic representation of the country. His ability to locate
fires quickly will often depend upon his skill in reading and
interpreting the map.
A common map in use by smokechasers is the a"-to-the-mile
scale. All distances are measured horizontally (see figure-5,
Chapter 2, page 13)- On smokechasers' maps, trace township and
range lines with a different color ink or made heavier so they
can be readily distinguished from other lines on the map. This
procedure may serve as an aid to the smokechaser and prevent
errors in reading the wrong township, range, or section. As a
further aid to the smokechaser in reading the proper section and
subdivision, lay out a sample township on your map in which
the correci section numbering of a standard township is shown
with one section properly subdivided into forties.
Field Markings
It is necessary for the smokechaser "to know how to find
and interpret field markings. Study of the following illustrations will help him to become familiar with common ones:
1.
Section Line Blazes. Section lines are designated by
blazes or hacks on trees. Due to sparsity of trees in some
localities, it may have been necessary to blaze some standing
as far as 33 feet on either side of the line. Trees standing
on line were blazed on directly opposite sides of the trees
where the line intersects it (see figure 53)- As trees were
selected farther from the line, the blazes were placed closer
together on the side facing the line. Thus, trees close to
the line will have blazes almost opposite each other, while
trees approaching 33 feet from the line will have blazes side
by side (see figure 53)- (Some survey parties placed two
hacks, one above the other, on opposite 3ides of trees standing
directly on line.)
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Figure 53
Section Corners and Quarter (?) Corners. Several methods are
used to mark section and J corners.Frequently, either a rock, a
pile of rock, or a wood post is found, but recent surveyors have
used an iron pipe with brass head (see figure 54-).

Figure 54
2.
witness Trees. where sufficient trees were available,
section corners were referenced by four, and ? corners by two,
witness trees. They were scribed as shown in figure 55. A small
blaze scribed with "BT" (Bearing Tree) was placed approximately
18" from the ground and above that a long blaze was scribed with
the description of the corner. 7fhere blazes have grown over, use
care in chopping then open to prevent destruction of the scribing.
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Field parking

Figure 55
3.
Location a t Section Comers. A bearing i s scribed
Trith the section nirnber corresponding to the section in uhich
the t r e e i s located. 31a2e3 face t h e corner (see figure- 56).

Figure 56
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Field Marking
A.

Location a t Quarter ( t ) Corners,

See figure 57.

Figure 57.
5.
Location a t Jogged Towr.shlo Corners. Jogged Towns h i ?
corners sor.etimes occur f o r reasons described under " I r r e g u l a r
ToTOshd-ps." Two corners had t o be e s t a b l i s h e d instead of one.
Two -witness t r e e s were used t o d e s c r i b e each corner. Each such
t r e e found "will be i n the township, range, and section t h a t are
marked on i t . Blazes face t h e corner. • (See f i g u r e 58.)

Figure 53
Caution: Corners or .-witness trees should never be defaced or
obliterated. Such action is a law violation.
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6.
Other Corner Varkinge. Notches are some-tines found
on a rock or -rood post at a section corner. The number of notches
found will indicate the number of sections to the township or
range line, that is, if four mark3 appear on the marker, they
indicate that it is four sections from that corner to the east
range line of the township. The number of notches en the south
side of the marker indicates the number of sections to the south
township line of the township (see figure 59).

Figure 59
7.
Section Line Crossing Markers. Section line crossings
on a road or trail frequently are marked by section line boards,
cruiser's tags, or crosses. They are important to the smokechaser
in locating himself with reference to land lines and as starting
points from which to run courses to fires.
8.
Section Line Boards. Section line boards are often
used where section lines cross roads or trails. They will
indicate the exact section corner by reference to the four seotions
around it and the exact distance and direction to the section
corner.
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Location Poster for I n d i c a t i n g Section Lines
Figure 60
9.

Crosses.

A cross (X) cut i n t o a t r e e along a road or

t r a i l usually indicates a section line crossing. Before the
smokechaser can be sure of t h i s , he must find additional evidence,
such as a series of l i n e blazes running in a cardinal direction
leading aray from the t r e e .
Horizontal bars may be cut in the tree belcrrr the cross, each
bar indicating a distance of 5 chains
(330 feet) to the section
corner. Sometimes, a blaze about 6 n long is placed on the side
of the t r e e facing in the direction of the corner.
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10. Mlleposts and Signs. Mlleposts or signs along roads
or -trails are valuable aids in finding fires. A inilepost along
a road indicates the distance from the post to a main highway,
town, or other prominent starting placs. The posts are usually
white, about 3 feet high, and have a black number on each face
near the top. A mile sign on a trail indicates the distance
from the sign to a road, guard station, or other starting place.
Orienting Field ManFrequently, the smokechaser has occasion to orient his map
in the field. This can be accomplished either with the compass
or by use of visible landmarks.
(1) TTith Comnass. Place the compass on map so one side of
compass coincides with a meridian or range line. Revolve map
and compass together, being careful not to disturb position of
compass on map, until the needle points to zero. The map will
then be oriented.
(2) By Landmarks. If the smokechaser is sure of h±3 field
position, he need know only one topographic feature to orient
his map (see figure 61). Knowing he is at Coyote Pass, the smokechaser alines-Coyote Pas3 and Bear Iftn. on his map with the actual
points by sighting across his map. If the smokechaser is not sure
of his position, he needs two or mors topographic features to
orient the map. He sees that Bear Mtn. and Harris Peak are in
line. He also knows that he is somewhere on the top of Porcupine
Ridge. He lays the map flat and alines Bear Mountain and Harris
Peak with these same features on his map. The map i3 then oriented
because it is correlated with the topography. He next extends a
straight line through Bear ITtn. and Harris Peak on his map and
finds this line intersects Porcupine Ridge at Coyote Pass, which
is his field position.

Figure 61
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Pacing is the means by vhich smokechasers measure distance in
traveling to a fire. The smokechaser can determine from his map
the distance and direction to a fire from a landmark, section line
marker, milepost, bridge, corner, or point on road or trail. Then,
by running a compass course and pacing the distance, he should
find the fire. Pacing may be used to measure the dimensions of a
fire with vhich to determine its size. It is important for the
smokechaser to be able to pace with reasonable accuracy.
1.
Natural Pace. As used in the National Park Service and
Forest Service, a pace denotes two natural steps and usually is
counted each time the right foot strikes the ground. When pacing,
you should walk at a natural gait and not try to take a three-foot
step.
To determine the length of your pace, measure a course on
level ground through average cover conditions. Pace this course
several times both ways at a natural gait. Count the average
number of paces it takes to cover the course. Divide the length
of the course by average number of paces taken. The result will
be the length of your natural pace.
Procedure:

Measure a 200-foot course. The number of
paces = 36. 200 + 36 = 5-5 feet, the length
of this man's natural pace.

2.
Pacing by Chains or Tallies (Optional). The "chain"
(66 feet) unit sometimes is used to compute areas and measure
distance, such as length of control line around fires.
To determine the number of paces per chain:
Procedure:

Measure a 20-chain course. The number of
paces is found to - 250. 250 * 20 = 12^.

This man will take IShs paces per chain. He should
prepare a table showing the number of his paces for various distances. A common method of counting chains is to consider each
five chains a "tally". (See "How to Tally".) His table would be
as follows :
12-g- paces = 1 chain
62! "
= 1 tally or 330 feet or l/lo mile
125
"
= 2 tallies or 660 feet or l/8 "
250
"
= k tallies or 1320 feet or l/k "
500
"
= 8 tallies or 2610 feet or l/2 "
1000
"
= 1 6 tallies or 52&0 feet or 1 "
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3.
Hog To Tally. Considering each five chains as a "tally",
divide distance and area into convenient units as follows:
1 mile
1/2 »
1/4 "
1/8 •
1/16 "

=
=
=
=

80
40
20
10
5

chains
chains
chains
chains
chains

80 chains square
40
"
"
20
"
"
5
"
"
(10 square chains

or
or
or
or
or

16
8
A
2
1

tallies
tallies
tallies
tallies
tally

= 64.0 acres
= 160 "
= 40 "
= 2\ "
=
1 acre)

Count paces by use of pebble for each tally and a twig for each
mile, or the smokechasar can score each tally in his notebook.
It is essential to count paces accurately regardless of the
method used.
" .
4.
Horizontal Distance. All distances shown on maps are
horizontal distances. In traveling up and down slopes, one
actually travels a greater distance than is shown on the map
(see figure 53)
If it is considerable, the slope of the ground
affects the length of the step. The horizontal distance covered
by each step is shortened whether one goes up or down hill.
Similarly, rough bottomland or brush affect the length, of step.

Figure 62. Difference Due to Slope
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5.
Correction for Slope by Dropping Paces. The difference
between horizontal distance and slope distance varies with the
steepness of slope — the steeper the slope the greater the
difference. On a steep slope, the smokechaser nay take 2 paces
to cover a horizontal distance equal to 1 pace. For this reason,
he should learn to discount or drop a pace at regular intervals
so his tally vrill be correct for horizontal distance. ~ Practice
and checking are essential to reach satisfactory performance.
The following table has been compiled from actual tests, and
should be used as a guide.

Figure 63.

Per cent($)
Slore

60
30
20
10

Allowance Needed Due to Slope
Ascendins
Skin
Steo

1
2
3
6

1
1
1
1

Descending
Steo
Skin

2
6
11

1
1
1

—

—

6.
Practice. It requires practice to become efficient in
pacing. Each smokechaser should practice often. Rough country
along section lines or a measured course near the guard station
serve as good courses. Practice on slopes and through brush until
accurate corrections can be made for such conditions.
7.
Face-Lensth Stick Method. An inexperienced smokeohaser, who has not had time to become proficient in the method
described above, will attain greater accuraoy in measuring
horizontal distance in steep or very brushy country by use of the
pace-length-stick method.
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Cut a stick the length of your natural pace -- one step or
2 length of pace may be marked off on pulaski handle for measuring. Hold one end of stick against the body and the other end
on ground in front of you. Make a mark on the ground and proceed
to this mark. Repeat operation until top of hill is reached.
Don't forget to count paces.
Care of Smokechaser's Outfit
Every smokechaser is equipped with a standard smokechaser
outfit. Within certain minimum standards, these outfits may
vary somewhat to meet individual forest needs.
When the smokechaser receives his outfit at the beginning
of the fire season, it is complete and each item is in good
condition. It must be kept so throughout the entire season.
This means:
1.
It will be used on fires only.
2.
After use it must be immediately restored to standard.
3It must be assembled and kept in the handiest place
for quick getaway.
h
Except for normal wear, it must be returned to the
ranger, or stored for winter, in as good condition as when
received.
The smokechaser should have an intimate knowledge of the
care and use of his fire-fighting equipment. He should take
apart, inspect, and reassemble his outfit at frequent intervals.
The following reminder list will help him keep the outfit in
good condition:
1.
Keep compass in pack, away from tools (which demagnetize the needle), in a place where it can be obtained
readily. Lid should be firmly closed to prevent wearing of
needle on pivot. If lid will not remain closed, put a heavy
rubber band around compass.
2.
Map should be in map case. Map case should be either
inside of a packsack pocket or attached to outside of pack.
3Put a wood handle on file. This makes it easier and
safer to use and prevents punching holes in pack. Wrap file in
paper, preferably oiled.
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Care of Smokechaser's Outfit
k.

Replenish emergency rations after use.

p.
Replace first-aid kit, or items therein, after use.
6.
Protect knapsack or packboard against unnecessary wear.
If knapsack or packboard is carried in car, see that sharp tools
do not punch holes in it. Don't set it on damp or dirty surfaces.
7.
Keep axe and other edged tools sharp and clean. Keep
one blade of the axe for heavy chopping; use the other for cutting
knots and roots.
8.

Keep sheaths repaired.

9-

Avoid accidental or undue use of headlight batteries.

10.
Protect edges of crosscut saws by saw guards (worn-out
hose, canvas, or wood strip or board).
Eauinment for Special Men
*

-

1

a

A fire guard on foot patrol should carry, as a minimum, a
pulaski tool or baby shovel and axe, a canvas bucket or water bag,
and a one-day emergency ration. This equipment is to be a part of
his smokechaser outfit and kept as such while at his regular station.
Packers and auto patrolmen should carry their full outfits at.
all times.
The care of tool caches should be as complete as the care of
smokechaser outfits. They are used for fire only, reconditioned
immediately after use, and kept in first-class condition throughout
the fire season. A card is posted at each cache listing the items
contained therein. Caches are usually sealed with car seals, which
should be broken only in case of fire or inspection.
Transportation
1.
Automobiles used by smokechssers must be in good
mechanical order and equipped at all times with the following:
(1) Spare tire mounted on rim and all tires properly
inflated and in good condition.
(2) Full supply of gasoline and oil.
(3) Good battery, starter, and lights.
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2.

(k)
Adequate tool kit and tire repair outfit.
(5) Five gallons of extra gasoline at his post of
duty unless smokechaser has access to nearby
service station.
For smokechasers who use horses:
(1) Pack and:saddle equipment must be kept repaired
and in condition.
(2) Equipment must be assembled and kept in the
handiest place for quick saddling and packing.
(3) Horses should be tied up or kept in a corral
daily from 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M., unless
otherwise directed. During emergency periods,
when fire-calls may be expected momentarily,
horses should be saddled.

3. . Continuous tra\el. 'Travel to a fire should be continuous. It is always possible to travel at night on roads or
trails, and cross-country travel is usually feasible, except
over very rough country. Compass courses can be run at night
by two men with lights. The smokechaser should go as far as
possible at night, and if it is impossible to find the fire
because of darkness, he should remain in its vicinity so as to
get to it at daylight. The night and early morning hours to
10:00 A.M. are the hours when the most effective work can be done.
Recording Information for Finding Fire
Before leaving his station, the smokechaser must be positive
he has received and recorded all information necessary to enable
him to find the fire. If he is in doubt about any point, no matter
how insignificant it seems, he.should not hesitate to request a
clear explanation from the dispatcher. The written information
must be taken to the fire.
1.
Record Data on Lookout Form. The smokechaser should use
the Lookout Report Form to record information. Enter all data
furnished by the dispatcher on a fire on the report form. Enter
the plotted location on the back. Often more than one lookout
will report information on the same fire. When this occurs,
it is important that these data be recorded on separate lookout
report forms. All of the following information may be needed;
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a.

Station reporting. The smokechaser needs to know
what lookout or lookouts can see the fire.

b.

Location of landmark. May serve to better identify
the location of the fire and may give the smokechaser
starting points from which to run a compass course
to the fire.

c.

Azimuth. To compute backsights and get the lookouts'
lines of sight.

d.

Vertical angle. Needed to spot locations on panoramic photographs.

e.

Distance.

f.

Township, Range, Section. Needed to spot location
on map, and to find fire by survey markings in the
field.

g.

Subdivision.

h.

Smoke drifting from. Needed to guide smokechaser
to right or left of line of sight if fire is not
readily found.

i.

Volume, color character. Needed as a guide to
"pick up" the smoke and to xell what kind of fire
he may expect to find.

Needed mainly to check location.

A more detailed breakdown of (f).

j. ' Base sighted, Yes or No. Tells the smokechaser
whether or not he can backsight to the lookout
from the vicinity of the fire.
2.
Do not fail to take completed lookout report form to the
fire. Immediately following the recording of information on the
lookout form, the smokechaser should spot the location of the fire
on his fireman's map. The location by local landmarks (streams,
ridges, buttes, peaks, lakes, meadows, roads, trails, old burns,
clearings) and legal land description (township, range, section,
f; section) will enable him to do this quickly. It is important
that the smokechaser always plot the fire on his map before leaving his station.
Map and protractor should be with smokechaser at all times.
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3.
Panoramic Photograph. To complete the picture in his
mind of the fire location and surrounding topography, the smokechaser should consult the panoramic photograph taken frcm station
reporting. This will enable him to see in the photograph what
the lockout sees from his station. The fire location should be
plotted on the photograph by means of the azimuth and vertical
angle readings. The azimuth scale is printed along the top of
the photograph, but for vertical angles a separate scale is provided. Instructions for plotting are printed on this scale.
Planning Route of Travel
After recording needed information, the smokechaser and
dispatcher should determine the fastest route to the fire. An
intimate knowledge of the district -- roads, trails, ways,
timber, and topography- — is necessary to do this successfully.
The map should be consulted; no matter how well the smokechaser
knows the country, the map will aid him to select the fastest
route. The dispatcher may change the route slightly to enable
the smokechaser to pick up help, provided total traveltlme is not
increased.
When the smokechaser leaves his station, the responsibility
rests solely with him to find the fire quickly and take initial
action on in.
Methods of Finding Fire
The smokechaser is often confronted with actually searching
for a fire under difficult conditions. Study of the following
illustrations will help him to solve many of the problems which
he may encounter. He should be thoroughly familiar with each of
them and use the one which will best enable him to solve the
situation encountered.
1.
Determine Azimuth and Distance from Known Point. This
method enables smokechaser to determine how to reach fire from a
known point. (See figure 6k)
Fire is plotted by intersection of two lockout shots. Smokechaser is given a reliable fire location, told to go to section
line board where road crosses the south line of section 11,
race and run compass course east on section line to the south
f corner of section 12, then run and pace course on azimuth
25°, distance k^QQ feet, to the fire.
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Smokechaser can determine these data himself by use of protractor and map to plot fire location.

Exact looation of fire
is not known, but it is
known that the area in •which
fire lies is visible from
emergency observation point
(see figure 65). Smokechaser is sent to this point
to see smoke, obtain azimuth,
and run comoass course to
fire.

Figure 64.

Figure 65
2.
Qet on Lookout's Line of S i g h t . This method enables
smokechaser t o place himself on l o o k o u t ' s l i n e of s i g h t when
compass shots t o lookout are p o s s i b l e (see figure 66).
Smokechaser has only l o o k o u t ' s azimuth converted to backsight
and t h e information t h a t t h e f i r e i s on west side of Boulder
Ridge. He a r r i v e s a t point nD" on the r i d g e and takes a compass
Bhot on backsight reading 268°. He sees t h a t the lookout i s t o
the r i g h t of h i s l i n e of s i g h t D-A, t h e r e f o r e , he must t r a v e l t o
r i g h t along r i d g e t o p t o approach l o o k o u t ' s l i n e of s i g h t B-E.
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Methods of Finding Fire
He estimates the distance "A" to "B", which 7d.ll be the same
as distance "D" to *En and paces the estimated distance to the
right along ridge top, arriving at "F". He takes a compass
shot from »F", reading 268°, and finds that lookout is now to
the left of line of sight F-C. Therefore, he must now pace to
the left far an estimated distance C-B. This procedure may
have to be repeated several times before he arrives at point
"E". When lookout's line of sight is finally found, the smokechaser runs compass course on backsight reading 268° until he
finds fire.
The important thing to remember i3j If lookout is to
right of line of sight, travel to the right; if lookout is
to left, travel to the left.
All compass bearings of the same reading are parallel;
therefore, lines of sight D-A, E-3, and F-C are parallel lines.

Figure 66
3.
Correlate },ap and Ground Location. The use of t h i s
method enables a smokechaser t o place himself on t h e l o o k o u t ' s
l i n e of s i g h t without being a b l e to a c t u a l l y see the lookout
(see figure 67).
A f i r e has been reported from Bald 'fountain Lookout,
base of smoke not v i s i b l e ^ Smokechaser centers p r o t r a c t o r
over point on h i s map r e p r e s e n t i n g the lookout s t a t i o n . He
extends a l i n e at azimuth 125° ( l o o k o u t ' s azimuth t o f i r e )
and finds where l o o k o u t ' s l i n e of e i g h t crosses road. Smokechaser then measures distance on h i s map from Red Creek bridge
along the road to point where t h e l o o k o u t ' s l i n e of s i g h t
i n t e r s e c t s road and f i n d s t h e d i s t a n c e t o be ^ mile. He t r a v e l s
^ mile up the road from Red Creek'bridge, then runs compass
course to f i r e , using azimuth from lookout.
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Figure 67
A.
Gridiron for Fire.' This method is used -when the smokechaser arrives in the vicinity of the lire but is unable to find
it readily (see figure 68).

Figure 68
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Lookout a t "A" picks up smoke on l i n e of sight A-B. He i s
looking over Dry Ridge and base of smoke i s not sighted. Smoke
d r i f t i n g from northwest. Smokechaser places himself on l o o k o u t ' s
l i n e of s i g h t and runs compass course to plotted l o c a t i o n (point "C")
but f a i l s to find the f i r e . Since smoke d r i f t was reported from
the south, he knows the f i r e must l i e to t h e south of l o o k o u t ' s
l i n e of s i g h t A-B. He turns a 90° angle at point "C" and runs
compass course to point "D", then turns a 90° angle and runs course
to point "E". He continues turning 90° angles at points "E", "F",
"G", e t c . , u n t i l f i r e i s found.
5.
Plot and Use 2-Foint I n t e r s e c t i o n . Thi3 method enables
a smokechaser t o p l o t his l o c a t i o n i n the f i e l d and from t h i s
point to find t h e * f i r e (see f i g u r e 69).

Figure 69
Plotted l o c a t i o n of t h e f i r e has been given to smokechaser,
and he has i t spotted on h i s map.
He a r r i v e s a t "A" from where Round ffountain and Skookum
Butte (points "B" and "C") are v i s i b l e through openings i n t h e
timber. (Any two known points which are v i s i b l e and which show
on the smokechaser's map may be u s e d . ) He s e t s his compass a t
"An and records azimuths A-3 (58° to Round Mountain) and A-C
(311° to Skookum B u t t e ) . Hs next converts these readings t o
backsights; 58° / 180° = 238° = B-A (from Round Mountain to
smokechaser); and 311° - 180° = 131° = C-A (from Skookum Butte
to smokechasrr).
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Placing his map on a flat surface, he centers his protractor on "B", extending azimuth 238° (B-A). He repeats the process for point "C". The intersection of these two lines represents his location at "A".
He then centers the protractor over "A", draws the string
over I, which represents plotted location of fire, and reads
azimuth A-X (13°). This is the compass course from his present
location to the fire. The distance A.-X is scaled on the map
and found to be 2,000 feet. (if no ruler is available, use
a piece of notebook paper, properly marked with map scale.)
The smokechaser runs a compass course on azimuth 13° and
paces 2,000 feet to the fire.
6.
Variations of 2-point Intersection. Two variations
of this method commonly used are:
(1) The smokechaser has lookout "A's" azimuth (98°)
to fire and only a general description of its
location, since the lookout is looking over a
ridge and cannot see base of smoke (see figure 70).
Smokechaser goes to point "B", from which smoke
is visible and takes compass shot (24.0°) on
fire. He plots the two readings (azimuth 98°)
' from "A" and azimuth 24,0° from "B" on his map.
Knowing the fire location with reference to
local landmarks, he is then able to travel to
it by the fastest route.

Figure 70
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(2) Smokechaser -wishes to determine his position on
road (see figure 71). He takes a compass shot on
"B" (a knownpoint), converts it to backsight
reading, and plots the line on his map. The
intersection (X) of this line -with the road determines his position.

Figure 71
7.
Offset Method. This method enables smokechaser to
place himself on lookout's l i n e of s i g h t -when the only place he
can see lookout i s t o one side of lookout's l i n e of s i g h t .
Lookout "A" r e p o r t s a f i r e -west of Pine Ridge, azimuth 83°
(see figure 72). Smokechaser t r a v e l s up t r a i l t o the top of
Pine Ridge and proceeds to point "B", where he i s a b l e to see t h e
lookout. He takes a compass shot t o lookout and finds i t t o be
272°. He notes t h e r e i s a difference of 4° between h i s reading
(272°) and the lookout's reading converted to backsight (268°).
I t i s necessary for him to t r a v e l in a n o r t h e r l y d i r e c t i o n t o get
on lookout's l i n e of s i g h t , but looking to the n o r t h , ha d i s covers t h a t Pine Ridge i s h e a v i l y timbered and i t i s probable
he w i l l be unable to see t h e lookout again. How f a r from point
"3" must he t r a v e l to get on lookout's l i n e of s i g h t ?
The distance i s determined as follows: I t has been found
by measurements t h a t where the difference in the two readings
i s 1°, and the smokechaser i s 1 mile from the lookout, the
distance to be traveled i s approximately 92 f e e t . If t h e
smokechaser i s 2 miles from the lookout, with a 1° difference in
readings, the distance to be t r a v e l e d i s 184 f e e t . If the
difference i n readings i s 2 ° , and the smokechaser i s 1 mile from
the lookout, the t r a v e l distance i s 184 f e e t . For a p p l i c a t i o n of
t h i s method, the smokechaser should remember the followingi
Difference in readings (degrees) X distance he i s from lookout
(miles) X 92 feet • distance he must t r a v e l ( f e e t ) .
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To f i g u r e t h e d i s t a n c e he must t r a v e l (BC), the smokechaser s c a l e s d i s t a n c e "AB1* on h i s map, finds i t to be 5 miles
(see f i g u r e 72). The d i f f e r e n c e i n readings i s 4° (272° - 268°).
T h e r e f o r e , 4 x 5 i 92 = 1,840 f e e t , the d i s t a n c e Tfhioh he must
t r a v e l to get on l o o k o u t ' s l i n e of s i g h t .
He t u r n s a 90° angle from h i s l i n e of s i g h t MA3" and paoes
1,840 f e e t on the determined compass c o u r s e , which places him
a t p o i n t n C n . He then t r a v e l s on oourse 268° u n t i l he reaches
the f i r e .

Figure 72
8.
Variation of Offset Method. Use a variation of this
method in flat, heavily timbered country where it is impossible
to obtain frequent backsights to lookouts.
The smokechaser has backsight readings to two lookouts
(see figure 73). He arrives at point "EM from which lookout *An
is visible. He determines the distance »EF" and places himself
at "F" on "A's" line of sight "AC" (by method illustrated in
figure 72). Unable to see lookout "B" from this point, he runs
course on M A'a H line of sight to pointttG", from which he is able
to see "B n . He determines rtGXM, runs course, and paoes distance,
which should place him close to the fire.
Note*

There will be a small error in the seoond offset
since lines "EG" and "GX" do not make an exact
90° angle, but the error is within practical limits.
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Figure 73
9.
Arrange and Use Direction Signala with Lookout. It ia
often advantageous for the smokechaser to have direction aignala
arranged with the lookout 77ho reported the fire. This ia especially true of night smokechasLng where a ayatem of light flaahea
might enable the lookout to direct the amokechaser to the fire
(one flash for N, two for E, etc.). Signala might have to be
repeated at frequent intervala.
7fhen the amokechaser and lookout are both equipped with
radios, the Job of directing to a fire at night is simple. The
amokechaser establishes contact with the lookout and by use of
his light ahowa the lookout There he ia. It is then possible
for the lookout to direct the smokeohaaer either by reference
to local landLmarks or approximate directional distances, or both.
10. Supplemental methods. The amokechaser might supplement methods illustrated in Figures 26 to 35 with one or more
of the following:
a.

Use local openings or points for observation.
Take compass ahot to fire.

b.

Climb trees for view.

c.

Locate fire by smell.

Take compass shot to fire.
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Methods of Finding Fire
d.
e.

Note direction of smoke drift.
Use information as to whether base of smoke was or
was not visible from lookout.

f.

Run compass course at night. Two men with lights
should work together, the smokechaser lining in his
partner by means of a light.

11. Mark Point of Departure from Road or Trail. When a
smokechaser leaves a road or trail for cross-country travel, he
should mark his point of departure, so follow-up men will know
the route he has taken. A notebook sheet, a limb across trail,
or post leaned against tree will serve as an adequate marker.

M 1 3 5
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SUGGESTIONS FOR SUPPLEMF21TAR-Y ANNEX

(To be provided as applicable to a
specific lookout or given lookout system)
Suggested Supplemental Information
A.

Instructions for Lookouts
1.

Emergency procedures
a.

Sickness and accident

b.

CcTTmruni cat ions failure
(1) When fires occur;
(2) When fire danger is not critical.

c.

Law violations

d.

Plane spotting (Ground Observer Corps)

e.

Multiple fire emergencies

2.

Patrols and patrol points

3-

Water trips

k.

Absence from lookout

5.

Observations schedules

6.

Communications schedules

7.

Ordering supplies

8.

Meal schedules

9.

Weather observations, reports

10.

Fire plan — step-up plan

11.

False and legitimate smoke log

12.

Map of high risk, dangerous areas

Annex 7
Page 2
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B.

13.

Special forms and instructions

14.

Lightning report procedure

15.

Precipitation reports

16.

Visitor records

17.

Public relations

Inventory - Lookout tools, equipment and supplies
Tools and Equipment
Anemometer
Alant clock
Axe, DB v/sheath
Binoculars
Broom, house
Brush, scrub
Bucket, 12-qt. galv.
Chisel, wood
Cooking outfit
First aid kit
Flashlight
Gas lantern
Hammer, claw
Plane
Pliers, cutting
Rain gauge
Saw, crosscut, 1 man
Saw, hand, carpenters
Screwdriver
Shovel, liHRP
Sling, Psychrometer
Smokechaser Pack Complete
Sun glasses
Wrench, crescent, 12"

Materials and Supplies
Batteries, Radio, Flashlight
Night light
Bon Ami, or substitute, for
windows
Brushes, paint,assortment
Chamois skin or clean cloths
for washing windows
Maps
• Bails, assortment
Notebook and pencil
Oil, linseed, boiled
Paint, "exterior." or .'.or
Rags
. .."..
Soap, 'flakes
Stain, oil
Tacks, thumb
Telephone repair supplies
Turpentine
Varnish, outside,Spar

Forms
FS Lookout Report
Daily Log and Diary
Safety Code
Visitor Register
Time Reports
Record of Official Toll Calls
Fire Danger Station Records
Fire Step-Up Plans
Fire Danger Station Charts
Fire Training Manuals
Glossary of terms used in
fire control (Agriculture Handbook No. 104).
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Suggested Supplemental Information
C.

Suggested Daily Reminder Checklist for Lookouts
It is a highly recommended, practice to have
a daily reminder list of important details of a lookout
observer's daily work posted conspicuously in the lookout
station for easy reference. This list should not be aJLlinclusive but should cover only those important items of
the daily routine that may be easily overlooked or that •
must be accomplished at a specific time of day.
Following is a suggested list of items that could
be included in such a daily reminder list.
1.
2.

3k.
J.
6.
7.
8.

Radio or Telephone Check Call Schedule
(see Chapter S ) .
Observation schedule., to include important
area schedule, general observation and
"Check Look" schedules (see Chapter 5 and
page 6, Annex l).
Check Fire-Finder for orientation and level
adjustment (see Chapter k).
Weather Observation and Report Schedule
(see Chapter 8 and Annex 2 ) .
Visibility check schedule (see Chapter 5).
Water trip schedule.
Work Schedule for important maintenance
jobs (see Chapter 8 ) .
Radio stand-by schedule. Ilote: It has been
found that during periods of low to medium
fire danger, many lookouts will not be
required to stand by constantly to save
radio batteries. Designated by a name or
number for each class of fire danger, a
prearranged standby schedule simplifies
the arrangement of schedules with the
lookouts and saves personnel time and radio
transmission time.

